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Introduction

THE PROBLEM AND NEED FOR THE STUDY

The problem, in its broadest sense, is concerned with helping each child
develop to his highest potential through education. The national, economic,
and personal benefits gained by attempting to achieve this goal are so
prominent in our current literature and recent federal legislation that they
will no be reiterated here.

Nationally, there seems to be a void in present activities dealing with
dropoutprone youth. Some school systems have excellent programs during
the school year allowing students to work part time in the community
during some school hours. Programs in vocational education such as Div
tributive Education, Diversified Occupations, and Supervised Job Training
fall into this general category. For youths who have actually dropped out
of school, the Job Corps and Neighborhood Youth Corps are available..
There do not seem to be, however, many laboratory programs completely
within the school that specifically attack the problem. This experimental
program is aimed at investigating the feasibility of preparing teachers for
this void.

The state research staff of the Illinois Research Coordinating Unit for
Vocational Education, in discussing this research project, emphasized the
dire need for programs of this kind. Not one summer program was available
in 1965 in this state for vocational technical teachers interested in learning
how to work with the disadvantaged. Meanwhile, Urbana, the home of
the University of Illinois, had to cancel an experimental program in the
public schools, approved by the State Board of Vocational Education and
Rehabilitation, mainly because of the difficulty in obtaining teacher..



(1,

During the same period that this research project was in operation, one
of the tasks of the project director happened to be an evaluation of a two-day
conference conducted by the Illinois Research Coordinating Unit. Ray Page,
State Superintendent of Public Instruction, wrote in the preface of the final
report for this conference, "Perhaps there has never before been assembled
such a distinguished, sophisticated, knowledgeable, and comprehensive
group to consider the critical issues and challenges facing vocational and
technical education in Illinois," This quote was taken from Vocational
Education in Illinois - Planning for Measured Charge, coedited by Robert A.
Campbell and Philip G. Baird.

One hundred and sixty persons attended the conference, representing
such diverse fields as university teacher training and other university
disciplines, the State Department of Public Instruction staff, public school
personnel, organized labor, private schools, and publishing. After com-
pletion of the conference, a letter requesting at least one suggestion of a
critical need or issue facing vocational education elicited from the par-
ticipants their opinion that the need to work with disadvantaged and less-than-
romal students far outweighed any other need.

To our knowledge, this was the first program in the nation to prepare industrial
education teachers to work specifically with dropout -prow students.

OBJECTIVES

The experimental program originally had and basically kept the following
purposes:

1. To explore the dimensions of the dropout-prone youth problem in
relation to occupational development leading toward gainful employment.

2. To discover how the unique laboratory experiences of votes meet or
fail to meet the needs of these youths in relation to occupational development
or preparation for occupational programs.

3. To prepare accredited teachers and teaching aides
a. by identifying needed competencies and the operative selection factors;
b. by prwiding research and curriculum development experiences for
graduate students interested in dropout-prone youth through a search
for answers to the following questions:

i. What is the personal reaction of graduate students toward the drop-
out problem after they have studied the problem?

What research and curriculum materials are available from outside
the project?
iii. What research and curriculum materials can be developed which
are custom tailored for the sunurier experimental program?

viii



4 To disseminate the findings.
a. Prepare a thirty- to forty-five-minute kinescope of the summer experi-
mental program.
b. Conduct a one-day evaluation and dissemination conference.
c. Publish the final report.
d. Write an article for professional publication.
e. Deliver a speech for a national convention.

It is recognized that dissemination of research findings is usually not
regarded as a major project objective. However, the project director felt
so strongly about the usual weaknesses in effectively disseminating research
findings in education that dissemination was specifically designed into this
project as one of the four important goals.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

The following definitions are given to clarify the terms used in the study.
Experimental, as used in this particular project, is defined by the funding

agency, the Illinois Researching Coordinating Unit of the State Board of
Vocational Education and Rehabilitation, as those experimental projects
which involve direct contact with learners and/or are basically a field trial
of an innovative idea.

Industrial education is the generic term which includes both trade and
industrial vocational education and industrial arts education.

Dropout-prone youth is delimited, for purposes of this study, to fifteen- and
sixteen-year-old boys in the Occupational Exploration Program within the
Champaign Public Schools.

RELATED STUDIES

The original manuscript for this report was so lengthy that it had to be
shortened to meet contract publishing costs. Therefore, only two key sources
for pertinent research studies are listed, along with the listing of one specific
study.

The Information Retrieval Center on the Disadvantaged (IRCD), located
at Yeshiva University in New York City, maintains a classified card file of
more than 2,000 available bibliographical references. Special bibliographies
on specific topics are compiled and provided upon request, and Xeroxed
copies of abstracts are also available. The Center's services are available
on a nonprofit basis.

Microfiche cards summarizing research studies and bound indexes dealing
with the disadvantaged are available for purchase from the Bell & Howell
Company.

ix



Only one specific research study has been retained from our original
manuscript. Because of its close association with the students we selected
for our experimental and control groups, this study is listed. This final
report of a study funded by the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration,
Washington, D. C., was prepared by the project director Dr. Merle B.
Karnes, et al. Entitled The Efficacy of a Prevocational Curriculum and Services
Designed to Rehabilitate Slow Learners Who Are School Dropout, Delinquency, and
Unemployment Prone, it is printed by the Champaign Community Unit IV
Schools, Champaign, Illinois.



Procedures

The twenty-five steps outlined in the original proposal will briefly be pre-
sented with limited comment where necessary. The pi ocedures for developing
the brochure, attitude scale, and kinescopes will be presented in more detail.

1. Set up advisory committee. This was done with the following members
named: Mr. Phil Baird, Dr. Carl Bereiter, Mr. Vernon Burgener, Dr. Robert
Cooley, Dean Rupert V. Evans, Mr. Guy Jones, Dr. Merle Karnes, Dr. Ray
M. Karnes, Mr. Clint Kelly, Mr. Neil MacGregor,1 Dr. William J. Schill,1
Dr. Bernard Spodek, and Dr, Robert Tinkham.'

2. Develop publicity program to attract undergraduate students, teachers,
and graduate students who would be interested in working with dropout-
prone youth. This included the preparation and distribution of a brochure.
Teachers currently involved in state supported programs were also invited
to attend.

The brochure is shown in Exhibit A. Twelve hundred copies were printed.
Over eight hundred were sent to the teachers listed in the state directory of
industrial education personnel. The mail addressograph of the State Depart-
ment was used. Because official approval of the project was not received until
early May the brochure was designed, printed, and mailed by May 24, l966.

A follow-up study of the effect of the brochure was conducted. Twenty
teachers were randomly selected from the directory listing industrial edu-

Proposed teachers for summer experimental program.

1
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Please cut along this lino and root,

Area Code

Name Address _ Phone

IA or Votec Specialty _ Age Years of Teaching Experience.

School there Employed School Address

Highest Degree Held then Obtained What Institution

Location of degree granting institution

Are you currently pursuing a degree? ______ That degree From what institution_

Location of institution_
Indicate the course(s) you intend to register for this summer:.

Please respond to the following items or. a separate sheet. A sentence or two for each item on a 3 a 5 card might be sufficient.
I. Comment on the nature of your experience (ot lack of it) with respect to dropout-prone youngsters.
2. Comment as to whether you feel you have some unusual or special interests and/or capabilities to add to the overall richness

of the program (not char this is a criterion for entrance).
3. What is it you most desire from this summer experience?

2
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cation teachers in Illinois. These men were contacted by phone. Most
remembered receiving copies of the brochure. Three said they did not
receive the brochure. This may be true because the state addressograph
lists only one address for all industrial education teachers in a school,
thus the brochures went out in packets to each school. They may or may
not have been distributed within the school.

All who remembered receiving the brochure said they thought the
program was a good idea. One even said he thought the program was I9ng
overdue.

The majority of teachers found it impossible to attend because of prigr
commitments, but several mentioned that they would be interested in taking
part in a future summer. The common prior commitment was a degree
program at summer school. Other commitments ranged !from participation
in an NDEA program to care of an ill wife. One man had since moved from
the midwest and another had changed his field of instruction.

It was concluded that tlac brochure was adequately designed to catch the
interest of these teachers but in future projects should be individually
addressed and mailed earlier in the school year.

3. Identify experimental population.
a. Only students currently in the Occupational Exploration Program of

the Champaign school system were eligible. The original criterion used to
select these students was either environmental handicap or cultural depriva-
tion, educational retardation, population mobility, low socio-economic level,
inadequate school opportunity, undeveloped communication ability, or a
combination of these.

b. Out of the 178 in the program ranging from the seventh to the twelfth
grades and including both boys and girls, only fifteen- and sixteen-year-old males

who were willing to enter the summer experimental program were considered eligible.
Of this number a stratifrd random sample was chosen.

Thirty-four 0. E. students met the requirements of the summer experi-
mental program. By a stratified random sample, ten were placed in a
control group, The remaining twenty-four 0. E.'s were the students used
in the main study. The stratification referred only to race. An attempt was
made to obtain approximately half Caucasian and half Negro in each group.

The two main purposes of the control group were to provide a historical
perspective and a basis for comparison of dropout rates during the following
regular school year. It was felt the historical control was necessary in the
event that during the summer in which the experimental program was in
operation some event happened which radically changed the outlook of the
dropout-prone students. A hypothetical example might be the dropout of a
large number of our experimental students because of a great increase of
low-level but high-paying jobs in the community. The control group would



then also react to the same historical happening. The control group had
the same Champaign 0. E. counselors available to them throughout the
summer as the students in the experimental program. The main difference
was that the control group was provided employment at jobs in the com-
munity. This work was mainly unskilled labor and some of the places of
employment were Chanute Air Force Base, Burnham City Hospital, Alex-
ander Book Bindery, Champaign News Agency, Court Yard Cafeteria,
Hunter Lumber Company, and Rick's IGA.
4. Develop a Likert-type attitude scale to measure dropout-prone students'
attitude toward in-sehool industrial education.

Before the summer program began, the Student Attitude Toward School
Shop (SASS) scale was developed by the project director. He spent two days
interviewing 0. E. students in their homes regarding their likes and dislikes
toward school shop. These responses were to be used as a pool to prepare
items for the scale. As the responses obtained were so similar to responses
the investigator had obtained in an earlier research study in which he had
developed a scale to measure junior high students' attitude toward industrial
arts, it was decided to use this completed scale. Three main approaches had
been used to measure the validity of this scale, including an outside criterion
group. Statistically significant results were obtained from each of these three
approaches. A reliability of .922 was found.

The main difference between these two scales IA as in their administration.
The earlier scale was administered in a group setting after only the directions
had been read aloud. Because the 0. E. students were socially maladjusted
the SASS scale was administered on an individual basis. Also because of the
known low reading ability of many 0. E. students, the SASS scale was read
to the student as he looked on and then he indicated his response on a large
card which had the five available choices.

The SASS scale is presented in Exhibit B. A reliability of .923 was obtained
by using the split half method and the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula.
This certainly seems to lend credence to the decision of utilizing the attitude
scale developed earlier. It seems plausible that the scale was adequately
measuring both groups since the reliability, when computed by the same
method, yielded a difference of only .001 (.922 and .923).
5. Collect information about disadvantaged and dropout-prone youth.
Among others, the services utilized were those offered by the Information
Retrieval Center on the Disadvantaged, located at Yeshiva University in
New York City, and the committee named by the Illinois State Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction to explore the dropout problem in the state.
Permission was granted by the Champaign Public Schools for the release
of a complete copy of each 0. E. student's file in our control and experi-
mental groups.
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Exhibit 8

STUDENT ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL SHOP (SASS)

©Robert A, Campbell, 1966
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois

Directions:

We would like to know how students feel about their experiences in school shop, We
want you to answer each item as honestly as you can. We ask you not to write your name
on these sheets for it is only your truthful answers that are important--it does not matter
who gives the answer. Therefore, try to choose the response you believe to be mast like
yourself and do not try to flatter either the teachers or the programs.
Please circle the response which corresponds the closest to your feeling about each item.

SA Strongly Agree
A Agree
11 Uncertain
D s Disagree

SD = Strongly Disagree
Do not toke too much time in thinking about any particular item. Please do not leave

any item outthere is no right or wrong answerit is just how you feel about things.
Other people may have different opinions.

Here are a couple of examples for you to try.
SA A U D SD x. The game l like to watch best on TV is baseball.

If you like baseball the best of all ganes you watch on TV
you would put a circle around SA for you strongly agree with
the statement.
Now you try the next one.

SA A U D SD y. Strawberry ice cream is one of my favorite ice cream flavors.
Put a circle around the letter which comes the closest to repre-
senting your teeing. Even if your exact feeling is not found in
one of the choices, pick the one which comes closest to your
true feeling.
Now do the rest the some way. Sometimes it will be hard to
make up your mind, but do the best you can and do not leave
any out.

A

Total

F U Total

SA A 11 D SD 1. I like to learn how to use tools.
SA A U D SD 2. Compared with my other courses, I feel that school shop class

is one of the poorer courses I an taking.
SA A U D SD 3. Most boys in my grode in school do not like school shop.
SA A U D SD 4. If I had a younger brother I would like to teach him how to use

toots to make things.
SA A U D SD 5. School shop is my favorite subject.
SA A U D SD 6. In my opinion, a student cannot learn much in school shop.
SA A U D SD 7. I hate school shop.
SA A U D SD 13. Si it were allowed, I would like to work in the school shop

during my study periods.

6



SA A U D SD 9. I find that the subject motter of school shop has real interest
for me.

SA A U D SD 10. I dread to come to my school shop class.
SA A U D SD 11. Personally, I dislike school shop.
SA A U D SD 12. I enjoy making things in the school shop.
SA A U D SD 13. I think school shop is fun.
SA A U D SD 14. About all thot can be said for school shop is that it uses up

port of the school day.
SA A U D SD 15. I like to tell other people about what I do in the schoo! shop.
SA A U D SD 16. In school shop it seems as if the end of the period will never

come.

SA A U D SD 17. Tools are my friends.
SA A U D SD 18, I like to show my finished project to rre,. friends and parents.
SA A U D SD 19. I am dissatisfied with my progress in school shop.
SA A U D SD 20, If I become a teacher, I would like to teach school shop.
SA A U D SD 21. If I could skip one class it would be shop.
SA A U D SD 22. When I am supposed to be working in the school shop, I am

usually thinking about other things.
SA A U D SD 23. In my opinion, school shop should not be required of all boys

in the junior high school.
SA A U D SD 24. I feel good after I have made something in the school shop.
SA A U D SD 25. We have school shop too many times a week.
SA A U D SD 26. If I could do anything I wanted to do on Saturday mornings,

I would come into the school shop and work.
SA A U D SD 27. While I om in school, I can't wait for my shop periods.
c\ AU D SD 28, If the principal said there would be no more shops taught in

this school I would be happy.
SA A U D SD 29, School shop gives me a chance to get something done that is

worthwhile.
SA A U D SD 30. The projects we make in school shop are not useful to me and

my family.

SA A U D SD 31. The main reason I make projects in school shop is because the
teacher tells me to build something.

SA A U D SD 32. I would like to get took for gifts rather than other things.
SA A U D SD 33. I feel that school shop is less respectable than most other

subjects.

SA A U D SD 34. I would like to have a shop of my own someday.
SA A U D SD 35. !n general, I think the school shop program is very worthwhile.
SA A U D SD 36. School shop work is dull.
SA A U D SD 37. I fee! that I hove very good teachers who help make school

shop more Interesting.
SA A U D SD 38. My school shop teachers are mean.
SA A U D SD 39. When I see an interesting project I want to find out how it

was made.
SA A U D SD 40. In school shop class this year I have not tried at oll.
SA A U D SD 41. If I were principal and able to change courses as I wished,

I would make many changes in the school shop program.
SA A U D SD 42. I like my shop teachers because they try to help me with my

projects.
SA A U D SD 43. I feel that there are "teacher's nets" or "foyorites" in school

shop class.

SA A U D SD 44. I learn different things in school shop which moy help me in
the future.

7



Please circle ONE of the following five choices:

In general, what is your attitude toward all the school shop classes you have had?
1. Like them very much,
2. Like them somewhat.
3, Undecided or don't know.
4. Dislike them somewhat.
5. Dislike them very much.

NOTE: Add up the total number of circles you have made
on these two pages and place that number in this box.

A microfiche machine was available exclusively for the project personnel.
The complete set of microfiche cards and indexes dealing with disadvantaged
students was purchased from the Bell & Howell Company.

6. Arrange transportation for experimental students. It was found that
taxies between each of the schools (where the students spent their mornings
as custodial helpers) and the University of Illinois were a great deal less
expensive than bus transportation. An added advantage was that all the
students left their morning work stations and arrived at the University
within the same relatively short time period.

7. Arrange for student lunches to be delivered to the school laboratory each
noontime. It was strongly felt that providing lunches for the experimental
students was important to the design of the study. Students had no facilities
for refrigerating bag lunches during the morning work assignments. Many
parents would not or could not provide these home-prepared meals. If the
subjects left their morning work assignment and went out to eat lunch on
their own, there was a strong possibility the attendance records at thesummer
laboratory program might be quite low.

A laboratory aide brought in the lunches from a local fifteen-cent ham-
burger establishment. The students had a meal sel.:ction slip, which they
made out for the next day, with the only restriction a one dollar limit,

8. Make final arrangements for closed circuit TV of experimental lab classes
and storage of all video tapes. The Office of Instructional Resources was
extremely cooperative in this matter. Professional-type cameras were used
instead of the typical closed circuit TV cameras. These cameras provided
excellent quality video tapes from which to make composite kinescopes.

9. Select the personnel for laboratory aides. This is one of the few items
which was changed from the original proposal. It had been proposed that
young men who were school dropouts and who had been unemployed for
two years were to be hired as laboratory aides. At the first advisory com-
mittee meeting, the consensus was that persons should be chosen who would
set a positive example for the 0. E. students. Five successful junior and

8



senior industrial education students from Champaign High School were
chosen by their teachers for this job. The only restriction made on their
choice was that a combination of white and Negro was desired. Three white
and two colored students were selected. This proved to be an extremely
valuable suggestion from the advisory committee.

10. Plan orientation programs for
a. college teachers of the experimental program and related courses,
b. teachers in training,
c. graduate students in related classes,
d. te;:ching aides,
e. experimental students.

11. Schedule home visitations throughout the experimental program for
(a), (b), and (c) above.

A parental interview form was developed by one of the research assistants
and used in each of the home visitations. This record was then added to each
0. E. student's cumulative file folder. A copy of the printed interview form
appears in the Sample Cumulative File on page 116.

12. Arrange for Champaign counselors assigned to the experimental students
to visit the experimental summer class and related classes.

The 0. E. students were paid a dollar an hour for working in the Cham-
paign.Public Schools in the mornings and the same rate of pay for working
at thenUniversity of Illinois in the afternoons.

An additional incentive is described in the following memo:

MEMO
TO: In-School Work Experience Employees
FROM Guy R. Jones, Prevocational Coordinator
All in-school work experience employees are eligible for a $25.00 bonus upon com-
pletion of the summer program. This bonus is a reward for doing good work, for being
regular and prompt in attendance, and for learning the material being taught on the job
In the school, and at the University of Illinois.
Starting today (7-7.66) one dollar ($1.00) will be deducted from this bonus for each
occurrence of the following:
1. Failure to report to this office (phone 358-1721) before you are absent or late for any

reason.
2. Repeated absence or tardiness on the job.
3. A report from your school boss of poor work, laziness, or leaving your work sta :ion.
4. A report of poor performance from the University of Illinois.
5. A report of poor performance from the Prevocational Counselor.
In addition to the loss of part of your bonus, you will not be paid for any time not spent
on the job because of absence, tardiness, and not working.

At the end of the summer, nine of the twenty-four 0. E. students received
the full $25.00. The majority earned $22 or $23. Three boys received no
bonus money. Toward the end of the summer, all three had quit their
morning jobs but still came to the University in the afternoon.

9



13. Conduct summer experimental program. The
marized in the following chart.
First week

Orientotion progroms
Middle six weeks

8:00-11:55 a.m.

12.00-12:15 P.m.

12:15-1:00 p.m.
1:00-4:00 p.m.

Students worked
school system
Transportation to
free taxi
Group lunch period
Votec 384, experimental summer laboratory progrom for dropout-
prone youth

design for this is sum-

on building maintenance for the Champoign

University of Illinois College of Education by

Eighth week
Evaluation program

Related graduate course
Votec 459D, Practicum for developing instructional materials for dropout-prone youth

This procedural step was accomplished with one major exception. Dr. Achill
and his combined Votec 459E and 482 classes did not come to their scheduled
orientation meeting. He chose, of his own volition, not to involve his classes
directly with the project.

Exhibit C shows the arrangement of all the teams.

14. Collect samples of all data, instruments, curriculums, instructional
materials, and research studies developed or used by the three related
graduate courses.

15. Gather personal reactions of all persons associated with the experimental
program:

a. dropout-prone students,
b. college teachers,
c. teachers in training,
d. graduate curriculum class,
e. teaching aides.

The daily diaries kept by those in (b), (c), (d), and (e) were turned in. A
taped exit interview was conducted for those in (a), (c), (d), and (e).
Students in the related graduate courses wrote their reactions to the experi-
mental program and their part in it.

Illustrative samples of procedure steps 14 and 15 are presented in Section
Three of this report, "Data Presentation and Analysis."

16. Review all video tapes of experimental summer program several times
and edit into a thirty- to forty-five-minute kinescope.

A card was developed by the project director to assist in making the
kinescopes. (See Exhibit D.) Over 2,000 of these cards were completed after
many hours of reviewing all videotapes. The project director coincidentally
viewed these tapes with Daryl Fairchild of the Office of Instructional
Resources.
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Exhibit C
VOTEC EXPERIMENTAL PROJECT TEAMS
Experimental Graduate
Students (OE) Teachers 384 Students 459D

Team 1
Adams, Charles
Birt, John
Bradley, Simely
Cavanaugh, Bill
Cole, Larry

Team 2
Davidson, Charles
Dorsey, Steve
Drake, Bob
Floyd, Sonny
Gray, Eddie

Team 3
Grice, Mike
Herron Charles
Laws, Joe
Nunn, ott
Ohls. Tony

Team 4
Phillips, Dennis
Rauchman, Ken
Roach, Fred
Smith, Robert
Tucker, Richard

Team 5
Walker, Larry
Whitton, Mike
Williams Tom
Wood, lames

Blackford, Ron
344.'3359
Neumeister, John
352.71

Brewer, Lloyd
332.4844
Lynch, Edward
332.5442

°axon, William
(None)
Henak, Richard
332-2240

Fuller, Foster
367.3063
Shutters, Donald
469-7171

Cordier,Gary
356-4983
Rebhorn, Eldon
352.6667

Blackford, Ron
344.3359
Keele, Dwight
356-0103
Marks, Bir:
944-345
Zohnle, James
344.1266

Laboratory Aides

Comer, Steve
352.7378

Brewer, Lloyd Wood, Glen
332.4844 356-9216
Harrison, Gene
(None)

winford, Chuck
346-4409

Beers, Robert Swain, Eric
332.4890 1-863.5050
Henak, Richard
332.2240
Zenor, Clifford
332.4129

Edwards, Robert &smut, Dove
1. 762-0663 356-9841
Fuller, Foster
367.3063
Oettel, James
422-4960

Eardley, Sill Cooper, Jesse
352.9497 352.3825
Rebhorn, Eldon
352-6667
Wisner, Bruce
352.3490

The video tapes contained such excellent material that a major change
in procedure was decided upon. Step 21 called for a one-day evaluation and
dissemination conference of the summer research program. The director
felt that producing additional kinescopes from the quality material available
would probably actually disseminate the project more fully than the one-day
conference. The funding agency agreed to this change and a set of three
16-millimeter films was produced from composites of the video tapes and
was entitled Experimental Program to Prepare Vocational-Technical
Teachers for Laboratory Classes Designed for Dropout-Prone Youth,
Part I--Project Summary, Part IIPreparing Teachers, Part IllStu-
dent Activities.

These may be obtained by writing the project director:
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Dr. Robert A. Campbell
Department of Vocational and Technical Education
College of Education
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801

17. Follow up experimental and control students during the first part of
regular school year.

This initial follow-up was completed. An additional follow-up was con-
ducted to determine the dropout rate of the experimental and control
groups at the end of the regular school year following the experimental sum-
mer program.

18. Analyze all data from the total project and arrive at conclusions. This
data is the basis for the remainder of this final report.

19, Write final report.

20, Show kinescope to local educational groups. Step 20 will begin when
the kinescopes are returned from thr p.ocessor in the early fall of 1967.

Eithibit D

TAPE NO.:

Beginning No.

Audio

Video

Summary Teocher Student Doge No.

CONTENT:

Ending No.

Audio

Video

12
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21. Conduct one-day evaluation and dissemination conference of summer
experimental program.

This has been changed and was discussed previously in step 16. It is
sincerely hoped that the reader will view the set of three kinescopes. This
final report is considered as the other part, but only a part, of the final
dissemination package.

22. Publish final report.

23. Write article describing summer experimental program for professional
publication. This will be done after the final report is published.

24. Prepare speech describing summer experimental program for a national
convention.

'The project director was invited to Washington, D.C., in January 1967,
to present a description of our project to vocational education state directors
or their representatives. These people were attending the First National
Conference in Vocational Education for Students, with Special Needs.
Unknown to us, our project along with thirty -three others had been sug-
gested to the U.S. Office of Education Planning Committee, and it was
chosen, along kith two others, to be presented.

25. Consider feasibility of continuing summer experimental program during
regular school year. This should be given careful consideration based on the
reception of the final report and the three kinescopes.

13



Data Presentation
and Analysis
of the Researchers

Permission had been granted by the Champaign school system for the
release of a complete copy of the file for each 0. E. student who was in
the summer experimental project. This antecedent data was reproduced
and made available to the project researchers, the graduate curriculum
class, and the teachers in training. This information, together with additional
data gathered by these three groups, proved extremely helpful in developing
hypotheses to be tested, custom tailoring curriculums is hich were developed,
and determining the ttiost advantageous teaching methods to me with the
individual 0. E. student.

The researchers felt that this collection of data and its subsequent analysis
might provide a means of: (1) describing the population of the study,
(2) determining what, if any, relationships exist between certain factors,
and (3) providing information on all the subjects to be used in comparing
particular individuals with the group.

It will be shown that analysis of the data proved to be quite helpful in
de-scribing the students and in providing a means for conspari,on. In truing

' This major di% i5ion of the repot, Data Presentation and Anal ?sip. has been subdi% ked
into three parts: (I) Researchers. (2) Graduate Curriculum Claw. and (3) Teachers in
Training (law. Although there %%as a great deal of healthy- overlap beinren the three
group. whene% et possible the data sill be ptesentrd and anahred within only one of
these group di% isions.
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to find relationships between the various factors there has been little success.
Although we had anticipated statistically significant relationships, the lack
thereof may be explained by the small number of subjects (23) and the
homogeneity of the group.

The computer facilities of the Unix ersity of Illinois were used for data an-
alysis whenever possible.

AGE

Fifteen- and sixteen-year-old O. E. subjects were purposely chosen
because fifteen-year-olds can trot drop out of school no matter how dropout-
prone they may be, whereas sixteen-year-olds can. No statistically significant
results were found between age and any of the other variables.

BIRTHPLACE

As is shown below, the majority of the subjects were born in the Champaign -
Urbana area, but no real relationship was found between their place of birth
and other data. However, the data does give a good description of the group.

16 or 69,6 percent born in Champaign-Urbana
1 or 4.3 percent born in Midwest other than Champaign-Urbana
6 or 26.1 percent born in other than Midwest

FAMILY BACKGROUND

Data on socioeconomic class, father's and mother's occupation, family
structure, sibling pattern, and race were gathered in order to provide a
picture of the family background of the students. This information is not
reported as new data as these factors probably contributed to the subjects'
originally being identified as dropout-prone. The N of 24 which was used
included the one dropout from the summer program. Although no relation-
ships were found with other data, examination does provide a group picture
of the subjects of this study. Socioeconom..: level was taken from the school
psychologist's report which was available on each subject. The 75 percent
in the below-average category and lack of families in the above-average
categories is certainly consistent with the predominance of fathers in low-
level occupations, number of mothers working, and the number of large
families.

Socioeconomic level
6 or 25 percent, average

18 or 75 percent, below average
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Father's Occupational Level
2 or 8.4 percent, father was technical or managerial
6 or 25.0 percent, father was skilled

11 or 45.8 percent, father was unskilled
5 or 20.8 percent, father was deceased or missing

Mother's Occupational Level
3 or 12.5 percent, mother was skilled

11 or 45.8 percent, mother was unskilled
9 or 37.5 percent, mother was housewife
1 or 4.2 percent, mother was deceased or missing

Family Structure
8 or 33.3 percent, father was working - mother at home
8 or 33.3 percent, father working mother working
1 or 4.3 percent, father employed mother missing
3 or 12.5 percent, father missing - mother unemployed
2 or 8.3 percent, father missing - mother employed
2 or 8.3 percent, foster home

Note: 8 or 33.3 percent were separated from at least one parent.

Sibling Pattern
6 or 25.0 percent were oldest boy - large family

10 or 41.7 percent were middle boy large family
3 or 12.5 percent were youngest boy large family
2 or 8.3 percent were youngest boy middle family
2 or 8.3 percent were youngest boy - small family
1 or 4.2 percent were only boy only child

Note: 19 or 79.2 percent were from large families

Race
N = 24 15 or 62.5 percent were white

9 or 37.5 percent were nonwhite
N 23 14 or 60.9 percent were white

9 or 39.1 percent were nonwhite

In developing the sibling pattern, a large family was considered as over
three, a middle family was three, and a small family was composed of one
or two children. It v.ill be noted that 19 or 79.2 percent of the subjects were
from large families.

Although the nine Negro students represented only 37 percent of the
group which began the study, it is important to note that this is believed to
be a considerably higher percentage than the racial proportions in the
community. Percentages for both the total group which began the summer
program and the group which completed the program less the one dropout
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student are presented. Hereafter, unless otherwise noted, only an N of 23
will be used.

An attempt was made to ascertain whether there were relationships present
in some of the above data which might be masked by the large number of
categories for such a small group of student subjects. For this purpose the
data was arranged in the following dichotomies: (1) father presentfather
not present, (2) mother not workingmother working, and (3) both parents
presentone parent present. No significant relationships were found be-
tween these groupings and any of the other data.

18 or 78 percent, father present
5 or 22 percent, father not present

9 or 39 percent, mother not working
13 or 56 percent, mother working

1 or 5 percent, mother deceased

17 or 74 percent, both parents present
6 or 26 percent, one parent present

ABILITY LEVEL

To provide a picture of the ability level of the subjects, IQ scores and
averages of grades at the junior high school level were obtained. Because
of the nature of this study academic grade averages were reported separately
from industrial arts grades.

The IQ scores ranged from 75 to 105 and were, with only one exception,
below the normalitive mean of 100. This highly skewed distribution had
a median of 85, mean of 87, and a standard deviation of 73. IQ was the
first variable found to be statistically significant. IQ correlated with the
following variables strongly enough to be statistically significant at the
I percent level. A rorrrlation rf .46 p < .01 u4.1 found &turn 1Q and industrial
grades. A rorrrlation of .61 p < .0? Wei found trtreren IQ and school teliaricr.

A five point system was used in coding the subject's grades. As might
be expected from this group, the grades fell almost exclusively below average.

Academic Grade Average Junior High Godes

A = 0 0.0 percent
0 0.0 percent Code

C =2 6.7 percent A ---- 5
C = 6 26.1 percent B = 4
D = 7 30.4 percent C = 3
D = 7 30.4 percent D = 2
F = 1 4.4 percent F = 1
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Range 1 to 3
Mean 2.02 (D)
Standard Deviation .53
Industrial Arts Grade Average - Junior High
A = 0 0.0 percent
B = 1 4.4 percent Code

C+ = 2 8.7 percent A = 5
C = 7 30.4 percent B = 4
C = 4 17.4 percent C = 3
D =5 21.7 percent D = 2
D = 2 8.7 percent F = 1
F = 2 8.7 percent
Range 1 to 4
Mean 2.48 (C+)
Standard Deviation .79
A correlation of .46 p < .01 was found between IQ and industrial arts
grades.

PHYSICAL CONDITION

Before and during the regular 0. L. program, each student was required
to have a physical examination. There was a copy of the initial examination
in each subject's folder. From these reports the subjects were rated good,
fair, or poor, and the results are reported below. There was no statistically
significant relationship found to other data.

19 or 82.6 percent were in good physical condition
3 or 13.1 percent were in fair physical condition
I or 4.3 percent was in poor physical condilion

BEHAVIOR

The psychological reports for each student contained a statement regard.
ing the individual's contact with the police. There was no average cm-
parison group, but it is believed that the 29 percent of the initial group
which had been in some sort of trouble with the police was more than would
be expected of an average fifteen or sixteen-year-old group in the Chant-
paignUrbana area. It is interesting to note that the dropout from the
summer experimental program was one of the seven who was known to the
police.

Policy Contact
7 or 29.2 percent were known to police

17 or 70.8 percent were not known to police
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From the psychological reports and other available cumulative folder
information, the students' school behavior was ranked as good, fair, or poor.
Of the seven students reported to have been in contact with the police,
five were classified under the "poor" school behavior category.
School Behavior
7 or 29.2 percent rated good
7 or 29.2 percent rated fair

10 or 41.6 percent rated poor

As was mentioned earlier under the discussion of Ability Lad: A cor-
relation of .61 p < .01 was found between IQ and school behavior.

ATTENDANCE

The attendance office of each subkct's school provided a record of his
absences for the 1965-66 school year. The possible number of attendance
days was 180.

School Attendance 1965.66 School Year
Range of absences 1-66 days
Mean 10.6
Standard Deviation 14.1
Median 6.3

Attendance was also kept for the summer project. There were 30 0. E.
class meetings.

Summer Protect Attendance
Range of absences 0-10 days
Mean 2.1
Standard Deviation 2.5
Median 1.1

It will be noted that although the range was front 0 to 10 the mean
was 2.1. This difference is also reflected in the high standard deviation
which was caused by the one subject with 10 absences.

A rank order correlation between absences during the 1965.66 school
year and the absences during the summer program produced an R = .25
which was not statistically significant. A total of 245 student-day absences
(5.9 percent) tied in very closely with the summer total of 49 student days
(7.1 percent), thus indicating that perhaps poor attendance habits are not
readily broken. In general, the same students who had high absence rates
during the year in public school tended to exhibit similar attendance
patterns during the summer program.

An effort was also made to ascertain whether a relationship existed
between race and rate of absenteeism in both the 1965.66 school year and
the summer experimental program. The hypothesis tested stated that no
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significant difference did exist between races in terms of rate of absence.
Although arithmetically the nonwhite group was found to have a somewhat
higher absence rate in both instances, the difference was not sufficiently-
great to be significant (chi-square computed, .05 level).
Required Regular School Attendance
5.2 percent absences = White
7.0 percent absences = Negro
Paid Summer Program Attendance
6.4 percent absences = White
8.0 percent absences = Negro

Thus it appears that dropoutprone students will attend a special shop
program during time they are not required by law to attend school. Their
voluntary attendance rate will be about the same as required regular school
attendance if they are paid. NOTE: It seems that we have two real clues
for working successfully with dropout-prone students: (I) the provision of
an interesting special shop program, and (2) payment for attending school.

PROGRAM DROPOUT

Out of an original enrollment of 24 students, 23 completed the entire
six seeks. One boy elected to drop out midway through the summer after
establishing a record of truancies, class disruptions, and disciplinary actions.
According to his own statement he did not like the rules, the instructors,
nor the activities; thus he refused to attend any further meetings. Considering
the fact that all of these boys had problems of varying magnitude, only one
loss during the program must certainly serve as some indication of success.

Disciplinary action taken during the course of the summer program was
exclusively of a financial nature. In rare and very severe cases students
were suspended for one or two days with a concomitant loss of pay. Despite
the fact that students rated wages very highly as a motivating factor, the
prospect of a loss of money did not seem to be an effective deterrent to
disruptive behavior in the shop.

Although all cases of afternoon absence from the summer research program
were followed through either by phone or visit, it was often the feeling of
the research staff that there were several instances of malingering despite
the fact that students were losing wages each time they were absent. Addi
tional variables which should be considered here are (I) compulsory school
attendance during the regular school year tending to reduce absences,
particularly among the least successful group, (2) disciplinary suspensions
prevalent among the least successful during the summer program, and
(3) the adverse psychological effect of attending school of any kind during
vacation time, especially in the case of less mature students.
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In conclusion, one may surmise that the degree of success which these
students may be expected to attain either in the claFsroosn or on the job is
closely related to such factors as akenteeisnt and amount of satisfaction
achieved as a result of interacting with peers and supervisors. In none of
the variables explored was race found to be a significant differentiator.
In general, the same students who had high absence rates during the year,
regardless of race, tended to exhibit similar attendance patterns during
the summer program.

Additional data concerning attendance will be presented later in this
report when discussing the Motivational Analysis Instrument, the 0. E.
ranked degree of success in the summer program, and the initial follow-up
of the 0. E. students.

ATTITUDE SCALE

An attitude scale, which was specifically designed to measure the subject's
attitude toward school shop, was administered both at the beginning of the
program and at the end. The development of the Student Attitude Toward
School Shop (SASS) scale has been described in the Procedures section
of this report.
SASS Scores Pie-test SASS Scores Posttest
Possible score 176 Possible score 176
Mean = 116.4 Mean = 124.9
Standard Deviation = 21.7 Standard Deviation = 26.4
Median = 122 Median = 125.5
Range 58 to 149 Range 34 to 174

It will be noted that the median of the second test does not vary greatly
from that of the first test, but range did increase greatly between the two
tests. A rank correlation of r = .47 existed between these two test scores.
This correlation which is significant at the .05 level shows that there was
some relationship between these scores.

The reader has probably recognized that nonpararnetric statistical tech.
niques were used to analyze all research data.

A 1Vilcoxon matched pairs signed -ranks test was performed on the pre-
and post-test scores. This nonparametric test gives more weight to a pair
which shows a large difference between two conditions than to a pair which
shows a small difference. A 1' of 73 or under would be classified as significant
at the 5 percent level with an N of 23. The test of the pre- and post-test
SASS scores had a T of 77.5. 1 Ints there was no statistically significant
difference between the pre-and post-test SASS scores earned by individual
students. Nevertheless. statistical significance was almost approached because
if an N of 24 could have been used the required T would have been 81 or under.
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In order to determine whether there was any relationship between the
first SASS score and attendance in the summer project a rank correlation
was run for these data. The r of -.04 was not significant, indicating that
summer school attendance was unrelated to score on the attitude scale.
Rank Orders

Attendance SASS SASS IQ
0. E. Students Summer Project Pre-test Post-test Scores

AA 4.5 15 18 11

B 11.5 19 12.5 19
CC 11.5 23 23 3

D 17.5 18 4 9.5
E 4.5 14 14.5 19

FF 20.5 5 9 15

GG 20.5 10 17 12

H 16 22 22 13.5

JJ 4.5 7 6.5 7.5
K 4.5 II .5 12.5 16.5
LL 17.5 9 11 21 .5
MM 20.5 2 10 16.5
N 23 21 6.5 2

0 4.5 6 1 19

PP 14.5 1 16 23
Q 14.5 3.5 2 4

R 11 .5 3.5 3 9.5
S 4.5 8 8 5.5
1' 4.5 13 14.5 5.5
U 4.5 16 21 1

V 20.5 17 5 7.5
W 11.5 11.5 19 13.5
XX 4.5 20 20 21.5

Another question which came to mind was whether there would be any
relationship between a student's IQ and the SASS scores. A rank order
con elation between IQ and the pre-test produced an r of -.76 which was
significant at the .01 level. This would indicate that the higher a student's
IQ the lower hisSASS pre-test store tended to be. A similar correlation to
the one above but comparing IQ with the SASS post -test score gave an r of
.08 which was not statistically significant.

RANKED SUCCESSFULNESS

Each 0. E. student was assigned a team rank on the basis of eleven
factors designed to determine degree of success in the summer program with
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Exhibit E

STUDENT EVALUATION FORM (Group Rank)
Evaluator

Instructions: Please rank each student in your group in terms of the dimensions listed below.
Consider only those udents on your team.

Place a ranking numt,:-...- in the proper
space (5 indicating best, 1 indicating
worst)

(O.E.
Student
NI; 9?e)

(0.E.
Student
Name)

(O.E. 1 (0.E.
Student Student
Name) Name)

(O.E.
Student
Name)

1. Punctual, on the job when sup-
posed to be

2. Orderly worker, deans his tools
and work oreo

3. Uses tools and equipment in a
correct and careful manner

4. Interested in learning about In-
dustrial world of work

5. Applies himself to tasks, good
productivity level

6. Gets along well with fellow stu-
dents; not o troublemaker

7. Self-directive, works independ-
ently

8. Follows instructions accurately
9. Responds positively to authority

figures
10. Overall employability, would

you recommend him
11. Extent of overall personal prog-

ress this summer

Exhibit F

MOTIVATION ANALYSIS
Student

Instruction: Please fill in the space following "Most Important Reason" then pose to the
student each of the pairs and check the one he considers most significant.

I. What is the most important reason For your attending this summer program?

II. Wages received
Attending the University
Free taxi ride
Wages received
Attending the University
Wages received
Projects built
Just something to do
Wages received
Attending the University
Just something to do
Free taxi ride
Wages received
Projects built
Free taxi ride

24

Projects bulk
Free lunch
Just something to do
Free lunch
Just something to do
Attending the University
Free taxi ride
Projects built
Free taxi ride
Projects built
Free lunch
Attending the University
Just something to do
Free lunch
Free lunch



respect to other members of his team. (See Exhibit E for the instrument.)
The ranking was done at the end of the summer program by each of the
two teachers in training working with the team and by the laboratory aide.,
A number of two-way tables were developed to initially determine if any
relationships existed between the instructors' rankings one through five and
IQ, SASS scores, and other variables. No relationships were found to be
worthy of computing chi-squares on this data.

Inasmuch as the ranking instrument did not appear highly discriminatory
in some cases, the researchers concerned themselves primarily with those
five individuals ranked "Most Successful" and with a like number ranked
"Least Successful." Looking at a gross assessment of these ten students on
the basis of attendance it was found that the Most Successful group was
absent a total of 44 days from public school during the 1965-66 school year
and a total of six days from the experimental summer program. This con-
trasts markedly with the attendance record of the Least Successful group,
which had a total absenteeism of 97 days during the past year and 13 days
from the summer program, Five of the six summer absences in the former
group were attributable to one boy. These data obviously lend support to
the proposition that success is in some manner related to attendance. This
information is neither new nor surprising; however, it does emphasize the
need to get these students "on the scene" if they are to be worked with
effectively.

Following are the total ratings for each 0. E. student as evaluated by the
teachers in training and the laboratory aide in his team. The highest possible
individual rating is 55. Thus with three evaluations for each 0. E. student,
his total rating can range from a high of 165 to a low of 33.

Teachers in Total
Team 1 Training Lab. Aides Points

AA 26, 51 26 103
B 32, 48 45 125
CC 20, 13 12 45
D 40, 21 50 111
E 47, 32 32 111

Teachers in Total
Team 2 Training Lab. Aides Points

FF 19, 22 11 52
GG 45, 44 36 125
H 14,11 30 55
None 33,33 53 99*
JJ 54, 55 55 164

Team having only four 0,E, students.
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Teachers in Total
Team 3 Training Lab. Aides Points

K 44, 43 50 137
LL 21, 31 33 85
MM 29, 14 17 60
N 24, 24 16 64
0 47, 53 49 149

Teachers in Total
Team 4 Training Lab. Aides Points

PP 35, 96 41 122

Q 27,22 25 74
R 17, 11 22 50
S 41, 35 22 98

T 45, 51 55 151

Teachers in Total
Team 5 Training Lab. Aides Points

U 31, 36 46 113
V 55, 55 50 160
W 17, 18 21 56

XX 29, 23 15 67
None 33, 33 33 99*

* Team having only four 0. E. students.

It is interesting to note that the two students who were ranked with
total points of 160 or above earned rank orders 5 and 6 on their post-test
SASS scores. The student who was rated low est in total points (45) earned
the rank order of 23 on both his pre- and post- SASS tests. Thus it appears
that the attitude scale measuring the 0. E. students' attitudes toward school
shop (SASS) and the ratings of 0. E.'s successfulness in the summer program
by the teachers in training and the laboratory aides in their team are
measuring a similar trait,

MOTIVATION ANALYSIS

In order to determine what significant factors were at N,ork in motivating
the 0. E. students to enroll in and attend the experimental program, an
Instrument was devised consisting of six commonly stated reasons set forth
in dyad form, (See Exhibit F for the instrument.) As noted in the Procedure
section, all of the students were employed at $1.00 per hour during the
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mornings for the Champaign Public Schools, At the close of their morning
shift they were picked up by taxi, driven to the University where they
received lunch, and then were paid the same hourly wage to spend the
afternoon in the University shops learning and building projects of greatest
interest to them. Considering the conditions noted above, the following
sources of motivation were investigated: (1) wages received, (2) opportunity
to be in the University, (3) having something to do, (4) getting a free lune'',
(5) getting a free taxi ride, and (6) being able to build interesting projects.
The instrument was administered to the students on an individual, face-to-
face discussion basis in order to minimize errors due to lack of comprehension.
Each student was asked to respond to 15 dyads utilizing all possible com-
binations of the six factors listed above. With an N = 23 a total of 345
responses were given. The "wages received" and "projects built" factors
were found to be of equal importance, each receiving 82 responses. These
were followed closely by the "attending University" response with a score
of 75. The remaining factors were responded to as follows: having some-
thing to do, 54; free lunch, 30; free taxi ride, 22.

Total Number of Responses = 345
100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

C

pd

FIGURE 1. HISTOGRAM OF RESPONSES ON MOTIVATION ANALYSIS INSTRU-
MENT



An analysis of responses based on race was conducted. The Caucasian
0, E. students had a slightly higher percentage of total responses for the
following categories: (1) wages received, (2) attending University, and
(3) something to do, The Negro 0. E. students had a slightly higher per-
centage of total responses for the following categories: (1) projects built,
and (2) free lunch. In only one category did the percentage of response
vary according to race. Almost twice the percentages of responses in the
category of free taxi ride were chosen by the Negroes. Apparently the
colored 0. E. students put a great deal more significance on the free taxi
ride. Nevertheless this category earned the lowest percentage of response
from both races.

The percentages computed for each category or factor by race were:

White Negro Difference
Wages received 74.3 66.7 7.6
Project building 70.0 73.3 +3.3
Attending University 67.1 62.2 4.9
Something to do 50.0 42 2 7 8
Free lunches 24.3 28.9 +4.6
Free taxi ride 14.3 26.7 +12.4

MEETING VOCATIONAL NEEDS

The intent of this sub-study was: (1) to ascertain the vocational needs
of dropout-prone youth, (2) to ascertain what opportunities the six-week
experimental shop class provided for meeting vocational needs, (3) to com-
pare the needs identified in (1) with the opportunities available in (2),
(4) to compare these needs with case study information on the individual
subjects in the project, and (5) to draw limited conclusions.

There seems to be no conclusive research evidence as to what factors or
characteristics contribute to producing an occupationally adequate adult.
Any program must therefore be based upon the results of teacher judgments
and the views of "experts" in the field. Such an approach may lack validity,
but is essential if anything is to be done.

Based upon the literature in this field, interviewing special education
personnel and the custodians with whom the 0. E. students worked, Ex-
hibit G was developed listing the vocational needs of young people.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEETING VOCATIONAL NEEDS
There was no way of chtermining all of what happened during the six

weeks the students were in the shop activity. From the class objectives, the
lesson plans developed, a check list filled out by all of the teachers and
professors involved in the classroom activities, and the research assistants'
observation of the shop in operation, it was felt that there were some oppor-
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Exhibit G
Below is o list of items whch may be considered os vocational needs of young people.
In your units of Instruction how often, if ever, were opportunities available for students
to fulfill these needs?

Always Occasional y Neves
Many 1. An awareness of suitable lob fields. 4 9
Many 2. Knowledge of the activities required

of workers in these jobs. 3 9
Many 3. Knowledge of the general require-

ments for job entry. 3 9 1

Many 4. Knowledge of the training needed
for job entry. 3 9

Very Many 5. An awareness of desirable work
habits. 10 4

Very Many 6. The development of desirable work
habits. 8 5

Many 7. The development of a valid self con-
cept wih regard to such factors as
work habits, personal characteristics,
and abilities. 6 7

Many 8. The ability to work with others in co.
oerative activ 7 6

Few 9. Knpowledge and skills in the basic
academic areas. 10 3

Few 10. Knowledge of job hunting practices. 6 7
Many 11. Knowledge and skills in possible

areas of employment. 6 7

Very Many 12. The ability to follow instructions or
a regular work routine. 10 3

Very Many 13. Pride in a job well done. 10 3
Many 14. Willingness to give a dollar's work

for a dollar's pay. 6 6 1

Many 15. Willingness to take orders. 9 3
What other opportunities for meeting
vocational needs can You think of
which the project provided?

Very Many 16. (Actual work experiences.)' 'Typical of the answers
Many 17. (The development of safe filled in for the blonks

work habits.)' 16 and 17.

tunities available for meeting each of the identified vocational needs. An
indication of the extent to which opportunities were available is summarized
by key words before each numbered item on Exhibit G.

The following additional comments seem in order: No. 9 was not really
a goal of this program; No. 10 is covered in another phase of the 0. E.
program; No. 11 provided such experiences, though not in depth; and
No. 16: the whole program was such an experience. It must be noted that
these summarizing keywords on Exhibit G are in no way an attempt to
indicate how well the subjects did in developing these traits. It only states
what oppc,i,...rtities were believed to be available and to what degree. The
research assistant observed this program in operation and studied the sub-
ject's individual file folders. He believed that opportunities available for
meeting vocational needs were in line with the needs of the individuals
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Dr. Tinkhdm, Dr. Campbell, and Mr. MacGregor (left to right) discuss closed circuit
television procedures during a weekly staff seminar.

involved, Possibly less of a "school type" atmosphere would have been
more appropriate for these goals, but it must be remembered that one of
the overall goals was to prepare teachers in training to work with this type
of student in classroom situations.

Several authors have suggested that the development of a valid self con-
cept (No. 7) is the most vital need of dropout-prone youth. This might be
reason enough to suggest a study in depth of this particular aspect. Can
shop activities provide a unique opportunity for the development of a valid
self-concept by dropout-prone youth?

GUIDELINES FOR METHODS

An important and very elusive requisite of an effective 0. E. activity is
to have some motivating factor to arouse the student interest. This factor
must be real and immediate (according to authorities in the field) and
must fulfill a need of the student in terms of dignity and recognition.

Vith this in mind, one research assistant evaluated the approaches used
by the teachers in the different teams in the Votec 384 shop class in terms
of what worked, and equally important, what didn't work, in achieving
student interest. After evaluating the activities in each of the 0. E. teams
an attempt was made to prepare guidelines for developing future activities.
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A teacher in training supervises two dropout-prone students on his team as they drill
out a bearing surface for a drive shaft on a minibike.

Each of the teams in the graduate curriculum class ( Votec 459D) were
expected to prepare, duplicate, and disseminate an evaluation of each unit
used in the Votec 384 shop class activities. By studying these evaluations,
motivational techniques were identified which the individual teachers in
training felt were successful or unsuccessful. Other sources of data used were
discussions with resource people, interviews with the college students in the
experimental summer program, and listening to the exit interview tapes of
these same college students.

First on a list of usable methods is that the activities should vary Jrcm
normal classroom activities. The lecture (18)' is a method that has usually
been unsuccessful in the past, and as a result the listening skills are poorly
developed (3), and attention span is short (14), (5). This reaction to lectures
was mentionec in only one of the evaluations; but this writer believes that
the attitude is widely held, from discussions with members of the Votec 384
group. 1 his was also supported in the Votec 384 and Votec 459D exit
interview tapes when the interviewees answered the question, "A1That was
'Numbers refer to Data References at the end of this Guidelines for Al ethods topic.
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A part of the air-conditioned laboratories which the College of Education provided for
the exclusive use of the summer experimental project.

the least successful teaching techhique?" "Lecture" was the most conunon
answer.

The activities should be developed so that the student take.c an active part.
This may take the form of students operating audio-visual equipment (10),
working on their own engines, go-carts (13), or scooters (20), working in a
production line (16), (21), or running their own company (25).

Present time orientation was an almost universal recommendation. The most
common example of its importance was in connection with demonstration of
equipment or a tool just prior to its use (8), (13), (15), (17), (18), (24), (25).

Being prepared was noted as imperative. To make a lesson or activity
successful the equipment should be tested in advance (13), (17), (24), (25),
(15). The materials for the project should be in the shop (15), (16), (25),
printed materials should be prepared in large enough quantities (10), (17),
(23), (26), models of the project should be available to show to the students
(11), (14), (15), (23), (25), (27), proper tools should be available (13), and
student placement and equipment should be decided upon prior to demon-
strations (19), (20).
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The presentation of nearly all materials was initially well structured. This
took the form of very well organized and thought-out demonstrations (19),
(20), a broad field simplified to basic concepts (14), (15), or each operation
listed in order with periodic checks by the teacher (23), (24), (27).

A technique often exhibited was the use of a variety of methods, aids, and
gimmicks, (8), (9), (14). This may vary from playing checkers in regular
shop time on a checkerboard built in class (15), to taking walks to the art
museum on your return from a field trip (14), to group mass production
projects, (16), (21), (25), to individual projects, to small group projects
(14), and even to a larger group project (14). Variety is more the "spice
of life" with 0. E. boys than the average youngster.

Units of instruction should be flexible. The flexibility should be in the
form of projects (14), methods (9), or shapes of the projects (9), (11), (12),
(23), (24), (27).

Teamwork within the group should be encouraged (10), (14).
Units should be designed around families of jobs in prevocational courses

(5). This was attempted in construction (14) and plastics (15).
Technology in these units should be limited, applicable, not too difficult

(3), (4), and concrete rather than abstract (13).
The activities should stress practice of needed skills (8), (3). Assignments

should have purpose and meaning (8), (3).
The student-teacher relationships should be positive and complementary,

(16), (24). The teacher should avoid pressuring the student (15), (13), but
should expect accuracy (23) and hopefully develop pride-of-workmanship
(14), (27). To accomplish this, the activity should be so designed that the
student is assured of success (23), should be challenging (7), but should
avoid tedious handwork such as extensive sanding (24), forming metal, (17),
or polishing (25).

Informal discussions were not too successful in some cases because of a
reluctance to contribute (12). However, small groups in quiet areas show
some promise (14). The discussion leader must have a talent for this. A
successful discussion was caught on video tape at the first of the summer
when Subject W and his teammates were discussing one of Mr. Rebhorn's
gouged dishes.

Various aids were used by the different team teachers. Some felt that a
variety of aids should be used in teaching individual points so that needed
repetition would not become boring (8).

Films were effective in giving a broader and more real picture of on-the-
job work (14), and acquainted the student with industrial processes and
activities (9), (14). Showing them backwards can be humorous as well as
an excellent review (14).

Film strips were used and generally accepted. If a student can read the
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script and another operate the projector it can help to interest the student
because he feels he is a part of the operation (10). Fill-in sheets can be
helpful (23). One caution, however; film strips can become boring, and
long sessions should be avoided (23).

Field trips were quite successful in showing the student on-the-job activ-
ities and working conditions (9), (14), (13), (17). If possible, they should
be dramatic in order to get the student interested (14). Discussion following
the field trip is an excellent opportunity to learn about wages, entry jobs,
necessary training, etc. (11), One group clarified some distribution questions
by taking the group to pick up some boxes for use in the production activ-
ity (25).

Displays were recommended (5), and an excellent response was noted
when one was put up in the showcase outside the shop. This not only
interested the students but also drew a lot of attention from outsiders.

The language master was used by only two groups. In these cases it seemed
to be quite successful (9). By enriching its use with the Sears - Roebuck Catalog
and The Encyclopedia Britannica its effectiveness was increased (9),

The TV cameras had at least two motivational effects on the students,
They felt more personal value if they were being taped, and the making
of the TV commercial by Team 5 noticeably motivated the group (25).

In the one situation in which the overhead projector was used, there was
difficulty in holding the students' attention (8); however, the overhead
projector has been quite successful in the Champaign schools with this same
type of student (5).

A room where limited interruptions can occur is one of the most effective
aids one can have (12), (15), (17).

Gimmicks. The O. E. students require that the teacher go the second mile
with them. Here is where the teachers can achieve a relationship with some
students who are difficult to get close to. Gimmicks assume a variety of
poses. Dr. Tinkham took slides of the boys at work and showed them to the
boys. On a fishing trip organized by another of the teachers, definite leader-
ship qualities were noticed in a boy who had labeled himself a follower.

One teacher took most of a period to play checkers with his boys for orange
slice candy, and one helped his students make a TV commercial. Another
interrupted the routing of a field trip to go through an art museum, Many
unusual items were brought in for discussion in the warm-up session which
in itself is a unique gimmick. Several students decided to purchase a book
of world records because of the warm-up session. Some teachers took Polar-
oid pictures of their students so the students might see themselves at work.
One teacher waited until a student asked a question or asked for a tool
before content was presented and then it was presented on an individual
basis.
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In conclusion it appears that learning units should have the following:
structure; variety in presentation and activities; student involvement;
present orientation; flexibility; reinforcement; enrichment through films,
field trips, displays, and any other available audio-visual materials; gim-
micks; and understanding teachers.

DATA REFERENCES

1. 0. E. Exit Interview Tapes
2. Teachers-in-Training Exit Interview Tapes
3. Mrs. John Bustard, Supervisor of Learning Handicapped, Champaign

Schools, Champaign, Illinois
4. Guy Jones, Coordinator of Prevocational Education, Champaign Schools
5. Neil MacGregor, Supervisor of 0. E. Program, Champaign Schools
6. Kenneth Stratton, Supervisor of Teachers in 0. E. Program, Champaign

Schools
7. Dr. Reid Zehrhack, Supervisor of School Psychologists, Champaign

Schools

Team 1
8. Measurement Unit and Evaluation
9. Plastics Unit and Evaluation

10. Sheet Metal Unit and Evaluation
11. Wood, Metal, and Electricity Unit and Evaluation

Team 2
12. Lamination Unit and Evaluation
13. Power Mechanics Unit and Evaluation

Team 3
14. Construction Unit and Evaluation
15. Plastics Unit and Evaluation
16. Production (wood) Unit and Evaluation
17. Sheet Metal Unit and Evaluation
18. Sketching and Measurement Unit and Evaluation

Team 4
19. Arc Welding Lecture and Evaluation
20. Arc Welding Lecture Demonstration and Evaluation
21. Woodworking Unit and Evaluation

Team 5
22. Arc Welding Unit and Evaluation
23. Book End Unit and Evaluation
24. Gouged Dish (wood) Unit and Evaluation
25. Plastics Unit and Evaluation
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26. Tool Box Unit and Evaluation (theoretical)
27. Wood Sculpture Unit and Evaluation

BAILES INTERACTION SCALE

An attempt was made identify the frequency of observable patterns
of behavior exhibited by the 0. E. students. The Robert Bailes small group
interaction model was employed to determine the differences, if any, be-
tween the groups. Each group was observed for a period of one hour, and
each student in that group had his responses recorded on the Bailes Inter-
action Scale. The scale has twelve: categories:

1. Shows solidarity, raises other's status, gives help, reward
2. Shows tension release, jokes, laughs, shows satisfaction
3. Agrees, shows passive acceptance, understands, concurs, complies
4. Gives suggestions, direction, implying autonomy for others
5. Gives opinion, evaluation, analysis, expresses feeling, wish
6. Gives orientation, information repeats, clarifies, confirms
7. Asks for orientation, information, repetition, confirmation
8. Asks for opinion, evaluation, analysis, expression of feeling
9. Asks for suggestion, direction, possible ways of action

10. Disagrees, shows passive rejection, formality, withholds help
II. Shows tension, asks for help, withdraws out of field
12. Shows antagonism, deflates other's status, defends or asserts self

The intent of this instrument was to identify group leaders, followers,
and those who exhibited antigroup behavior. After these observations were
completed, a reliability check was made. Each teacher in training was asked
to rate each of his students according to the predominant behavior exhibited
by the 0. E. student with regard to leadership qualities, follower qualities,
and antigroup qualities.

The result of this questionnaire showed that the teachers in training
of each group closely agreed on the evaluation of their students. Only on
four students did the teachers disagree.

None of the students scored in the top half of the leadership category,
which may be another indicator of dropoutprone youths. However, the
students who made the most responses in the leadership category were
considered by their teachers as having leadership qualities, even though
all of these students had more responses in the follower group than in the
leadership group.

The Bailer scale and the teacherintraining ratings were in perfect agree-
ment in terms of rank order. In other words, the students who had the most
and the least leadership qualities, etc., were indicated as such on both
measures.
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The scores of all the 0. E. students were added together within each
scale category to form a composite profile for each team. These profiles were
distinctly different in nature. At this point, it was decided to see if there
were any observable differences among the teachers which would account
for some of the differences and correlate with the team profiles.

Although each teacher in training might be different in his teaching
approach, it seemed logical that a comparison could be made of the positive
versus the negative responses given by each teacher. This was recorded by
keeping a tally of the number of negative responses during the period of
time it took for a teacher to give twenty positive responses. The results
ranged from zero negative responses to 50 percent negative responses. For
each team the teacher-in-training scores were added together and then
placed in rank order.

This teacher-in-training rating correlated perfectly with the team profile
in the following way: an increase in negative responses by a teacher lowers
the desirable qualities of a student in terms of group behavior. A decrease
in negative responses is reflected in the student's behavior, which tends to
promote group solidarity and leadership.

CONSISTENCIES AND INCONSISTENCIES

Consistencies and inconsistencies in the data available on the dropout-
prone students in the summer project were identified and analyzed. Four
sources of information have been utilized, and consistencies and incon-
sistencies for each participating student have been noted.

Sources of data were:

Student Interiew (SI):

Parental Interline (P1):

School Psychologists'
Report (SPR):

Information given by the student about himself and
his reactions to various questions. (See pp. 119-21.)
A home interview with the parents of each student
giving theirreactions to his problems. (See pp. 116-17.)

Various data collected by consultations with each stu-
dent and from his school records. (See pp. 112-16.)

instructors' Comments
(IC): Compounded from comments on the parental inter-

views held at the end of the project. (See pp. 136-37.)
After careful study and notation of these four sources of data for each

student, the following have been identified:
Swbject A A
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

Safer: thous on intrust in will:114m
SI: Question 31Answer: "Mechanic."
P1: Question IAnswer: "Mechanical."

SPR: Mechanical interest was indicated on page 2 of t:poct.
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CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:

Sources:

Subject 8
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:

Sources:

Subject CC
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:
Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:
Sources:

Subieci D
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:
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Subject liked his shop classes.
SI: Question 27Answer: "Shop."
P1: Question 3Answer: "Likes them,"

Question 5Answer: "Shop."

Student and parents do not agree on which school subjects the pupil
dislikes.

SI: Question 28Answer: "Dislikes social studies and
English."

PI: Question 6Answer: "None that parents know of."

Subject has a very bad attitude toward his teachers.
SI: Question 24Answer: "Don't get along with other

teachersI've got a bad reputation."
PI: Question 7Answer: "Very bad."

Subject shows a dislike for school.
SI: Question 55Answer: "I can't stand school."
PI: Question 2Answer: "Dislikes."

Subject and parents disagree about subject's attitude toward wood-
working aspect of shop.

SI: Question 28Answer: "Shopwoodworking."
Question 31Answer: "Like to go into carpentry."

P1: Question 3Answer: "He likes shop except woods
and electricity."

Subject expresses an interest in mule.
SI: Question 31Answer: "Vocalist."

SPR: "Expressed a wish to be a singer."

Subject has no interest in school.
SI: Question 41Answer: "I don't really care...

doesn't mean anything to me."
SPR: "Has expressed dislike for school...."

Subject and parents disagree on how he gels along with his family.
PI: Question 9Answer: "Ok..'

SPR: "He openly admits dislike of his father and mother
and says there is no one in his family that he feels
comfortable around."

IC: "Never at home most of the time."

Subject says he dislikes shop and parents sty he likes it.
SI: Question 34Answer: "Hates it--gets tired of hand-

ling stupid tools, cutting crummy metalwasn't cut
out for it."

P1: Question 3Answer: "Likes shoplikes to fool
around with mechanics."

Subject is e slow learner.
Si: Question 38Answer: "Slow."



V

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:
Sources:

Subject E
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:
Sources:

Subject FF
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

SPR: "Past evaluations indicate that he is a slow learner."
Subject indicates he likes his shop daises.

SI: Question 34Answer: "Like shop class."
PI: Question 3Answer: "Likes it."

SPR: "Subject best liked: 'Vocational."'

Subject contradicts himself about teaching.
SI: Question 25Answer: "Don't want to be a teacher."

Question 31Answer: "I would like to teach I. A."

Subject and porhologists agree on vocational goal.
SI: Questions 31 and 35Answers: "Truck driver,"

SPR: "Mentioned he wants to drive a truck...when he
gets out of school."

Subject does not get along with his younger sister.
SI: Question 4Answer: "...waiting for his sister to

die."
PI: Question 9Answer: "...one sister one year younger

is in same grade at schoolconstant competition with
her."

Subject liked his school shop classes.
SI: Question 27Answer: "Shop."
PI: Question 3 Answer: "He loved his shop classes,

especially auto shop."
SPR: Subject liked best: "Shop.'

Subject dots not like any kind of school toork.
SI: Question 54Answer: "Doesn't like it."

Question 55Answer: "Does not like any kind of
school work."

Pl: Question 26Answer: "Ilas no interest in outside
reading."
Question 28Answer: "Inability to do regular school
work."

Subject and parents disagree about his attitude touvri teachers.
SI: Question 24Answer: "Yes."
Pi: Question 7Answer: "Teachers dumber than he is."

Mei school shop better than other claws.
SI: Question 27Answer: "1, A. classes."
PI: Question 3Answer: "Excellent."

Subjed is slow, eas,v-going tftt0A.
SPR: "Slow-mos ing person and seemed unconcerned about

anything except himself:'
IC: "Slow, easy-goingnothing bothers or excites

laty."

CONSISTENCY: Subject's home situation is not gaol.
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Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:
Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:
Sources:

Subject GG
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:
Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:
Sources:

Subject H
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:
Sources:
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SI: Question 54Answer: "Brothers and sisters bother
him."

SPR: "There arc 15 people in his family including nine
half-brothers and sisters."

IC: "Home situation doesn't look good."

Subject and parent; disagree about his attitude toward teachers.
SI: Question 24Answer: "Nol"
PI: Question 7Answer: "Excellent."

Subject does not like science but instructors say he is good.
PI: Question 6Answer: "Science."
IC: "Pretty good science boy."

Subject wants some hind of technical training.
Sl: Question 32Answer: "Wants technical-type school."
IC: "Wants to be some type of technician."

Subject liked his school shop classes,
PI: Question 3--Answer: "...likes his shop classes."
IC: "Seemed to have a knack for shop."

"Did a good job around the shop this summer."

Subject says he gets along utith other people, but other sources disagree.
SI: Question 9Answer: "With someone if possible."

Question I2Answer: "Yes, real well."
PI: Question 10Answer: "Does not associate with

people in the neighborhood."
SPR: "He tends not to involve himself to any great extent

in interpersonal relationships."
"Tends to be a loner."

Subject and psychologists disagree on rate of learning.
SI: Question 38Amu-cc "Fast."

SPR: "Found to be functioning within the slow-learner
range of intelligence."

Subject likes to haw.
SI: Question 34Answer: "Likes to draw as artist, but

not as a draftsman."
Pt: Question IAnswer: "Likes to draw."

Srbjeri has a reading problem.
SI: Question 45Answer: "Does not try to read at all...

has never read a complete book."
PI: Question 28Answer: "Main trouble is the reading

and speech problem which has been with him since
first grade."

SPR: "Has little self-reliance in his reading ability."

Subject has shots a retied ottityles lore art shop,
PI: Question 3Answer: "Indicates a positive attitude

toward shop -type cl a sses "



SPR: "Very cooperative and skillful in school shop."
IC: "Impossible to deal with in a shop situation "

"Doesn't belong in a vocational-sync situasion."

INCONSISTENCY: Parents and instructors disagree on whether subject lakes school or not.
Sources: PI: Question 2Answer: "He seems to like school al-

though he doesn't do well."
IC: "lie stressed the boring aspects of school many times."

Subject I
CONSISTENCY: Safer, dislikes discipline and is developing into a &reign, problem.
Sources: Si: Question 25Answer: "Be more lenientdislikes

discipline and authority."
SPR: "Described by school personnel as developing into

a discipline problem."
IC: "Trying hard to be a juvenile delinquent and doing

a good job of it."

CONSISTENCY: Subject Ironed to like his shop.
Sources! SI: Question 37Answer: "Like to work with tools."

PI: Question 3Answer: "Ok."
IC: "Could have worked well In a shop situation."

INCONSISTENCY: Subject incongruous on his voiced motional gaol.
Sources: SI: Question 31Answer: "Semi drives."

SPR: 'Selected nav career as vocational goal."
Subloct JJ
CONSISTENCY: Subject likes shop.
Sources: SI: Question 27Answer: "...shop."

Question 28Answer: "Shop."
P1: Question 3Answer: "Shop is his best liked subject."
IC: "Probably accomplished more than anyone else on

the team."
"Would fit anywhere in shop vocation."

INCONSISTENCY: Many rariel eusturr: regarding his rotational goats.
Sources: SI: Question 31Answer: "Work on cars."

Question 35Answer: "Barber."
SPR: "Very interested in dogs and expressed interest in

working with dogs."
"Mentioned working for Bell Telephone and needing
to know electronks."

Sublact X
CONSISTENCY: Subject's family background is not too good.
Sources: SPR: "Home background not good at all."

P1: Question 9Answer: "Family arguments, nothing
serious."

IC: "Can't get along with his dad."

CONSISTENCY: Subject is greet .temilvrel and moody.
Sources: PI: Question 28Answer: "Short-temper, moody, stub-

bornness."
IC: "Stubborn, qukktempered and moody."
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CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:
Sources:

Subject LL
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:
Sources:

Subject MM
INCONS1CTENCY:
Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:
Sources:

Subject N
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:
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Subject is a slow learner.
SI: Question 38Answer: "Slow,"

SPR: "Physician described abnormalities as mental re-
tardation."

IC: "Somewhat of a slow learner."

Subject feels he is a follower; instructors think he is a leader.
SI: Question I3Answer: "Follower."
IC: "Real talent for leadership."

Subject has an interest in sports.
SI: Question 1Answer: "Play football, baseball, basket-

ball."
P1: Question 1Answer: "Sports."
IC: "Fine athlete for his age."

Subject is fairly dose to his mother.
SI: Question 10Answer: "Mother."

SPR: "Fairly' close attachment to his mother."
IC: "Great deal of respect for his mother."

Subject's family life is not good.
P1: Question 9Answer: "Argues."

SPR: "Home situation described as culturally deprived."
IC: "No continuity of family life at all."

Subject and instructors disagree on vocational pals.
SI: Question 3IAnswer: "General Motors."
IC: "No vocational aspiration because job orientation is

just not part of his life."

Subject and parents disagree on his attitude tottard shot.
SI: Question 28Answer: School SubjectVocations.

Activities liked there"Nothing."
P1: Question 3Answer: "He likes them."

Subject's artitude briars, math received varied antstyrs.
SI: Question 28Answer: School SubjectMath.

Activities like there"Nothing."
PI: Question 5Answer: "Math."

SPR: "Best liked school subject is math."

Subject dots riot like school.
SI: Question 27Answer: "I don't like school."
PI: Question 2Answer: "Negative view."

SPR: "Attitude toward school is quite negative."
IC: "...definitely dislikes school "

Slibject feels he is a brat.
SI: Question 24aAnswer: "I am a brat."
IC: "Realised he is a brat."



INCONSISTENCY:
Sources:

Subject 0
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

Subject P
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

Subject 0
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:
Sources:

Subject A
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

Subject and psyrhologists de not agree on vocational goals.

SI: Questions 31 and 35Answers: "Machinist."
SPR: "He has no idea of what he would like to do in the

future with respect to a vocation."

Occupational goal of subject is to be a mechanic."

SI: Questions 31 and 35Answers: "Mechanic."
SPR: "His occupational goal is to be an auto mechanic."

IC: "Seems to is-ant to be a mechanic."

Subject is a shy, timid person.
SPR: "He is shy, timid."

IC: "Very quiet and timid."

Subject has keen interest in music.

SI: Question 11Answer: "Band...bass guitar."
Question 13Answer: "He leads the group."

PI: Question 1Answer: "Pupil has keen interest in

music. .currently participating in music combo."

71' repair is one of the things subject enjoys most.

SI-. Question 31Answer: "Fixing TV's."
Question 35Answer: "Fixing TV'sthe only thing
I like to do."

P1: Question IAnswer: "Pupil has keen interest in

radio and TV repair."
Question 24Answer: "Tinkering with radio and

IV parts."

Subject envoi to like his shop daises.
SI: Question 5Answer: " .. and shop"
PI: Question 3Answer: "Ile seems to like (them)."

Subject skits undesirable behatior at times.
P1: Question 12Answer: "Ter.ds to throw or smash"

SPR: "Exhibits undesirable behavior to elicit attention."

Subject and psychologists disagree on his vocational goals.

SI: Questions 31 and 35Answer: "Plumber."
SPR: "Has set no vocational goalshas some desire to go

to college to be a forest ranger."

Subject appears to like shop better than any other school subject.

SI: Questions 27 and 28Answer: "Shop."
Pl: Question 3Answer: "Likes some areas."

Question 5 School subjects liked: "None."

Subject does not like school.

PI: Question 2"Doesn't like."
SPR: "Does as little as possible in classroom."

"Attitude toward schcol is quite obviously negative."
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Subject
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:
Sources:

INCONSISTENCY:
Sources:

Subject T
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

Sublets U
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

CONSISTENCY:
Sources:

&Neel V
CONSISTENCY:
Sources:
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Subject interested in attending a trade school.
SI: Question 31Answer: "Yes."
PI: Question 17Answer: "...thinks he would like to

go to a trade school."

Disagreements concerning subject's opinion of school.
PI: Question 17Answer: "No need...he likes school."

SPR: "Feels school is a difficult and unhappy place."

Parents and ps,rhologists disagree about whether subject Miff trouble.
PI: Question 28Answer: "...father feels son tries and

hasn't caused any trouble."
SPR: "Has a history of involvements with the law."

Subject has mechanical interests.
SI: Questions 31 and 35Answers: "Mechanics, any

kind." "Mechanics."
N: Question 1Answer: "Likes mechanical things."

Question 20Answer: "Good at mechanical things."

Subject shows negatire attitude towards school.
SI: Question 54Answer: "Terrible."

Question 53Answer: "No, takes up all the time."
P1: Question 2Answer: ''Doesn't like it too well."

Question 26Answer: "Doesn't like to read, seldom
brings school books home."

Subject appears to like shop class better than his other subjects.
Si: Question 28Answer: "Shop."
PI: Question 3Answer: "Industrial Arts is his favorite

subject."
Question 5 Answer: "Industrial Arts, O. E. Class."

Subject wants to be e rob deism.
SI: Questions 31 and 35 Answer: "Cab driver."
PI: Question 8Answer: "No, he sees no connection

between school and his chosen vocation cabdriver."

Subject semis to distrust people.
SPR: "Described as having extreme distrust in people."

IC: "Didn't want !o fill out daily schedule says what,
when, and with whom he does something is his own
business."

Subject has special interest in cars.
SI: Question 8 Answer: "Cars, hot rods, and especially

dragsters."
PI: Question 1Answer: "Cars, especially dragsters."

SPR: "Very interested in ...cars:'



s

CONSISTENCY: Subject is changing ore, to becoming a potential leader.

Sources: SI: Question 13Answei: "Changing from follower to
leader role."

PI: Question 10Answer: "Is likeable and turning into
a leader."

IC: "Developing into a potential leader."

INCONSISTENCY: Subject and parents disagree on how he feels about his shop classes.

Sources: SI: Question 27Answer: "Creativeness in shop proj-
ects."
Question 28--Answer: "Shop courses."

PI: Question 3Answer: "They are ok, but get to be
too routine sometimes."

Subject W
CONSISTENCY: Subject has an interest is auto mechanics.

Sources: SI: Questions 31 and 35Answers: "Auto mechanic."
P1: Question 1Answer: "Interested in auto mechanics."

SPR: "Has expressed an interest in auto mechanics."
"Hopes to become an auto mechanic."

IC: "Has desire to be auto mcchanic."

INCONSISTENCY: Subject and psychologists disagree on attitude toward reading.

Sources: SI: Question 45Answer: "Don't like to read."
SPR: ''Seems to enjoy reading."

Subject XX
CONSISTENCY: Subject's 'pedal infant is basArtball.
Sources: SI: Questions 2 and 3Answers: "Basketball." "Very

much interest... basketball."
PI: Question 1Answer: "Basketball."
IC: "Basketball seems to be his whole life."

CONSISTENCY: Subject shorts no interest one Ito, or another about shop.

Sources: SI: Questions 27 and 28Answers: "No mention of
shop."

IC: "No particular interest in one area or another of
shop work."

In summarizing the data available on consistencies and inconsistencies,

several points should be brought out:
Initially, one might think that most of the 0. E. students would have

shown an interest in some type of mechanics, but in actuality only four out
of the twenty-four participants expressed mechanical intereststhree of the
four were auto mechanics. This conclusion was drawn from the Student
Interviews and Parental Interviews sections of the data reviewed.

More positive responses were given toward school shop classes than to-
ward the above itemmechanics. Ten of the twenty-four subjects indicated
they liked school shop or liked their shop classes better than their other
school subjects.
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On o Aeld trip to Creative Buildings, Inc., during their building construction unit, o team
examines the cuts mode by o skilled- worker.

It was surprising to find that only five of the twenty-four socially mal-
adjusted students indicated any family trouble. Of these five, three were
Negro and two Caucasian.

Five of the twenty-four 0. E. students showed uncertainties regarding
their vocational goals. This is verified by the wide divergence of answers
given by the 0. E. students regarding questions about their vocational goals.
Student answers differed widely when Student Interviews, Parental Inter-
views, School Psychologists' Reports, and Instructor's Comments were
compared.

A third of the 0. E. subjects' answers (8 out of 24) were found to disagree
with their parents' answers on various questions. Typical questions at vari-
ance were those regarding students' attitude toward their teachers, what
school subjects the students liked or disliked, and the students' attitudes
toward their shop classes.

In reviewing the Student Interviews, Parental Interviews, School Psy-
chologists' Reports, and Instructors' Comments, there were 48 consistencies
noted and 24 inconsistencies noted. Thus, considering that we were dealing
with the same student, but from different viewpoints, the percentage of
inconsistencies found was high.
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George Jefferson and Vernon Burgener (left to right), representatives of the oraiect
funding ogency, discuss their observations of the program in action with Dr. Campbell.

OCCUPATIONAL PREFERENCE TEST

Approximately two weeks after the beginning of the summer experimental
program one of the research assistants administered the Kuder Preference
Record Occufrodiorial Form D. The research assistant felt that this test informa
tion would greatly add to the information we had in each 0. E. student's
cumulative folder and that he would also then be able to prepare individual
student profile sheets for guidance purposes.

The printed copies of this Kuder test were administered to the twenty -
two 0. E. students present on a typical clay. The test was administered
by the research assistant who explained the printed directions and who
was available to answer any questions the 0. E. students might have% bile
taking the test. The test was not administered on a one-to-one basis, nor
was each item read to the students as was the administrative procedure for
the pre- and post-test SASS scales. Thus the students took the test in a group
setting.

Using the verification test key, only two student answer sheets tested out
with reliable results. Two tested out with doubtful reliability. Eighteen
tested out with unreliable results. Because of tfe general unreliable results
obtained, the one absent student was not requested to take the test.

This experience provided the research team with no ttsabledata regarding
the 0. E.'s occupational preference, as measured by the Earn' D test.
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However, it did strongly verify the project director's initial hunch that the
SASS scale had to be read to the 0. E. student on an individual basis to
obtain reliable results,

0. E. FOLLOW-UP

With the full realization that a longitudinal follow -up is needed to morc
fully and accurately evaluate the effects of the summer provain upon the
0. E. students, an initial 0. E. follow-up study was undertaken within the
limited time span of the research contract.

A questionnaire similar to the questionnaire used in the 0. E. exit inter-
views served as the focal point of a follow-up study performed in February,
1967. The interviews were conducted by a single research assistant, and
each individual O. E. student was intlrviewed in his own school. As an
additional control upon the results, a record was kept of the number of
days absent, for each boy, during equal times in 1965-1966, and in 1966-1967.

1. Did you tell your friends about the summer program? Yes-15; no-5.
Why? Five apathetic responses; the rest were positive.

2. Did you recommend the summer program to your friends? Yes-17; no-3.
Why? Three apathetic responses; the rest were positive.

3. Would you participate in a program like this next summer if you were invited? Yes-14;
no-5; not sure-1.
Why not? "Want more money"-3; "not going to be around"-1; "don't feel I would
be invited"-1; "it's too much trouble"-1. (The rest enjoyed the program and
spoke highly of it.)

4. Would you if Mere was no pay involved? Yes-16; unsure-5; no -9.

5. What do you feel was the greatest weakness of our summer program? "No weakness"-8;
"not enough money"-2; "morning job"-3; "discipline problem''-4; "too much
like school"-2; "not enough teachers"-1.

6. What do you feel was the greatest strength of our summer program? "Shop work"-18
(some boys emphasized smallness of groups); "food"-2.

7. Describe your feeling toward school shop before our summer project and your feeling toward
school shop now. "Like school shop more now"-7; "like it less this year"-1; "about
the same"-4; "both ok"-8,

8. In general, what is your attitude toward all the school shop classes you have had? "Like
them very much"-12; "like them somewhat"-8; "don't know"-0; "dislike them
somewhat"-0; "dislike them very much"-0.

9. What did you do in the summer program that has helped you in school this year? "Nothing
of help " it); "something of help"-10.

10. What did you do in the summer program that has hurt you in school this year? "Nothing
hurt"-19; "got out of being used to discipline"-1.
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II

Days Absent

Subject

1965-1966 1966.1967

AA 1 1

B 2 2

CC 3 Less often 1

D 4 Less often 2

E 4 More often 7

FF 5 Less often 2

GG 5 Less often 3

H 5 5

1 5 More often 12

JJ 6 Less often 2

K 6 More often 16
1,1, 8 Less often 7

MM 9 Less often 4

N 9 Less often 8

0 11 Less often 8

PP 12 Less often 5

Q 12 Less often 11

R 13 Less often 10
S 18 Less often 11

T 21 Less often 6

Three of the O. E. students had dropped m of school as of February 1,
1967. One other boy had been permanently suspended.

Three of the 0. E. students had been absent the same amount of time
in 1969-1966 as in 1966-1967. Three boys had been absent more often in
1966-1967 than in 1965-1966. The remaining 14 boys had been absent less
often in 1966-1967 than in a corresponding time period during 1965-1966.

An additional follow-up was conducted by the project director at the
end of the first regular school year following the experimental summer
program. The question explored was very simple"How many of the
dropout-prone students dropped out of school during the first school year after
the experimental summer program?"

The following students had dropped out or were forced out of school:
E: dropped at end of first semester
FF: expelled; must stay out of school for at least one year
H: dropped; later he reentered

I: dropped middle of second semester
MM: dropped by court action; sent to state reformatory

Thus four 0. E. students out of the original 24 who had started in our
summer program had permanently dropped out of school or had been
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expelled, for a dropout rate of 17 percent. One of these students (Subject I)
did not complete the summer experimental program. If this one dropout
of the summer program is excluded, 13 percent of the 0. E. students who
completed the summer program had dropped out of school during the next
regular school year.

To determine if these two dropout rates are high o! low, the reader should
compare them with the dropout rate of the control group which follows.

CONTROL GROUP

From the origir:al population of 0. E. students who were willing to
participate in the experimental summer project, twenty-four were chosen
by means of a stratified random sample. From this same population ten
were chosen for the control group also by means of a :tratified random
sample. The stratification referred only to race. An attempt was made to
obtain approximately half Caucasian and half Negro in each group.

The control group consisted of five white and five colored 0. E. students.
As stated earlier, these students had the same Champaign 0. E. counselors
available to them throughout the summer as the students in the experi-
mental program. The main difference was that the control group were
provided employment at jobs in the community. This work was mainly
unskilled labor and some of the places of employment were: Chanute Air Force
Base, Burnham City Hospital, Alexander Book Bindery, Champaign News
Agency, Court Yard Cafeteria, Hunter Lumber Company, and Rick's IGA.

The control group were contacted during the summer and arrangements
were made, at their convenience, for administering the SASS scale. Release
time, with pay, was arranged for each 0. E. student, and free transportation
was provided to and from the University. The SASS scale was administered
in a quiet place, on a one-to-one basis, and with each scale item read to the
subject. Thus the administration of the attitude scale paralleled that of the
experimental students.

The results of the SASS scale for the control group were:
Possible Score 176
Mean 119
Median 118
Range 111 to 130

This corresponds very closely to the SASS scale results obtained from
the experimental students the first time they took the instrument.
Possible score 176
Mean 116.4
Median 122
Range 58 to 149
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The mean and median are very similar and the range is also similar with
the exception of one low score in the experimental group. There was un-
doubtedly a low score also in the control group because one subject came
in at the scheduled time, but as soon as he saw the test he immediately
turned around and left the building, reliving to cooperate.

It appears that the stratified random sampling procedure was working,
as we appear to have drawn two very similar groups from the original
population.

The follow-up of the control group concerning the number of students
who had dropped out of school during the first school year after running the
experimental summer program revealed:

Control AA: dropped early in first semester
Control E: dropped; sent to state reformatory
Control H: dropped beginning of first semester
Control I: dropped 10/18/66; reentered 2/3/67; dropped March, 1967
Control JJ: dropped December, 1966; reentered April, 1967

Four of the ten 0. E. students in the control group had permanently
dropped out of school for a dropout rate of 40 percent. It will be remembered
that the O. E. students who started in the experimental program had a
dropout rate of 17 percent. if the one dropout of the summer program is
not counted, then the dropout rate of experimental students who completed
the summer program was 13 percent. NOTE: The dropout rate of 0. E.
students in the control group was well over double the dropout rate of 0. E. students
who participated in the experimental summer research program.

A chi-square test revealed that this was not a statistically significant
difference. With the small sample size of the control group consisting of
ten students, it is extremely difficult to rule out the chance variable with
such small numbers available for each cell.
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Data Presentation and Analysis
of the Graduate Curriculum Class

ONE SAMPLE CURRICULUM UNIT

Each of the five teams in the Graduate Curriculum Class (Votec 459D)
des-eloped several complete units of instructional material to be tried out
with the 0. E. students in the laboratory class, These materials, along with
the class reports on summarizations of research studies and articles dealing
with the dropout-prone student form a stack over two inches high. It was
extremely difficult to eliminate from the final manuscript several of these
excellent curriculum materials which had been custom-designed for the
summer experimental project. Nevertheless, this has been done and only
one unit is presented. It is hoped that this unit will provide the reader with
at least a frame of reference for the kinds of curriculum materials developed.
It was a course requirement that each unit contain an evaluation based on
the results obtained from its actual use in the laboratory class.

Group 5: Bill Eardley
Eldon Rebhorn
Bruce Wisner

LESSON PLAN
Area of Instruction: Plastics
More specifically, this unit is on blow-forming of acrylic sheet plastic. It will be on free
form blowing using the air pressure on the Di-Acro plostiLs press. We will set up the
machines and processes on a production basis with the possibility of producing and then
selting a marketable product.
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Objectives
1. To develop on understanding of the use of plastics in industrial products.
2. To develop knowledge of the working characteristics and skill in the use of thematerial, acrylic plastic, by using the blow forming process.
3. To develop knowledge and skill in the safe and proper usage of the DiAcro plastics

press, the bond sow, the disc sander, the buffer, and the hand tools necessary to makeon acrylic plastic article.

4. To gain experience in the processing of a product from its production through to the
marketing of the product to the public.
5. To develop experience in setting up a production line to efficiently produce a product.
6, To develop safe and healthy attitudes toward work.

a. To develop a good attitude toward the division of labor--giving and receivingorders, delegating responsibility to individuals in the group, and completing the
menial tasks along with the more rewarding operations.
b. To develop responsibility on the part of the individual toward his group (being
on time, keeping up with individual duties, and sharing the load of work).

7. To gain experience in performing separate operations on a production line.
8. To gain experience in inspecting and evaluating a product in terms of its salablequclitv.

9. To develop enough skill in the assigned operation to produce articles at a quantityand quality that will compensate for the time spent on their production.
10. To develop experience in packaging, advertising, and selling the product.
11. To develop skills in the handling of the finances associated with such a task.

a. Purchase materials for producing, packaging, and selling the product.
b. Establish time to make the product, cost of materials, and the sale price.
c. Invest or borrow money, open checking account, pay the bills for materials, salestax, and other debts.

12. To develop good attitudes toward self and all others (social behovior).
Presentation

1. Show the example of a finished plastic bowl. Bowl should be wrapped in tissue pa-
per and packaged in a suitable box as though it were purchased in a store. Observe the
immediate on-the-spot reactions.

2. Demonstrate the blow-forming, band sawing, sanding, and bufing operations.
3. Have student check the -Questionnaire on Salad Bowl."
4. Formulote the company positions and duties.

a. Presidentforeman
b. Vice Presidentset-up maninspector
c. Secretarypurchasing agent
d. Treasurersalesman

5. Have foreman and set-up man prepare major positions of the production line, fill thejob assignments, and prepare for work.
6. Help the secretary moke out the order for materials and the treasurer establish thefinancial system (visit the bank).

7. Review safety instructions and procedures for using each machine,
B. Experiment on the production line. (Foreman)
9. Discuss use of -Production Report.' form.

10. Produce suitable examples for public relations. (Inspector)
11. Explore suitable packoging unit. (Purchc sing agent)
12. Possibly visit a box company.

13. Prepare for sales place, price, and conditions. (Treasurer)
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14. Prepare and present sales brochure.

15. Prepare and present commercial for TV taping session.

16. Produce, inspect, and sell the product.
17. Make out production and financial report.
18. Show film on "Plastics: Industrial Processes and Products."

19. Visit a "competitor" (c elastic firm) by a field trip.

Evo Notion
Were the students interested? Did they take part in electing officers with maturity? Was
the product completed with quolity? llow many articles were made in a day? What price
was charged? Did they ever produce enough to make their hourly pay rote? What parts
of the effort should be eliminated or odded? What soles techniques were used? Were
the buyers enthused with their purchosc.? What other products would work In a similar
situation? Would the system work with o larger group'? Was there a change in interest,

E.attitude, and motivation on the part of the O. student?

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SALAD BOWL Group 5
Four students reporting
1. Would you like to have a bowl like this one? 4 Yes No
2. How much would you pay for this bowl? 51.00 S.50 $3.00 $3.00
3. What do you think the price would be at Robeson's Department Store? $3.50 $3.00

$4.00 $2.98
4. What would be the basic operations or Jobs in making this bowl?

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

5. 10.

5. Do you think your group could make the bowl? 4 Yes No
6. How many good quality bowls could your group make in a day? 5-5-10-10
7. If your group wos a company making this bowl who do you think would be the best

a. foreman? Mike James Mike Toni

b. Inspector? Mike Mike Tom Tom
c. salesman? Tom Tom James Mike

d. treasurer? Larry Larry James

8. Would you have a suggestion for a name for your group company?
Happy Form
'hinny Company
Whitton Enterprises

SALES BROCHURE
The following five pages reproduce the sales brochure prepared and distributed by the
members of Whitton Enterprise to advertise their product.
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WHITTON ENTERPRISE

Plastic Products

Mike WhittonPresident
Torn WilliamsVice President

°mos WoodSecretory
arty WalkerTreosurer

Whitton Enterprise is a nonprofit organization of students working in co-
operation with the University of Illinois in a vocational orientated shop
program. This organization manufactures from 5 to 10 high quality plastic
bowls each day. It was formed on July 11, 1966. All operations, including
purchasing of supplies, selling of stock, producing the product, and super-
vising production, are done by the officers the organization.

There are no secrets in the manufacture of our salad bowl, just fine
material and workmanship. We feel our product can meet your needs very
economically. This bowl has many uses besides being a superior salad
bowl... just use your imagination... .Yes it con do all of those things and
more. Just ask your friendly salesman. Its great at dinner, parties, etc.,
for garden salads, punch, jello salads, party snacks, ice, pudding, pop-
corn, and its decorative to&

There are many reasons why Whitton Enterprise is the finest buy in a
bowl. We invite comparison. We believe our product is well engineered
and manufactured and will last for years of service. Compare product and
price. Make Whitton your salad bowl choice.
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Blawin; the high quality plex-grass in the press,
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Inspecting the product from the press.
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Trimming the excess plastic from:the bowl on the bandscw.
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Machine sanding the edge true on c disk sander.
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Pocked and ready for delivery to you. Now mony would you like?

USE OF "PRODUCTION REPORT"
Plastic Soled Bowl
The ottoched Production Report sheet is to be used by our Droop in their cowpony's
mass production of plastic bowls. It is to be used hoe lust as such a sheet is used in most
*adorn industry for OCCOurttihO, ifkitillive* di, etc. TM evoct way such a sheet is
used will be *kilned to the students by instructors. The production report will be
used by our group as an aid in actually vring cost and individual production line
prowess. The reports ere to be handed in to the foreman at the end of each day. The
F000041 keeps them for use of cowpony and group 'Nevins.

On the sheet the student t list the actual step or operation don. (inspection, setup,
vv.). Each time the student jobs or takes a break it should be listed. Also this
number of articles worked on the number ruined ore to be listed.

Group S
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WHITTON ENTERPRISE

Production Report

Mike WhittonPresident
Tom WilliamsVice President

James WoodSecretory
Larry WalkerTreasurer

List eoch major job performed today with time began and time stopped (include breaks
on the production report)

TIME TIME NO. OF UNITS
BEGAN STOPPED JOB PERFORMED WORKED ON

Dote Signature

Position

WHITTON ENTERPRISE
Soled Bowl Operation

Production Report
Quantity produced 31

samples For soles promotion 2
complimentary products
Quantity sold of $2.50 12
Quantity to be sold 10

Financial Report
Expenditures
Material for mold (billed to project)
Sheet plostic (billed to project)
Plastic feet (billed to project)
Plastic cement (billed to project)
Bones (paid by student Funds) I 830
Tissue paper 3.27
Repay shores 12.00
Interest on shores 1.20

'total expenditures handled.... ;24.97
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Credits
Funds from shareholders
Sole of products

Credits $42.00
Expendituies 24.97
Refunded to the project. TiTelf
Report os of August 5, 1966

$12.00
30.00

Total credits.... $42.00

Group 5: Bill Eordley
Eldon Rebhorn
Bruce Wisner

EVALUATION OF PLASTICS LESSON PLAN
Area of Instruction: Plastics
A unit on moss producing and marketing o blowformed acrylic plastic soled bowl.
Objectives
The various activities listed below ore directed to meet one or more of the objectives
of the unit.

Activities Objectives

1. Evaluate company and
product (questionnaire)

1 2 3 4

X

5 6

X

7 8

X

9 10 11 12

X

2. Demonstrotiun of machines
and processes X X X X X X X

3. Establish company personnel X X

4. Set up ond All job assignments X X X X

S. Review safety instructions X X X X X

6. Order moteriols
7. Prepare for borrowing money

X X X
X x

8. Sell shores X X X
9. Explore pockoging possibilities X X X X X

10. Pick up boxes et warehouse X X X X
11. Experiment with each operation X X X X X X X X x
12. Produce product on production

line X XXXXX X X x
13. Record production e:s report XXXX X X
14. Inspect products
15. Package the orticle

X X
X X

X X
X

X %(

X

x

16. Establish soles price
17. Prepare and present commercial

for TV tope
19. Prepote end present odver

tiling brochure

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

xxx
X

X

X

X
19. fvkarlret the bowl
40. Mote gnonciol report
91. View Me on plastics X X

X
x

X X
x

X
X

X

49. Tote geld trip to plastics Cry X X

Preset krtion
1. The exoepfe was very wet: received. De students wonted to know how to mote it.

They soon thought that they could mote and sell the product.
9. The students were ponicularly interested in the blow forming process. The other steps
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were not demonstroted at this time as the students had had experiences in using the other
machines. They seemed to know the procedure from the Forming through the buffing.
3. The questionnaire was used. The results are given in the sample form of this unit.
4. The company positions were filled with good attitudes on the part of each student.

Perhaps the questionnaire gave them some quiet thought before discussing it with their
peers. All students went along with the company name of Whitton Enterprises. (It wet
suggested by Mike Whitton.)

5. The foreman and the set-up man worked quite well at establishing and filling the
production line positions. They also hod the use of information horn the questionnaire,
the demonstration, and From discussion.
6. An order was mode by the purchasing agent, treasurer, ond teacher. Funds for

purchosing boxes ond tissue were obtained by selling onedollor shares to students.
Ten percent interest was granted on the shares. One student bought five 'hares, another
three, and on instructor bought four as the other students were reluctant to Invest at
that time.
7. 0_,peratioeot and safety instructions were then given on individuol machines of the

line. The pieces of equipment were not moved to a convenient position. The products
were hauled from position to position.

8. The experimentation step was time consuming. The machinery was not in good
working condition. It also took experimentotion after the equipment was in operation
In order to perfect the product. Various methods of heating, forming, machine sanding,
and filing were used. The plastics oven finally produced the best heating method. A
new Improved ring through which the plastic is blown was mode. A second dist sander
with fine abrasive was used after first rough sanding on a previous sander. The filing
and buffing of the edges was omitted, Thus a "satin edge' was produced instead of a
buffed bowl edge. More ledge was left on the bowl than on planned. It mode
a stronger bowl and an easier disc -sonding operation. The plastic bolls used as feet
were glued on with Duco cement by the use of o fixture for proper placement. Small
Rots were sanded on the spheres where glued.
9. The production reports were partially used the first couple of days only. Too much

time down on experimentation caused much disinterest by the student in using them.
Perhaps the instructor could have brought them bock to using the production reports with
some encouragement.
10. The completed samples were not mode until late in the process as the feet were
not received until /ate. The one instructor's sample was used as an example when needed.
11. A lightweight cake box wos found of a local box warehouse. The minimum quantity
sold was one hundredFive hundred sheets on the vivre paper. Theso were purchased
as the materials were still less expensive than possible elsewhere even in smaller quantities.
19, The aroup went to the warehouse to pick up the materiols. No products were manu-
factured here, however, the students did see where the materials came from locally.
13. The soles price was established by joint agreement. The cost of the materials woo
about $1.50. The soles price was first set at 53.00. However, when the edges were
left satin, the price was reduced to $9.50. It was decided to mole a closed circuit TV
taped commercial as this medium was already in use in the program. A soles brochure
was also considered as soles promotion material.
14. A oomph, brochure is included in this unit.
IS. The commercial was mode featuring the product and the various students in the
Processes of making the product, and indicoted the way in which the product could be
Purchased.
16. The products were produced fairly successfully. Some problems were encountered in
blow - forming the bowl uniforely. As they were finishing up the unit, the students hod de-
veloped sotisfoctoryskills in their work. The bowls were sold through students, teachers,
the TV commerciol, ond the brochure. One student's mother sold vx bowls by taking the
brochure to work with her.
11. The production and finoncial report is included in this unit.

The motion picture Mm was shown. The student interest was high.
19. No Field trip was token.
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Evaluation
Many of the evoluation points have olreody been mode in the presentation section.

Others are as follows:
The students were, or the most port, quite interested in the project. They did complete

the product with fair quolity. The quantity output never become very high. Under the
conditions present in this study, the students would not be able to produce enough to
pay their wages on an hourly rote. The buffing and hand work should be avoided. The
students were willing to hand file, sand, and polish one bowl for themselves but not
for production) Other products co,rld be mode. The product must be very carefully selected.
It must be simply constructed. Avoid products which might cow. problems. The product
mot be of unusually good design; it needs to be o project that will sell. It can't look
"homemade. The production line efficiency was impaired because the machines were
also being used by people from other groups. if each person on n team is ossigned a
meaningful task on the project, production should run smoothly.

One green plastic bowl was gift 'mopped and presented as a surprise wedding gift
to Mr. Gory Cordier (one of the team teachers) and Mrs. Cordier. The presentation was
mode at 3:30 on the student? final day in class, and was undertaken with enthusiasm,
maturity, and leadership on the students' port.

KINESCOPES

In addition to this final written report, three kinescopes are available.
These 16-millimeter movies were made from selected portions of the ac-
tual closed-circuit video tapes used to tie together the graduate curric-
ulum class and the teachers-in-training class. If the reader wishes to actually
see this graduate curriculum class in operation, it is strongly recommended
that he view Part II entitled Preparing Teachers. A snore complete under-
standing of the summer experimental program can be obtained by viewing
the complete three-part set. The films have the general title Experimental
Program to Prepare Vocational-Technical Tea Merl for Leitoretory Classes Designed
for Dropout-Prone rook The complete title and directions for obtaining the
films may be found on the insiee back cover of this report.

ANALYSIS OF DIARIES

As previously noted, this section on Data Presentation and Analysis has
been subdivided into three groups: (1) Researchers, (2) Graduate Cur-
riculum Class, and (3) Teachers-in-Training Class Although there was a
great deal of desirable overlap between these three groups, the reader was
assured that, whenever possible, the data would be presented and analyzed
within only one of the group divisions. In accord with this procedure, all the
diaries will be discussed in this section.

During the summer program, the participants in the 4591) and the 384
classes were requested to keep daily records of their impressions in relation
to the strengths, weaknesses, and overall value of the project. The five lab.
aides were also requested to keep such records. The initial plan called for
the collection of the various diaries at the end ef each week: at that time a
research assistant wa' supperxd to evaluate and record the various coin-
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ments in an attempt to guide t).,i actions and activities of the next week.
However, due to the complexity and fast pace of the program, this task
proved to be impossible to accomplish.

One month after the program ended another research assistant was
employed to analyze and evaluate the records. It was decided to employ
an "outsider" for this task in the belief that a person having no previous
contact with any phase of the program would be more objective and not
influenced by memories of good or bad aspects of the past summer's project.

Upon initial analysis and evaluation of the records, it was decided that
the subjective nature of the records, as well as the discrepancies in attendance
requirements for the 459D class, which did not meet on Mondays as the
384 class did, precluded a totally quantitative summary presentation. In
place of such an approach, an attempt was made to combine the most
extreme value judgments recorded with a simple quantitative analysis of
the total response spectrum and thus utilize the desirable functions of both
the literal and linear methodology of evaluation.

Briefly stated, the steps in the process of analysis were:

1. Each diary was read and a notation of each value judgm,nt or pertinent
comment was made with respect to either a positive (this is good) or a
negative (this is not good) view about the project-related action or activity.
It was reasonable to force the responses into these two categorical extremes
simply because many responses and comments were decidedly positive or
negative; the marginal comment or response would gain no more by being
characterized as one or the other than a very positive response would lose
by being recorded simply as positive.

2. Each diary was re-read, and upon the basis of the notations already
made, a "daily value " either positive or negativefor each day of each

participation was assigned. In cases of a "no comment" being
the only entry for a specific day, the day was grouped as a negative response.

3. A table utilizing the positive and negative criteria was organized. This
table facilitated an analysis of the response spectrum for each participant,
each team, and the entire group for each day of the project. "Leader"
refers to the participant who was a member of both the 4591) and the 384
classes, but who kept a separate diary for each. By following the table from
trft to right it is possible to establish the response spectrum for toe. tartkitamt.
By following the table from top to bottom it is possible to establish for all
participants the response spectrum for a giro; vid.r.

The "daily value," assigned by means of a simple majority of responses,
either positive (P) or negative (S), was used as a basis for determining
"good team days." A good team day was defined as a day that had one or
no negative responses from the participants of a specific team. It will be
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Table I
ANALYSIS OF ALL PROJECT DIARIES

Orientation

Teaml
4590/
459D
4590

Leoder4590/
Leoder384

384
Aide

Week
MTWTF

First Week
MTWTF

Second Week
MTWTF

Third Week
MTWTF

1
2
3
4

5
6
7

XPPNPXPPPNXNPNPXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XPPNPXPPPP
XNNNNXPPPP
PPPPPPNNPPNNPPN

XPP/PXPNPPXPPPP
XNNPP
XPPPPXNPPN
XNNPP

XPPPPXPPPPXNP NN
XPPPP
NNPPP/PPPPNNNNN

Team 2
4590 8 XPPPP XPPPP XNPPP XPPPP
4590 9 XNNNN XPPPN XNNNN XNNNP

Leoder459D 10 XNNNN XPPPP XP PPN XNNNN
Leoder384 11 XXXXX NPPPP XNPNP NNNNP

384 12 XXXXX PNPPP XNPNP NPPPP
Aide 13 XXXXX P P NNP XNNNP P NNNP

Team)
4590 14 XNNNN XNPNN XNPPP XPPPP
4590 15 XNNNN XNNNN XNPP N XNP NN

Leoder4590 16 XNNNN XPPPP XNPPP XPNNN
Leoder384 17 XXXXX PPNNP XPPPN PPPNN

384 18 XXXXX NNPPP XPPPP /PPPKI
Aide XXXXX PNPPP XPPNP NPPPN

Team 4
459D 20 XNNNN XPPNP XNPNN XPIP P N
4590 21 XPPPP XPPPP XPPPP XPPPN

Leuder4590 29 XNNNN XPPPN XPPPN XPNNN
Leoder384 93 XXXXX NNPPP XPPPP PPPP

384 24 XXXXX NPNPP XPNPP PPPP P
Aide 95 X X X X X No entry'se. No entry No entry

team S
4590 26 XPPPP XPPPP XPPPP XPNPP
459D 27 XPPPP XPNNN XNNNP XPPPP

Leoder459D 28 XPPPP XPNPN XNPPP XPNNP
leader 384 29 XXXXX PPNPP XNPNN PPPNP

384 30 XXXXX PPPNN XPNNN PPNNN
Aide 31 XXXXX PP.PNN XPPNP PP.PPP

P 7 8 6 7 921212020 15221921 721201718
N 8 7 9 8 5 9 91010 15 810 9 5 9101314

MocGrelor
Voter 4591) Instructor

Tinkfam
Vote( 384 Instructor

PNPN NNPNN XPPPP PPPXP
PPPPP XPPPN NPPPN

Key to Table
am Good woo days (os defined) X o, No clam / Absent

desionotions 4594 and 384 identify the ooniciponts in either the Votes 459D cur-
riculum doss Of the Vow 384 teochervintroinina don.
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remembered from the description for steps I and 2 in the diary analysis
process, each diary had previously been judged on an individual day-to-day
basis. As an example, the first week for Team 2 shows four good team days,
each signified by an asterisk.

4. A chronology of selected comments by participants was constructed.
The bulk of this segment or the report is composed of these comments.
They were selected in the following manner:

a. All value judgments that were partict,larly complimentary or non-
complimentary will be found in the following chronology.
b. Of the remaining entries, all absences, days upon which class did
not meet, and "no comment" days were excluded.
c. Each of the remaining entries was assigned a number. A simple
random table was then applied to this group. The key number was
changed from week to week. Once the random continents were selected
they were added to the following chronology.
It is believed that this methodology will enable the reader to establish

a frame of reference that will help him to obtain a broad, overall view of
the participants' opinions about the project. At the same time this metho-
dology will provide a mare objective selection of specific comments.

5. A brief strininary of the eekto-week situation was constructed and
will be found in the following chronology.

For the week, if there were more "daily values" that were positive or
negative, then the entire leant was characterized in the same way. If the
"daily values" roughly approximated a two- thirds majority, the team was
characterized as being two- thirds positive or negative. If the response of the
team was significantly more than two-thirds positive or negative, the team
was characterized as being overwhelmingly positive or overwhelmingly
negative in their outlook for the week.

If, for a specific day, there was only one for none) negative response in
the team, the day was characterized as being a "good team day." It is
significant to note these "good team days" due to the fact that the past
histories of the 0. L. students, lack of lead time in planning the project,
and the resultant confusion dictated that it would be virtually impossible
for a team to view a single day from an exceptionally positive viewpoint.

Orientation il'eet
The members of the 4591) class net for one meek prior to the project

start. The members were asked to keep records during this time and to
aid in planning the actual project. Recorded comments for this period
indicate 'hat the majority of the 459D class members:

I. viewed the program with a high degree of optimism,
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2. felt that the program objectives were very worthwhile,
3. felt that there would be considerable value to be derived from the
program in relation to actual classroom application.

There were comments about the lack of organization and a unanimous
expression of desire for more "lead time" in order to prepare for the 0. E.
students. These problems may have grown out of delays in funding and
approval. Subsequent success indicated that the problems were not in-
herent in the program itself.

First [reek
Team I (Two-thirds positive)
459D-Leader "I got something valuable out of tortay's (Friday's) class."
384Member "Boys need a basic shop education."
384-Member "Boys were hard to deal with."

Tram 2 (Ovzrwhelmingly positivefour good days)
459D-Member "These boys deserve every opportunity."
459D-Leader "I rould have helped 10 to IS boys if I could have heard Mr.

Stratton talk a few years ago."
384-Leader "ilotding attention h difficultthe lecture is too long."

Team 3 (Positive)
384-Leader "Boys seem to be working."
184-Member Two boys will be real problems."

"Boys do not like 'in school' approach."

Team 4 (Overwhelmingly positivefour good days)
459-Member Some organization seems to be coming."
384-Leader "Boys show a high interest."
384-Member "Boys are working smoothly."

Team S ("1\so-thitds positiveone good day)
45913-Leader "Projects are not planned far enough ahead of time."
384-Member "O. E. students seem to be motivated are and making progress."

Summery of First IS Response

All things considered, the first %reek went quite well. Positive responses
outnumbered negative responses two to one. Once the program began to
move, the complaints of "poor organization" became less frequent. There
was an overwhelmingly positive response to Mr. Stratton's talks before
the 4S91:1 and 384 classes. The boys all finished their projects fir the first
week, and while there were some discipline problems, most of these were
overcome as the week went on. The first week was hectic but seems to have
gone quite well, as reflected b1 the fact that nine "good team days" were
counted.

Second !reek

Team I (Overwhelmingly positivetwo good days)
45913-Member "Video tape idea is very good."
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459DMember "Impressed by Mrs. Bustard's talk."
384Leader "Mistakes by a student may well be due to the teacher."
384Member "Boys are doing well and were impressed by the field trip."

Team 2 (Negative)
159DMember "Entire program seems childish."
15913Leader "To aid the boys we must stress oral communication of ideas."
381Leader "Lessons from 459D class come too late to be helpful; we need

more structure."
381Member "Discipline problems with one boy."

Team 3 (Overwhelmingly positivetwo good days)
45913Member "Video tapes made this a rewarding morning."
45911-Leader "Boys are coming along."
384 - Member "Some good progress."

Team 4 (Overwhelmingly positivethree good days)
159DMember "My mind is changing about the slow learner."
381-Leader "Boys are very interested and highly motivated."

Team S (Positive)
45913Member "More discipline is needed."
15913Leader "Too many disruptions of class."
384Member "Some progress in the wood shop."

Summary of Second Wftk Rf *ORM $
The most notable change was noted in Team 2. This team went from a

very positive attitude (four good team days) to a decidedly negative view.
point. There were some discipline problems for Team 2 during this week.
However, the main reason for the change seems t3 be a mixture of boredom
and the "shock of reality" that comes when one finally evaluates the situation
he is in.

The second week had only seven good team days (a loss of two) and the
positive response was not as overwhelming as in week one. One possible
explanation for this is that week two saw the celebration of July 4th on
Monday creating the problem of compressing five days' work into four days
as well as dealing with increased problems of discipline due to the long
weekend.

ni(' 1Yeek

Team I (Overwhelmingly positiveone good day)
45913Member "This type of class would drive me nuts."
459DLeader "This program will be very, very useful."
184Member "T h. boys are coming along very well."

Team 2 (Negative one good day)
4591)Membet "Mt boys do not 'read' directions from the instructors."
45913-Leader "Vocational goals of this program are too vague."
334Leader "Discipline problems seem to follow the weekend."
384Member "Payday is a good day, everyone is happy."
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Team 3 (Positivetwo good days)
459D-Member "Where are we?"
459D-Member "This is gripe day."
384Leader "Best day to date."

Team 4 (Overwhelmingly positivethree good days)
459D-Member "Video tape was very impressive."
384-Leader "Boys are very interested."
384-Member "Good interaction with the boys."

Team 5 (Overwhelmingly positivetwo good days)
459DLeader "Video tapes are a very valuable teaching aid."
384Member "Boys continue to show a mounting interest."

Summary of Third Week Responses
Team 2 continued as in the previous week and registered a negative

viewpoint. One 0. E. boy was isolated as a real discipline problem. It is
quite possible that this boy was more than a small cause of disenchantment
for members of Team 2.

The five teams picked up two more gooti days this week (from seven to
nine) and the total response was still very positive. Some of the usual
complaints came forthespecially "lack of organization" and "need for
discipline." However, there was also high praise for the progress of the
students and a very positive response to the talk b) Mrs. Bustard. While
some of the "gloss" had worn of by this third weekthere was still evidence
of a very positive attitude toward the entire program.

Fourth Week
Team 1 (Two-thirds positiveone good day)
459D-Member "Mr. Jones' talk was excellent."
459D-Leader "Boys are extremely interested."
384-Member "Boys are coming along well."

Team 2 (Two-thirds positive)
459D-Leader "Money should not be given to boys who do not earn it."
384-Member "Best day to date."

Team 3 (Positiveone good day)
459D-Member "A good day in classI am very happy with the project."
384Leader "Too many interruptions in class."
384-Member "The 384 leader is doing too much of the boys' work."

Team 4 (Negative)
459D-Member "No discipline."
384-Leader "Field trip was not related to the unit being studied."
384-Member "Trouble with one boy but the rest were working well."
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Team 5 (Overwhelmingly positive three good days)
459D-Member "The boys have a high level of interest."
459D-Leader "Talk by Mr. Jones was excellent,"
384-Leader "Boys are making good progress."
384-Member "Boys are highly enthused with the plastic project."

Summary of Fourth Week Responses
Team 2 reversed its trend and projected a positive attitude toward the

program. It appears that a discipline problem was solved within this team
and that the team moved on into the program with some better coordination.

Team 4 changed to a negative viewpoint and from the observations it is
evident that increased discipline problems caused this shift.

Good team days fell from nine to five for this week, but there was little
change in the two-thirds positive plurality. To this point one would have to
conclude that there was still a positive attitude toward the entire program.
There was overwhelming approval of Mr. Jones' talk.

Fifth Week

Team 1 (Negative)
459D-Member "Home interviews do not seem to be a good idea."
384-Leader "A good day, the boys are coming along, I am learning with them."
384-Member "A rather disorganized affair."

Team 2 (Negative)
459D-Member "Nothing to be gained from the home visit."
459D-Leader "Lab aides seem to be immature."
384-Member "The boys' interest level seems to have stabilized."

Team 3 (Positiveone good day)
459D-Member "Class is a drag."
459D-Leader he lab aides have hurt the program in many areas."
384-Member "Some progress,"

Team 4 (Positiveone good day)
459D-Member "This program would not work in a regular shop."
459D-Leader "Video tapes show poor shop procedure."
384-Leader "Boys are doing very well."
384-Member "A good dayone boy has a better attitude."

Team 5 (Overwhelmingly positivetwo good days)
459D-Member "Video tapes are very good."
459D-Leader "Team teachlng is not as effective as one teacher and ten students."
384-Member "Boys worked well -it was a good day."

Summary of Fifth Week Responses
Teams I and 2 moved into a negative attitude and good team days fell to

four. Only one team had a "very positive" rating, and the remaining two
teams were positive by majority. Discipline again seemed to be the big
problem for these two teams.
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It is reasonable to assume that the daily action and interaction of the
program had taken its toll. Many seemed ill at ease and quite tense. The
0. E. students increased their negative reaction to the program and their
agitation was evident by the constant references to di-..cipline problems.

To this point, one would have to agree that many involved in the program
were a bit tired. The positive attitude was now glossed over by the things
that had risen to irritate and generate anger.

On the whole, the total response was positive only by majority.

Sixth Week

Team 1 (Positiveone good day)
459D-Member "Boys have come a long way.
384-Leader "A very good dayI hope to accomplish something in my school."
384-Member "Not enough for the boys to do."

Team 2 (Positive)
459D-Member "Some boys have been helped by this program."
459D-Leader "Not as much achievement or success as was hoped for."
384-Member "I have positive feelings about my experiences from this program."

Team 3 (Positive)
459DMember "A tot of horseplay and confusion."
459D-Leader "Today was a wonderful day."
384 .Member ''Our time this summer has been well spent."

Team 4 (Positiv c one good day)
459D-Member "Things are running smoothly."
459D-Leader "Program is good but it should be given to younger boys."
384-Leader "No serious attempt has been made to get to real problems of

these boys."
384-Member "Boys were unhappy that the program was endingI would take

a course like this one again."

Team 5 (Two-thirds positiveone good day)
459D-Member "I am impressed by the boys' attitudes on the last day."
459D-Leader "Boys were busy and interested right to the end."
384-Member "Last day was a goof one.'

Summary of Sixth Week Responses
All teams showed positive attitudes for the last week even though there

were fewer (3) good team days in this weekwhen compared to all six
weeks. The good team day trend is evident (9, 7, 9, 5, 4, 3) and reflects
increasing fatigue within the program as time went on.

Evaluation Week
In the last week, most people indicated that the program had value and

that it was worthwhile. The 0. E. students indicated that they were sorry
that the program was over and there were indications of genuine rapport
between the 0. E. students and the project personnel on the last day.
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THE LABORATORY AIDES

Each of the five teams was assigned a laboratory aide who was requested
to keep a record similar to that requested from the members of the 459D
and 384 classes. Since the lab. aides were juniors and seniors in high school
there was a considerable difference between the quality and consistency of
their records and what the program objectives called for. Some of the
comments that the lab. aides made are below.

First Week
"Boring, very disorganized."
"Project should be fun."
"It went ok."

Second iVeek
"Much trouble with one boy."
"I had a fight with one boy."
"A good day."

Third Week
"One boy hit me with a wirehe wants a fight."
"Boys play around too much."
"The boys were very good.'

Fourth Week
"I feel like a highly paid baby sitter."
"A good day."
"My team leader is dumb."

Fifth Week
"Things going good."
"More rules mademore order."
"A bad day."

Sixth Week
"Today everything went wrong."
"I am tired of workthe project is dragging."
"Today was a very good daythe best day."

THE 0. E. STUDENTS

During the first week of the program, the 0. E. students were shown how
to make a simple but interesting project. This involved a driven propeller
that could be manipulated to reverse the direction of its spin at the will of
the holder.

At the end of the first week the 0. E. students were asked two specific
questions: (1) Where is your project? and (2) Did it work? With respect to
these questions just about one-half of the boys took their project home and
less than one-half of the boys replied that their project had worked.
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At the end of the second week, the 0. E, students were asked folic questions:
(1) How do you like your morning job? (2) What do you think of lunch?
(3) How do you like the shop? (4) How do you feel about your first paycheck?
Most of the boys voiced a positive reaction to the morning jobs, the lunches,
and the afternoon sessions in the shop. All boys were happy with their first
paychecks, and most felt that they had earned them.

At the end of the third week, the 0. E. students were asked the same
first three questions of the preceding week. Out of 75 possible answers to
questions dealing with satisfaction with the morning job, lunch, and the shop
program, only five negative responses came out The boys appear to have
enjoyed the program through the third week.

At the end of the fourth week, the 0. E. students were again asked the
same three key questions. However, added to these was: (4) What did you
do with your last paycheck? Five boys were absent on the day (Friday)
the survey was taken. There were only six negative responses to the usual
questions about lunch, morning fob, and the afternoon in the shop. This is
only 10 percent of the 57 possible responses.

Questioned about the disposition of their pay, only three of nineteen
boys claimed to have saved it. The rest spent it or made no comment.
In general, the boys seemed to be happy and appeared to have adjusted
to the demands of the program quite well. It was evident that the boys
really enjoyed the shop program with virtually no negative reactions to the
afternoon proceedings.

At the end of the fifth week, the 0. E. students were asked the same
four questions as the week before, plus a fifth question: (5) What will you
do with this paycheck? More negative responses came out in the answers
given by the boys. This seemed to reflect boredom with the morning jobs,
boredom with the food, and some tightening of discipline in the shop area.
Out of 63 possible answers to satisfaction with these aspects of the project,
ten negative responses were given.

Of 21 boys questioned, only four had saved the last paycheck and intended
to save the current one. Twelve boys had spent the last oneonly three of
these boys intended to save the most recent check. Most of the remaining
boys seemed to have spent the money on something "worthwhile"and
had something tangible and useful to show for it. Only four boys related
that they had nothing to show for their last paycheck.

At the end of the sixth and last week, the boys were asked the same first
three key questions that had been asked each week. Added to these questions
was the query: How do you feel about the project now that it is ending?
Out of 60 possible responses, the boys gave a negative reaction in thirteen
instances. Four boys were absent. When questioned about their feelings
toward the project on the last day, seven of the boys replied negatively. This
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Table II
ANALYSIS OF 0. E. WEEKLY QUESTIONNAIRES

1, AA
2. 8
3. CC
4. D
5. E
6. FF
7. GG
8. H
9, 1

10. JJ
11 K
12.

.

LL
13. MM
14. N
15. 0
16, PP
17. 0
18. R
19. S
20. T
21. U
22. V
23. W
24. XX

Totals

First Week Second Week Third Week
Where Is id It

Your Project Work AM Lunch Shop Pay AM Lunch Shop
P P P P P P P P

P P NPP PPP!)
P N PPPP PPP
P P P NP P X X X
P P P P P P P P P
P N PP P P PP P
N N PPP PPPP
N P PP PP PP P
N N X X X XP P P
P P PPP P PPP
P N PP P PP P P
P P NP PPNPP
N NP P PPNPP
N N X X X X N P P

N N P P PPP P

N N N P P P P P
P P N PP P P

N N N PP PP
P N p PP P N
N N P PP P P

N N NNP P NP
P P P P P X X X
P P P N X X X
N N PP PP PP

13P 10P 19P 18P 20P 22P 18P 20P 20P
11N 14N 3N 4N 2N 2X 3N IN 1N

2X 2X 2X 3X 3X 3X

Key
X Absent on day of survey S = Spent SA = Saved

was 35 percent of all boys, leaving 65 percent favoring the program and
sorry to see it end. One boy who did his utmost to disrupt the class during
the program was quite sorry to see it end.

ATTITUDE CATEGORIES

Daily recordsprojecting positive and/or negative response to the pro-
gram activityhave been of immeasurable value to a final analysis. Through
a compilation of each individual's record and a cross-check of that record
with the records of the teams and a further comparison of all teams, it is
possible to evaluate each day's progrvs.

As noted above, it is quite possible to detect trends in attitude and to
extricate comments about the program that otherwise would have been
lost or passed over. It is further possible to undertake a broad, overall
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Table II (Continued)

Fourth Week Fifth Week Sixth Week
pin-

A M Lunch Shop Pay AM Lunch Shop Pay AM Lunch Shop ion
P P P S P P P S/S P P P N
N P P SA N P P SA/SA N P P P

P N N S N N N S/S N N N N
P N P SA X X X X X X X X
P P P SA P P P SA/SA P N P N
X X X X P P To S/S P P P N
P P P S P P P S/S X X X X
P P P S X X X X P N P N
X X X X X X X X X X X X
P P P S P P P S/S P P P P

P P P NC P P P S/SA X X X X
P P P NC N P P S/SA N P P P

P P P NC P P P S/S P P P P

P P P S N N P S/S P N P P

P P p NC P P P SA/SA P P P P

P P P NC P P P S/SA P P P P

X X X X P N P S/SA P P P P

P P P NC P P P SA/SA P P P P

X X X X P P N S/S P P P P

P P P NC P P P SA/SA P P P P

P N N NC P N P S/SA N N P N
X X X X P P P S/S P P P P

P P P NC P P N S/S N P N P

P P P NC P P P S/S N P P N

18P 16P '17P 6S 17P 17P 18P 115/S 14P 15P 18P 13P
IN 3N 2N 3SA 4N 4N 3N 5SA /SA ON 5N 2N 7N
5X 5X 5X 3X 3X 3X 3X 4X 4X 4X 4X15X

Sc/cli

NC No comment P a Positive N = Negative

analysis of each individual's efforts and contributions in behalf of the
program. Upon compilation of the total number of positive and negative
responses, it is possible to give a rating to most of the individuals in the
459D class and 384 class as well as to the five laboratory aides.

There were fifteen "positive" attitudes reflected by the data, and of these
individuals two were lab. aides, six were members of the 384 class, and
seven were in the 459D class. Only in Team I did the project leader give
a positive response to both the 459D and 384 class activities. Leaders of
Teams 3, 4, and 5 split their evaluations, one leader being negative to the
459D class and positive to the 384 class and the other two leaders being
positive to the 384 class but reassurably undecided in evaluation of the 459D
class. The remaining team leader was undecided about his feelings in relation
to both classes.

There were seven negative responses to the program with two members
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of this group being lab. aides, four being members of the 459D class (including
one team leader mentioned above) and only one negative response to the
384 class. The nine remaining (out of a population of thirty-one) people
had undecided responses. "Undecided" meant that their total responses
did not equal more than one class week of observations to the positive or
negative point of view. Five of these people were in the class (one
being the team leader referred to above as being undecided for both classes)
and one lab. aide.

Team 1 had four overwhelmingly positive responses (26-5, 23-8, 20-7,
22.10).

Team 2 had two overwhelmingly positive responses (25-5, 25-7).
Team 3 had two overwhelmingly positive responses (21-11, 24-5).
Team 4 had two overwhelmingly positive responses (26-5, 27-5).
Team 5 had four overwhelmingly positive responses (32-1, 20-10, 24-5,

25-7).
It is important to note that the differences in totals are due to the irregu-

larities of the class schedules (459D did not meet on Monday), and absences,
as well as records with "no comment" for the day in question,

There were only four overwhelmingly negative responses, with no team
having more than one member in this category (9-22, 7-22, 7-23, 7-22).

Upon examination of the data, it is reasonable to conclude that two-thirds
of the participants viewed the project with an overwhelmingly positive
attitude. An examination of their records showed that the most frequent
complaints dealt with weak organization, some maintenance of machinery
problems, and discipline problems.

The organizational problem has been commented upon. It is sufficient
to state that better maintenance could be achieved in another program of
this type. The complete solution to the discipline problem is yet to be found.

COMMENTARY

After analysis and evaluation, it is evident that the daily records have
proven themselves to be quite useful, inasmuch as they include comments
that the members of the 459D and 384 classes would probably not have
made to the project administrators. There are many constructive comments
to be drawn upon in the preparation of a continuance of this type of program.
It is evident that any disruption had its effects and that these effects came
in multiplesoften coming out in all records for a team or teams.

The records were also valuable for gaining insight, fui giving a broad
overall view of the entire program, and for analyzing the daily actions and
interactions of the people involved. These records also provide a more than
adequate check or "control" on the evaluation of the individuals involved.
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They supplement the evaluations of the project administrators as well as
the final exit interviews,

With respect to the 0. E. students, it is sufficient to state that the daily
records provided insight into their actions and antics. Problems of aggression
and withdrawal were pinpointed. Some of the above comments indicate
this in a manner that lends a great deal of credibility. All things considered,
it is quite reasonable to state that a final analysis of the relative and absolute
merits of this program would have been impossible without consideration
of these records.

SAMPLE DIARY

One complete diary is reproduced here. This will enable the reader to
better comprehend the raw data the research members dealt with

The diary selected was kept by one of the five students who were team
leaders by virtue of being enrolled in both Votec 459D, the graduate cur-
riculum class, and Votec 384, the teacher-in-training shop class. It was
felt that the reader might gain a clearer comprehension of the total sum-
mer sequence by reading a single double-entry diary which reported on
both classes instead of two separate diaries written by different individuals,

This diary was written by a person who had almost an equal number of
"proitive" and "negative" rated days, The other team leaders had many
more "positive" than "negative" rated days. Thus the reader should keep
in mind that the diary presented represents more "negative" rated days
than other team leaders. As with almost all the diaries, this one represents a
very frank and honest appraisal by the individual.

At times, some of the feelings of this individual did not coincide with the
feelings expressed by most of the other team leaders. An example was his
belief that the students were bothered by the TV cameras and performed
for the camera. Since the opinions expressed by the 0. E. students many
times contradicted the feelings expressed in the team leader's diary, it is
suggested that the reader draw his own conclusions after viewing the
kinescopes.

It should also be remembered that these diaries were written after a hard
day's work with the 0. E. students and offered an excellent chance to
relieve hostility.

SAMPLE DIARY FROM A VOTEC 384 TEACHER IN TRAINING WHO WAS
ALSO A MEMBER OF THE VOTEC 459D GRADUATE CURRICULM CLASS

459D. Friday. June 24, 1%3, Course is starting to become quite congested and
involved. Does not appear to be well organized for a pilot study. In many cases the
class is informed of some new aspect or requirement in what appears to be an after-
thought.
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It would seem that instead of having each team work on the same curriculum
area in their own way, it would be better to have teams concentrate on one aspect
of a subject or one subject and rotate the students around through each team.

As I understand now from what has been told us so far, we as a team will probably
not be able to go into any worthwhile depth in these subject areas.

The curriculum teams have wasted too much time with trivia in the beginning
of the course while the time when the needed curriculum materials are necessary
loom so close that I feel stifled by what I feel I should do but do not have time for.

It would seem that additional time is desirable before the needed curriculum
materials are to be used. Three days over a weekend at which time none of my
team members can meet is not enough.

384. Friday, June 24,1966, Seem to be standing still here. Discussion about possible
projects or products that could be used to teach 0. E. students. 0. E. students are
coming Monday. We seem to be expected to be here Mondays also. I wouldn't mind
if it had been scheduled that way.

I feel like I'm going in with my eyes shut. I don't see how we can be ready to go
by Tuesday. Both course 459D and 384 need to meet together to organize.

384. Monday, June 27, 1966 Tempo of room was high. During video session and
later while Dr. Tinkham was talking, student attention was not maintained. When
the speaker would ask for the students' attention, he would begin talking before he
acually had their attention This resulted in still greater confusion. Most students
were way behind in filling out their forms because of this, and as a result many
questions were left unanswered.

We were not strict enough today in maintaining their attention even for short
periods of time.

I am at a loss as to where to go next. Several students of my group are quite slow,
the others quite fast. Everything still seems to be a hodge-podge.

459D. Tuesday, June 28, 1966. Discussed the goal of vocational intent of course con-
tent for these 0. E. students, however slight it might be.

We also mentioned the student's need to succeed on small tasks. He has been faced
with repeated failure in the past. He must begin to feel some accomplishment.

,384. Tuesday, June 28, 1966. Class was much smoother today. I feel one big reason
for this was a U-shaped sitting amngernent rather than rows.

They became restless during the last hour. They spent most of the day in their
seats. Tomorrow they will be in the lab.

Three boys still seem to be showing off. They are still seeking extra attention. I
feel these boys should be singled out and told that it makes no difference how they
act at home, on the street, or with their buddies, but that they simply do not mouth
off and show off in this summer situation.

459D. Wednesday, June 29, 1966. We began discussing the effects of home environ
ment and social class on youth. Things considered were motivation, delayed and
immediate gratification, values.

Parents of low socio-economic group generally are concerned for a better life for
their children but they just aren't able to provide the proper environment.

Tomorrow Mr. Ken Stratton will talk with us. He is very well prepared for his
responsibilities.

I would like to he able to observe Mr. Stratton in a class situation such as the
0. E. students we are working with.

I would like to have access to a teaching machine.
384. Wednesday, June 29,1966. The first hour of class was used to finish up a drafting
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problem and a measuring problem. They remained more attentive than I thought
they would.

Ai. outside assignment to be returned today was completed by only 2 of 24 0. E.
students.

After a break the students assembled in teams. Trying to hold student attention
while other students were working and machines running was almost impossible.
Found it difficult to get any response from students on questions that were to get
them involved in the problem (lamination of wood).

A power machine we planned to use was being used by another group so that
another machine had to be substituted. Some problems of set-up of the machine
occured. Subject H teas interested in helping to solve the problem. The others were
only mildly interested with one boy, Subject [, the least interested. Seemed bored
until the machine was running again, at which time Subject I cooperated in helping
another student to cut form.

Two boys were concerned with taking a smoke break. I refused until there was
a lull due to a change of blades on a machine. I then let them go one at a time.

I do not feel that I covered everything I wanted to at the beginning of the lesson.
But had to move fast to hold attention.

459D. Thurseay, June 30, 1966. A very stimulating class session today. If I could
have talked to Ken Stratton several years ago there would have been 8 or 10 students
I would have understood better and maybe could have helped more. Ken talked
about areas and situations in which I saw myself.

Some points on curriculum were discussed but it was indicated that many lower
social economic class people see little dignity in being in the labor class and therefore
are not motivated to take or to perform in this kind of school environment. Many
Negroes feel that dignity comes from white collar jobs only because a blue collar
job will not get them from the ghetto.

There seems to be a vast area of values in different classes that needs to be mapped,
The class today repeatedly returned to the discussion of class values, This whole

scheme of education is actually through the eyes of the middle class. Our values are
different and we feel respect and dignity in different ways also.

A big factor in values seems to be dignity. No matter which class the student is
rebelling against, he seems to have lost his dignity there, and therefore seeks dignity
with his peers who in some cases may be from other class levels.

It would seem that possibly only minor changes in curriculum are necessary for
industrial arts education, but a larse change in our approach and attitude toward
our students is called for.

From my reading, however, I feel changes in the language curriculum are urgent.
384. Thursde, Junr 30, 1966. Things went smoothly today. There seem to be no

discipline problems. The boys seem to be sincere in their efforts. Attitude seems
good in most cases.

We reached a stage of progress today in which there was little to do until the glue
could set. Three of the five students expressed interest in other wood projects which
involved other processes. These students were encouraged in their problems and
they began working. However, Subject FF and Subject I could not make a decision
in any particular direction. They would express interest in one area and then move
to another. Unable to decide. They are involved in a project but show no enthusiasm.
They are not motivatedshow no interest. Seem uneasy in the lab as if lost. I am
not aware of any failures in the activities introduced so far, however they may feel
they have failed to themselves or their peers or both.
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One student expressed a desire to make a pool que. I inquired what desirable
qualities vere needed, etc. Mr. (Teacher in training, teammate) men-
tioned this project to Dr. Tinkham. Dr. Tinkham apparently disapproved of such
a project. I disagreehowever I have not talked directly to him about the matter.

459D. Friday, July 1, 1966.Communication is somewhat of a problem still. Co-
ordination processes are being worked out as the problems are brought to light.

Today we established a format for lesson plans to help provide consistency in
the study.

At this time I have read the cumulative folder of only one of my students, Sub-
ject FF.

Teaching machines are not here yet.
A microfische machine is now available.
I informed my other team members of our intentions to move into one of four

areas with the students approximately next Wednesday. This will give them time
to work up lesson guides. I plan to ask students which one of 3 or 4 areas they would
prefer moving into next.

384. Friday, July 1, 1966. Today all students finished their lamination projects.
Subject I became very discouraged today with his lamination project. In the process
of shaping an article he cut too far. In his frustration he threw the article in the
scrap box. He sat down and began listening to a portable radio. It did not work
and he was probing inside.

I expressed an interest and he showed me that by moving some parts in the radio
it would make noise. Upon examination we found a loose connection and a short.
Subject I resoldered the joint, fixed the short, and the radio worked again. He
displayed no particular enthusiasm. Later I asked him where his lamination project
was. I told him I wanted him to finish the project no matter what he did with it
afterward. He did finish projectlooks good also used spray gun to apply finish.

459D. Tuesday, July 5,1966. Diary should give an account of each student each day.
It might be desirable to develop a curriculum for an individual student.
In the oral reporting, stress was placed on appealing to student as a person. Also,

that dropout-prone youths have probably received this attitude from parents.
Students will in turn pass it on to their children.

384. Tuesday, July 5, 1966. Subject FF. Still very unconcerned. Must be asked
several times in order to get him to act. Has shown very little interest--expresses
no interest. He did not participate today until an engine was started. He was then
at the engine constantlyseemed to like racing the engine to hear it bang as it
backed off.

Not sure how long interest will be maintained, especially with engine disassembly.
Subject GG. Finished a wood lathe project today. Showed a good interest in the

engine. Generally cooperative.
Subject JJ. Began applying finish to a second wood lamirm ion project of his own

design. He was going to bring in an engine todayhe did not. Said he would bring
it tomorrow. Quiet and cooperative.

Subject I. Displayed little interest today. In his own little world. In some ways
he seems to be willing to cooperate but can't somehow let himself go. Will not
commit himself. Brought in his radio todaystill seems to work well. He mentioned
something today about buying a car of his own. Is supposed to obtain it in a few
days. At times very obstinate today during a short explanation period about some
functions of engine parts. His attitude also seemed to rub off on Subject H.

Subject H. Much more rebellious today than usual. Very difficult to obtain his
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attention. Expressed desire not to finish a wood project he has started. Must be
with him constantly for him to become involved and participate.

As a whole, the group seems to be listless and restless. Do not seem to want to
become invoked in anything. It seems we are talking above their heads or they
groan "we had this before." Very discouraging.

459D. Wedntsduy, July 6, 1966. Mrs. Bustard talked today. Very critical of what
language is doing for many students in our schools today. I klt relieved that they
are not all so involved with the classics and trivia which has no real meaning or
value to most students.

She seemed to feel that we are responsible to get students to read. This includes
all subjects. It's the job of the English department to prepare them to read. Reading.
writing. speaking, and listening are skills which must be practiced.

381. Irednerdsy, jul6, 1966. Subject FF. Maintained a high interest level all period
today. Ile successfully ran. disassembled, looked at, assembled, and ran a one-
cylinder engine today. Couldn't keep his hands off engine after it began running.

Was able to maintain his interest during short explanations of the purpose of
major components of engine. lie seemed to try to understand, but I don't think he
comprehended many things coveredhe had to abstract to understand and this
is difficult for him.

Subject GG. At first a little reluctant. Engine didn't seem to want to run at first.
Did not want to comtnit himself. It then sputtered and showed some signs of life.
He became completely involved in engine then. Was successful in running, dis-
assembly, inspection assembly, and final running of the engine. Interest very high.

Subject"). lk brought in an engine of his own today. Seemed to be a little more
experienced around engines than the others. Successfully ran, disassembled, in-
spected, assembled. and ran his engine.

Subject 1. Absent.
Subject It Absent.
The three boys present seemed very motivated to "tinker" with the engines. Were

not even concerned with taking a break. They just wanted to run those engines.
They also seemed more interested in short explanations of parts, although no at.

tempt was made at theory. 'Tried to keep terminology very basic and realistic.
Engines were dismantled only far enough that they could see internal working

parts. They could observe how parts moved inside the engine.
More seemed to be accomplished toda... than any others.
Dr. Tinkham is having greater success and positive student response in his opening

class remarks each day. Attention span seems to have adjusted to this period of time.
4:0D. Thursday. J14,7. 1966. Viewed video playback of some lab activity. Several

things seemed impotant in the films. One would be to let the student do as much
as possible of his own work. Only offer help or suggestions if he k in personal danger
(or someone else) or if he might damage or ruin his product er the equipment.

Another point might be to get the student to talk as much as possible. Try to
get him to s-erhalire. Ask him many simple questions. This might forte him to think
more of what he is actually doing and also help him gain self-confidence.

71,sordv. istfy 7. 1965. Subject FF. Showed little reaction to movie about
engines. Little response. during discussion of film and his performance the previous
day on the engine. Dow-ever, he exprs.scd desire to run engine again so I let him.

Subject GG. Acted very tired today. Displa)rd no interest in film and did not
participate in discussion. Afterward he wanted to make another laminated utensil
so I let him.
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Subject JJ. Some interest in film. Little participation in discussion session. After-
ward made final attempts to set carburator with reasonable success.

Subject I. Viewed films and did participate in his own way in discussion session.
Fairly interested. Since he missed previous day he wanted to begin to work on
engine today. He then began disassembly of an engine. Cooperativeexcept for
wanting to make a club to take home. Seemed obsessed with making or taking
something along home for fighting.

Subject H. Viewed films and participated in discussion session. Afterward Mr.
(teacher in training, teammate) took him to begin his case study; they

were gone the rest of the day. This could be one reason Subject I was more co-
operative todaythey were split up, Subject II was also involved in attempts to
take something home that could be used as a weapon. I made him cut up a club
and told him that those items were not made here.

I feel discouraged today. The lessons from the 459D group are not for an appro-
priate area, arrive late, simply are not used, or last only a short period of time. As
a result I have been improvising in order to get by. I do not feel that my students
are as involved as they could be. They have no set, short-range goals. In some cases
I have been letting them pursue an interest area which tends to remove them from
the group.

I am afraid that their experience has riot had enough structure; however, I do
feel that I should be student-oriented rather than subject-oriented. If this is the case,
the lesson plans may have to be used on individuals instead of the group. Many of
these I will probably have to make out myself.

4591). Friday, July 8, 1956. Somehow I feel that trying to force all five students
into one experience after another for the sake of changing or for the sake of developing
a stack of unique lesson plans is not the right approach.

I am beginning to feel that if a student wants to spend the rest of the class doing
one small taskand do it successfullythat he would be better off.

If during the completion of the student's particular task he needs to operate a
particular machine or sand and finish a piece of wood, then is the time for this
student to learnnot according to some irrelevant schedule,

38.1. Folay, jirty 8, 1965. Subject FF. Still wanders with no direction or motivation.
Takes interest in nothing, at least so far. Takes him a very long time to complete
simple tasks. He completed several small tasks for me todaytook most of the day.

Subject CG. Seems to be losing interest. Remains busy and active only because
we keep after him. Displayed little self motivation.

Subject JJ. Has shown much interest in a Van beGraff generator. Very interested
in how it works and what it does. lie seems to understand that it uses friction to
produce au electric charge. The belt is In poor condition and finally broke. lie
seemed to have only a vague idea of how it could be repaired or replaced. Started
case study.

Subject I. Really became involved in engine disassembly today. Very cooperative.
Had some difficulty with some parts. Could not remove them.

Subject H. Also highly motivated about engine. Reasonable success. Could not
follow closel --involved in case study with Subject JJ.

Fairly good day. Had to reinterpret most questions on case study form. Was
almost time to stop before Subject JJ began to loosen up.

384. Morley, jay IF, 1905. Subject FF. Is still very unconcerned about Hem-
plishing anything. Today he was shown how to use an automatic metal forming
machine. lie did form a piece of copper sheet on the machine. Still very unconcerned.
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Subject GG. Seemed tired today. Very unmotivated. Sat around until asked to
do something. He came up with a very pleasing shape for a dish on the metal forming
machine. Still has shown no interest of his ownonly follows directions.

Subject 11, Showed the group a small D.C. powered transformer (thriller), Right
away he wanted to make one. He wound wire around a metal core, to make a trans-
former, and discovered he had also made an electro-magnet. He seemed quite
surprised. He took no break today.

Subject 1. Same as usual. He did not want to return to engine until a broken part
comes in on order. Wanted to make some guns of wood. Refused. Finally decided
to try the forming machine. Showed no real interest here.

Subject H. Quiet today. Somewhat rebellious, but quiet. Also formed sheet
copper on forming machine. Still has shown no real interest.

At the end of the class today, in th seminar, we talked of withholding a day's
pay for inactivity on the students' part. The whole group will be told about this
situation. We may have to use it on Subject ET and Subject I.

459D. Tuesday, July f2, 1966. Talked about the possibility of music during lab
sessions. I would like to try it.

It was also suggested that the projects being used now only indirectly relate to a
future vocation. We might need a more direct approach. One suggestion was the
service occupations: painting, repairs on ma nyitems such as refrigerators, appliances,
etc., and operators of equipment.

We seem to need a more direct vocational goal in our lesson guides.
384. liwsdey. July n, 1966. Subject FF. Had a successful experience in attaching

legs to a tray today. The tray was formed yesterday on an automatic forming machine.
He seemed to be interested in what he was doing.

He also tried to make some wooden objects with which he intended to repair a
go-tart. When asked what he was making and how it was to be used on the cart,
he was unable to explain his problem to me. I continued asking hint questions, but
he was unable to make himself any clearer. 1 then asked him if he could show me
by sketching on a piece of paper. His sketch of the whole go-cart was fairly accurate,
but he was unable to show the particular area of the cart on which he was having
trouble.

did not tell him not to use the wood for repairs, but I did mention that a more
durable material might be necessary.

He may bring in the cart.
Subject GO. He also attached legs to formed tray or dish. Huffed and cleaned it

and applied a protective lacquer coating with a spray gun.
He also completed an earlier wood project. Little contact today.
Subject JJ. Still very interested in electric thriller, He did have some frustrations

today. Hut his Interest still remains high. lie is at a point now that he wants to try
different things to make it shock harder. How far we can go and how much he will
learn I do not know. He took no break today.

Subject I. Absent.
Subject H. Very moodya pronounced defeated attitude. He elected to sit and

not use most of the day today. He was asked to finish existing activities in which he
was involved but was not told to do so-1 felt he would have to decide.

He did show some interest in a purrle that another teacher had. He was able to
solve it.

Otherwise, to my knowledge, unactive except for a smoke break.
His pay was docked today.
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I somehow fed that using the more individual approach that we (our small group)
are using poses large problems in relating what you are telling the student to a
vocational frame of reference. Many times the student and I move into some new
facet of a problem with which I am familiar but not well organized in my off -the-head
presentation. As a result many important points may be omitted and not realized
until it is too late for effective use. I also find that when students face problems they
have solutions for, they may take us into this type of situation described above and
there is no previously prepared lesson guide. It takes about two days to communicate
a need for lesson guides and to receive them. They are needed at a moment's notice
and there is no previous warning of their need in most cases.

I only know part of the story about Subject I and his absence today. His absence
or the mason for his absence or both may have been what was troubling Subject H.
In one case, Subject H defended Subject I while in peer conversation.

I am finding difficulty maintaining interest in lab without "the making of some-
thing." These students seem to need to make somethingdo not see value in just
learning to use a tool or machine merely to learn all of the possible operations it
would perform. I feel I am putting too much emphasis on "making something."

459D. fredririday, Jsily 13, 1966. Discussed the utilization of field trips. Would like
to take several.

Our ham organisation is poorhave been able to meet as a group only for a
matter of minutes on several occasions. We have never been able to meet as a group
for any worthwhile length of time. The role of my group members In this study is
minor.

384. Irrirterday, July 13, 1966. Subject FF. Fell asleep during a movie about
foundry today. Had a long talk with him about his go-cart today. He has very little
knowledge of how it works or goes together (that he is able to communicate to me).
He wants to make spinners for it. Had no idea of the purpose of spinners or how
they would be attached or how they could be made. I tried to get him to think about
these problems by asking him questions which I felt would force him to think about
his cart and maybe cause him to take a good look at it. Physically he accomplished
very little today.

Subject GO. He is very negative to the foundry. He says he has already done it
and doesn't want to work in it anymore.

Another team brought in an engine for a mini-bike they are building. The engine
needs a fuel tank and needs some adjustment in order to run. Subject GO is trouble-
shooting it. He wants to get it running.

This area seems to be the only one so far in which he shows self-motivation.
Subject I). Showed interest in film only I think we passed his attention span.

Film ran about 20 minutes. %Vas not overly interesting. He is also interested in the
engine Subject GO is working on. Also mentioned making a cabinet for an amplifier.

Displayed little interest in his thriller today. It did work but it did not put out as
much as he wanted. He is not particularly interested in trying to modify to improve
its output. I don't fed that he had enough success with thriller for the time he spent
to warrant modification.

Subject I. Absent today.
Subject H. I didn't think he would show up today without Subject I. Still ver

apathetic toward activity unless asked to do something specific that does not involve
him in the process of completing something he has already started (project). He will
perform small tasks for me but not for his own projects.

Tomorrow I am going to attempt to schedule a field trip to the airport. They have
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a maintenance area I think might interest the students, This might be an area of
vocational interest to the students which they haven't considered.

459D. 7burret 7), Jul) 11, 1956. I am beginning to feel like a full-fledged welfare
worker. I do not like the idea of going into these students' homes to begin with. I
certainly was not aware of this before I elected to lake both courses. Now, today we
are told that we need to use a similar questioning format so are given two pages of
questions to ask parents. The whole intention of the questions is to be able to com-
pare results BUT that means the questions must be presented with similar meaning
to each set of parents. As the questions are stated, these parents will not be able to
understand these questions. If we reinterpret the questions for the parents, we lose
the value of a duplicate format between parents. Therefore, why have such a highly
structured format to begin with. The results will be so late in coming they will prove
of little value anyway, to us who need it now. I feel like I am trying to psychoanalyze
the parents. I feel this information would be desirable but I am certainly not qualified
to delve into these parents' personal lives and actions. If I sere the parent, I would
throw the guy out of the house.

384. 7 humlny, July 14, 1966. Subject IT. Became very interested in the fodndry
today. At first he was unable to make a decision as to what to produce. Ile wanted
to make a part for his go-cart but just couldn't manage to come up with an idea
that satisfied him Ile finally wound up copying another student. I really doubt I' he
is capable of making this type of decision. lie functions much better sshen he is
told what to do. His first mold attempt did not completely fill up. lie will try again
tomorrow I think.

Subject GG. Uncooperative today. We just did not seem to dick today. Refuses
completely attempts to get him involved in the foundry area. Spent some time on
engine problem. After some time he a/Ts-metaly met some Itustration and left engine
to sand on his last remaining wood project.

I feel he should lose some pay and his bonus today.
Subject JJ. Spent whole day involved with foundry project. Was successful. Ile

seems to be able to generate an interest in most areas. Seems to have an open and
receptive mind as compared to the other group members.

Subject I. Absent today.
Subject H. No rapport with him today. Seems to be unable to decide on any

activitymay be on purpose. Seems to enjoy eluding activity. I don't think he really
believes his pay mill be cut for his inactivity.

I feel he should lose some pay and his bonus today.
bid spend some time making styrofoam horseshoe patterns to be cast tomorrow.
Not sure why but I seem to be having more and more problems with Subject GO

and Subject Ii. May be attitudes or personality conflicts.
I feel very discouraged today. Nothing went well. i do not feel that we should

be responsible for gathering data on the home visit either.
PO. Priddy. fitly 13. 1955. Subject Fr. He ran through the foundry again today

and poured a successful casting. Ile seemed to have a good day.
Became interested in an erxlrnilling operation. Ile made a few cuts and got a

chance to turn some handles and seemed satisfied.
Subject GO. Spent the day on the small engine. Certain parts of the engine he

has had trouble with. The recoil starter mainly. it doesn't recoil. He is frustrated
by it but will not tackle it as a problem. Continues to use it and reminds it by hand.
The engine shows only minor signs of life, and I asked him if the engine was smarter
than he was. lie said no, and kept on working on the engine. I still have not been
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able to convince him that he must understand more about the engine in order to
service it properly. This is my main goalthat he gain some insight into the workings
of an internal combustion engine.

Subject JJ. He rammed three styrofoam patterns and cast them at the beginning
of the period. Only one was good. The good one I wanted to machine some of its
surfaces. All of the boys became very interested in the end milting operation and
three wanted a turn at making a cut. Subject JJ was the only one to keep on pursuing
the machine. So 1 showed him what I wanted done and let him proceed on his
own to finish machining the casting. He really seemed fascinated by what he was
doing. I had not planned on this activity. But while it generated interest I proceeded
to encourage it and thus expose them to another experience.

Subject I. Absent today.
Subject H. Drifted around today as usual. I am beginning to feel that he is very

shy. He covers well but he h very reluctant to become involved. Showed interest
in the mill for a whilecaught on very fast.

As a whole Friday was a much bettet day than yesterday. I can't say why, for
sure, unless it was the interest generated by the milling machine. The boys seemed
to be contented in their activities for the most part. Prodding was not so necessary
as it usually is.

They were paid todayI wonder if any will not show up Monday with money
in their pockets now?

384 Aforday, Id, 18, torys. Subject FF. Absent today.
Subject CC. Seemed to enjoy field trip to airport very much. Showed interest in

the engines and the aircraft. Did not seem to withdra verbally from talking in his
normal amount, but in a quiet nature. Seemed very happy and talked a lot upon
returning to class.

Very cooperative during tripbut said nothing during trip out and back. Vould
only answer questions but would not add to the conversation.

Subject JJ. Same as Subject GO, seemed to enjoy trip. Was very interested in
what he saw. Also said nothing on trip to and from airport.

As soon as we returned he was bark to the milling machine.
Subject I. Absent today.
Subject H. Very reluctant to go today. Kept using the excuse that cab would be

too crowded. Kept repeating that there wasn't room and that he wasn't going to go
along.

At first refused to get into cab. 1 somewhow got the impression that he does not
like to associate with his Negro classmates. This h only a guess on my past, but his
actions lately seem to indicate this. However, when he has shown interest it seems
to make no difference. lie is now the only white who is regularly attending in our group.

At first Subject II withdrew from the group tour by lagging behind while we walked
to the point of assembly. During first orientation for tour and first part of tour, he
lagged behind and appeared to pay little attention. Ilowevrt. by the time the tour
was ending he was walking right up front and his spirit seemed to pick up. Before
leaving, we toured an electronics lah. There was a man working on some pat t and
while wt looked around Subject H spent his time observing this man trying to repair
this device. I could not tell whether he asked any questions of this man.

The day went well except for Subject H's reluctance to go along. The other boys
seemed to pay no attention to him.

lie seemed to be asking for someone to make extended efforts for him to go along,
or masbe to gain attention. No problems P Cul wt arrived.
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A young student forms a jig on the woodworking lothe.
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A teocher in troining demonstrates how to level a patio block. In the foreground or
two other cement projects, o baba!! and o dv4betl.
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lursday, July 19, 1966. We talked about Subject MM this morning and
whether or not he should be allowed to return. The question was also asked whether
or not Subject MM should even lx in this program. Some feel that he has progressed
too far for us to handle without aggravating the situation further. An example would
be when Dr. Campbell carried out a metal spinning tool in response to Subject MM's
pop bottle. We revert back to their wt of standards and maybe reinforce their attitude
that this type of behavior is acceptable.

Subject %1M, however. must be made to realize that there are limits to his ac-
cepted behavior. The fact that he has not accepted the limits or is not willing to
acknowledge them causes me to wonder if this program will benefit him. Would it
be better to sacrifice him because of his effect on the other boys. I say yes after one
more chanceif he returns today.

.381. 7 uaday, July 19. 1966. Subject Fr. Absent today.
Subject GC. Absent today.
Subject JJ. Spent some time on the end mill for the benefit of the TV camera.

He became very impatient waiting for the cameramen to get ready. lie had another
project on his mind.
After tve finished on the mill Subject JJ showed me an old wooden box which

contained a small amplifier and three speakers. He wanted to construct a new ea
closure for this sound system. This again came as a surprise and we had no lesson
guides from the 459D to cover the situation. Rather than kill any interest he had.
I went ahead and encouraged him. This gave Mm a very good experience in using
measuring which they. as a group. had worked on earlier. I think he is also beginning
to understand the concept of g)mcthing being square. He also used a square today
in his layout after we tasked about the basic physical size that he decided each piece
was to be. We discussed types of joints he might use and compared them to the
ones used on his old enclosure. He discovered how certain joints could affect the
basic size of some pieces. and consideration and allowances would have to be made
in his case for the joints he chose to use.

For accurate layout he used the jointer to square his stock. A new experience.
After layout he cut his pieces apart on the circular saw. A new experience. He then
used the dado head to prepare joints for assembly.. 1 %vas able to expose him to a lot
of new things today. lie was not under pressure to learn. lie was selfmotivated and
accepted each new problem.

Subject 1. Absent today.
Subject H. had little contact %sith him today. spent most of my time with Subject

JJ. I did ask him about Subject I. All he says is that he isn't coming back. He won't
offer any information on his own.

asked him that if he 5.1% Subject I to ask him to come back. /Co response from
Subject H.

I am puzzled by the high absence rate. Friday seemed to be a very good day for
everyone. So fat I have had no indication of what might be causing this absence.
I wonder if the pay check on Friday mild be a factor.

'V had a long discussion about Subject MM today. One of the main points 1
learned today was not to force a student into a position %%here he must defend his
ego. One must give him an alternative or an out. He must be left to decide but he
must have an out. If not then a negative reaction to the situation will occur. This
doesn't help either the instructor or student. If the student must save face, he will
usually do it. in a negative way.

15911. Wriferoler..74 Piro. Mr. Guy Jones talked to 114 today. Ile is con.
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A dropautprona youth operotes o rchine lothe under the wotchlul eye of a teocher
in training.

netted with the Special Services which arc performed in the local school situation,
Explained his program. {leis not connected with the schools. only works with them.

They do no teaching--only counseling and guida;ice work.
My first impression is that too much financial aid is given to students with no

responsibility on the student? part for full or even partial repayment. Make the
opportunity available and attractive but they must also accept some responsibility
even if it comes after their training is completed. They expect everything to be given
to them. and it's starting to be.

381, Wrirridly, July 20. 1966. Subject FE Absent today.
Subject GG. He spent most of the day figuring out how to avoid working on the

engine he said he would gst running.
At the first sign of difficulty he gives up. Says the engine is no good.
Right now the engine is not producing the proper spark. Subject CG seems

reluctant to accept the fact that if this engine function does not work the engine
itself will not work. To determine the extent of his knowledge about the ignition
system I acted surprised that there was a magnet in the flywheel. He said it made
the spark jump at the plug. 1 asked him l.hat the spark has to do with a magnet in
the flywheel. He then gave me a fairly accurate description and function of the parts
of the Ignition system. Ile knew much more than he lcd me to believe. But for some
reason he was unable or unwilling to apply it to solve the ignition problem.

1 then found that the flywheel key Was sheared off. lie did not we what difference
this would make. %III try to explain tomorrow.
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Subject JJ. He had a variety of experiences today. He first started with his wood
enclosure. lie needed to cut some pieces tc length and was shown the safe way to
do it quickly on the circular saw. He then began glueing his enclosure together.
While the glue vas drying he made several attempts to mill another casting. Had
difficulty in mounting casting securely to make cut. Was not able to solve the prob-
lem today.

Subject JJ was aLo exposed to the language master teaching machine today, lie
knew it was to be taped and combed his hair before going on. The machine was
explained to him briefly and he proceeded right along. Had no difficulty in using
machine. We used one card as an example of what he was to do. At first he spoke
very quickly into the machine. But after a few cards he was speaking slower and
more deliberately. The sound of the recorded voices and the cameras attracted many
other students. As they milled around and asked questions, Subject JJ became the
object of much attention. He assumed complete authority for the operation of the
machine and was displeased at the clowning actions of his peers. He became com-
pletely involved in the machine. After he had gone through the first set of cards
he was given a si-nilar set and was asked if he could identify these tools with no
printed or verbal helps. lie appeared to do very well. However, it is not known
how familiar he was with the tools beforehand. Seemed to be pleased with his per-
formance.

He then resumed to his wood project.
As the students were leaving today I noticed that Subject JJ was still back at the

milling machine cleaning it up. No one else %as around.
Subject I. Absent today.
Subject H. Spent little time with him again today. lie did have another successful

foundry experience today. He showed it to me at the in where he was cooling the
casting. I gave praise and jokingly asked him if he had 'cally done the work, Still
quiet but more active today.

At first I was not impressed with the language master. But, after using it today
and seeing how it affected the students. I began to visualize additional possibilities
for it.

11'e plan to use it further, possibly for steps of procedure. parts identification, etc,
439D. 7 hinsday, July 21, 1965. For the last several sessions we have watched video

playbacks and had discussion sessions at the same time. Difficult to follow both at
once.

Talked about possible uses or applications for the language master teaching
machine. We (my team) have begun using the machinebut mostly on a trial and
error bask.

We would like to move into the welding area the first of next week. Want to
work up something for the teaching machine on welding.

381. 7 hrtioy, Jay 21, 1966. Subject FF. Absent today.
Subject GG. He finally managed to get his engine running today. As usual it took

prodding. We obtained a new key for the flywheel and the engine started on the
second pull. He seemed pleased and his interest picked up. Several other students
commented about the fact that he said the engine was no good and would not run.
Ile made no comment to this. He was %-ery reluctant to leave the engine to see a
film. I wonder if the film was really that important. It might have Leen better to
just let him tinker.

Subject GG spent some time today trying to repair a pair of sun glasses. I
offered no assistance and he asked me for none. Ile mended them to that they could
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It take; concentration to cut metal to prat shoo on the 0041 sow.

be worn but one side piece would no longer fold shut. He had quite a hit of trouble
at the repair job but stuck it out until he was satisfied.

Subject JJ. Had continued success with his enclosure. Used a new power hand
tool, a saber SaW. Still does not seem to be thinking very far ahead of himself. Still
concerned with immediate problemscannot visualize problems ahead or time.
Still seems highly motivated.

Was also reluctant to leave his project to see movie.
Subject I. Absent today.
Subject H. Only mildly active today. Worked a while on his cast items but was

not interested in additional foundry work. Little contact with him today.
I became a little upset today when it was suggested by the seminar that we have

a talent show to top off our six weeks with the students. These students are incapable
of communicating effectively with adults let alone putting on a talent show in front
of both adults and peers.

As a whole I think the students enjoyed the slides today, especially of themselves.
I feel a little drained, less motivated. less enthusiastic about the project today. I

have a tendency to slack off on the curriculum attempts because they just are not
vast enough to cope with all the situations in which 1 hod myself. In many casts
these short excursions into related areas are over and done with in a matter of 15
minutes to a halhour. No time for preparation. No need to forward the requirement
to the 459D clam; because the nerd has been supplied off the tops of our heads. All
we can hope to do is orient towards a vocational nature as best we can.

I find these students much more receptive to an explanation when it occurs in
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conjunction with fulfilling a need, not in a discussion beforehand. It doesn't mean
anything to them at that time.

4.59D. Friday, July 22. 1906. Today we finally. let oft some steam. Some of us
are frustrated by having the feelings that we are trying to please and satisfy require-
ments and attitudes of those in power and the students with whom we are trying to
work. I have been asked many times what we have done so far. what we are doing
now, and what we are going to do next week. I have not organized my group to
the point where t can say that on Wednesday of next week we will begin at a ecrtain
place and proceed to another point. If my students individual or as a group--do
not want to leave an area. I sure as hell am not going to force them. I did it yesterday
and I feel I made a mistake. It too difficult to stitnulate interest and motivation
in these kids in the first place, let alone trying to tear them away from it after they
are finally started.

This whole project is not a matter of curriculum as its purposed to be. We are
really concerned with attitude. The attitude of teacher and stchlert. Almost any
curriculum will %roil if the approach by the instructor is correct. I would be wilting
to bet that in not one team have all five boys been interested in a group project all
at the same time. This means the instructor must use a different approach on almost
every student in order to stimulate the students' attitude toward an activity. There are
personality conflicts which right away 5t1 the pattern for uncooperation between
student and teacher. If these conflicts are not resolved the teacher gets nowhere
with the students. In fact we even have had to rely on a psychologist for some help
in a problem of attitude and our misunderstanding of it. I'm sure that more help
along this line would be beneficial.

This to me indicates that teacher preparation for this type of student is of much
more importance than some damn curriculum.

We can be concerned with s-oeational goals only after the student is willing to
listen even if it is indirectly..

We seem to bog down many times in our discussions by trivia. I really have to
fight to keep my attentionespecially while someone's cigarette smoke is drifting
into my face.

The class members arc becoming concerned about grades. It comes into the
conversation more and more now. We are not happy with the prospects. It scant
the curriculum development will mean a lot and nothing really different b really
coming along as far as I can see.

Another big problem as I see it b the fact that only five of U3 are directly concerned
with the U. E. When I signed up for the courses I was told they were a package deal.
YOU must take both. They should have stuck to their word. We could have really
gone to town by discussing these curriculum problems as a whole group of concerned
and involved teachers. Some of the in could care less what happens down in the
lab or whether or not we visit a home.

The home visit information will not benefit us anyway.
351. Frilly. Jai 22. PM. Subject /T. Absent today.
Subject GG. Finished adjusting carburetor on engine. lie also repaired a fuel leak

between carb and fuel tank by making a g..sket to help make a seal. IfIngine seems
to run well. Still seems unmotivated.

Subject JJ. Still very ac five on his c nclosu re. used dec trio sa t oder today to prepare cn.
closure for finish. He applied stain and then used a spray gun to appiy twocoatsnfdtft.

Subject I. Absent today.
Subject Ii. Ile spent much of the day Stith the language master machine. He
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seemed interested in operating it. Another teacher in training worked with hint.
381. Monday, July 25,1066. Subject FF. Returned today after being out a tveek.

Offered no explanation as to why he was outwas not asked for one.
No obvious attitude change. Still somewhat unconcerned. Goes along with what-

ever is suggested.
Mr. (teammate, teacher in training) got him started welding today.

Not really sure how things went.
Subject GO. His attitude is getting progressively worse. He did not appear to

cooperate with Mr. --- (teammate, teacher in training) at all today. Simply
will not agree to any activity that is suggested to him. He has mentioned making a
cane. This has been his only offer. We have turned him down. I have the feeling
it would then turn into a club. This may be causing him to rebel.

In the process of trying to get him active today I reminded him that inactivity
meant no pay. I have been somewhat stern with him but always ready to help. He
told me not to talk to him. I replied by saying I had a right to talk to him if I wanted
to. I did not force him into a position where he had to defend himself. At no time
have we demanded that he do something. It has always been up to him to make the
decision. It still doesn't seem to be working with him. I don't think trying to force
him will work either.

Subject JJ. Hooked up his amplifier todayseems to work well although his
enclosure is not complete.

He brought in some grill cloth today for the front.
We had plans to start all three boys in the welding area today. While we were

trying to get set up, Subject JJ went ahead working on his amplifier and we were
approached in order to make a camera shot of his activity. This meant that our
whole routine was upset because one boy was now out of the group. We performed
for the camera and after a short time the cameras left. The rest of the group had
already begun welding so I let him go ahead and work on his enclosure.

He seems to be having many small successes with his enclosure. I think this is
reinforcing his attitude toward his project. He has been at it for quite a while and
is still going strong.

Subject I. Absent today.
Subject H. Absent today.
I am beginning to resent very much the intrusions for the sake of the camera.

I was under the impression the camera was to he as candid as possible so as to catch
the activities as they actually happen. This has not been the case. We are acting for
the camerawhat is being recorded is not the actual situation.

Both my teammate and myself are becoming discouraged about our inability to
motivate Subject H, Subject GG, and Subject FF. It seems like a useless struggle.
We don't seem to be making any headway. As a result we tend to expect the same
results from our students and therefore do not really prepare for each day.

I just remembered an incident that I forgot to record on July 18, the day of the
field trip to the airport.

While we were waiting for a cab all of the students just sat around except Subject
H. He seemed fascinated with leafing through a bunch of flying and aviation maga-
zines that were in a magazine rack in the room. Did not say a word, just leafed
through the magazines.

459D. Tuesday, July 26, 1966. Saw some video tapes of myself today. Students
still seem to be very aware of what is going on during taping sessions.
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As I have mentioned before the cameras and lights should already be on and ready
to go. Any special preparation for the cameras is a distraction.

We talked for a while about format to he used to evaluate our sessions that we
have presented. I feel that my evaluations are somewhat skimpy. I have not always
included any suggestions for inadequate areas of the lesson. In many cases I really
don't know. It seems to me, however, that if these students are not responding to
the concentrated efforts they are receiving here that they should be referred to psy-
chiatric help. This situation must be better than a normal school situation and if
they do not respond I wonder if they are beyond our help?

If these boys are so maladjusted that they will not respond they must be helped
by someone who is capable of understanding their actions and reactions and then
determining a course of action that could prove of benefit to the student.

Ordered another film this morning to be used this afternoon.
Also called the mother of Subject j J last evening and made an appointment to

talk with her today at 3:15. She sounded very interested and cooperative over the
phone.

381. nesday, July 26, 1906. Subject FF, He had some cutting, trimming, and
filing to do on a previous foundry project. Helped him get started on the metal
cutting bandsaw and also showed him which files to use and why certain files would
work best.

Subject GG. No contact or conversation with him today.
Subject J J. Talked with him about what he was going to try to do today. He needed

some wire so we looked and finally found enough to do the job. Explained why
enamel coated wire was not desirable for this particular job.

Subject I. Absent today.
Subject H. No contact or conversation with him today.
I left early today in order to make my home visitation. Another teacher in training

and myself decided to go together. I was able to make an appointment with Subject
JJ's mother but---- (teacher in training) could not because there was no phone
in Subject FF's home. Subject FF was told of our plans to visit but he did not relay
the information to his mother.

We arrived at Subject FF's home first. The first thing that I recall was the large
number of small, dirty children playing about. Then I noticed a strong odor that
seemed to come from everywhere.

The mother seemed leery of our presence as she presented herself through the
screen door. We were not asked inside. As --- (teacher in training) explained
our presence and began his questioning I tried to become acquainted with some
of the older children who were present. They seemed happy and were quick to
smile when spoken to. They themselves had nothing to contribute to the conversation.
They just remained quiet.

Subject FF's mother did not offer comments to questions either. She simply
responded with a yes or no. In many cases when examples were given in order to
clarify a question she would agree with the examples.

Subject FF's speech patterns are identical to his mother's. A somewhat kw voice
with slurred words which run together. Many times the last part of a statement or
comment were dropped almost completely in her presentation.

It is amazing that Subject FF has been able to make the transition between these
two worlds at all.

I haven't the slightest idea how to help him.
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during the summer program.
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The mother mentioned that he was charged with stealing $150 worth of records.
She felt he was innocent, He has to appear in court soon.

Shealso indicated that the fair played a large part in his absence from schoollast week.
When we arrived at Subject J J's home around 3:00 we were informed by a boy

%vith a broom that Subject J J's mother was called to %%ark that day and svouid not
be back until around 4:00. The boy was apparently sweeping.

We returned at 4:00 and she still was not home from work. We then waited around
the corner for her to return. During the wait a number of Negro boys were enjoying
themselves in front of a snack bar. They seemed to hate no other responsibilities
with which to be concerned.

The mother arrived home about 4:15, We were asked to come inside. Things
were very orderly although in poor condition. She seemed very willing to cooperate.

She verbalized much more extensively to the questions than Subject FF's mother
did. In no case did she refuse to answer a question and appeared very concerned.

By this time Subject J J was home but only walked through the room once. I
asked about his progress in the lab today. It apparently went well. He then left
sensing that he would be of more help by not being present.

At the beginning I told his mother not to answer any questions she felt she would
rather not answer.

As we were leaving Subject J J approached and asked if I would like to look at
his go-cart. I said yes and we walked around behind the house to where the cart was
parked. Grass did not prevail in any part of the yard. only hard-packed earth. Bits
of broken glass and %veeds %sere scattered through the cluttered back area which
also contained a dog house. The only thing to stand out in the area was the red
engine on his go-cart. It seemed to be the most tell -kept item out there.

Our interest and presence there seemed to be a source of pride to him.
There were other children around but I do not know whether they were brothers,

friends, or both.
459D. Wednesday, July 27, 156. Saw some tapes today on a plastics unit. I liked

their approach.
I am getting the feeling that things are being turned in and being prepared for

only one thinga grade. I do not feel that an elaborate outline necessarily indicates
a good approach.

384. Wednesday, July 27, 1966. Subject FF. Had little contact with him today.
He worked with another boy on the other boy's engine for a while.

Subject GG. Seemed determined not to do anything at first. Mr
(teammate, teacher in training) was trying to get him started on the reassembly
of an engine but he just did not seem to want to get involved. The engine was pro-
ducing no spark due to 3 broken part so Subject GG used this as an excuse not to
participate.

Later he approached me about making a small cosmetic cabinet. This is one of
the few times he expressed a desire to work on a certain product. Simply expressed
no interest before.

He persisted with his idea so we obtained a piece of paper and we sat down to
talk about what he had in mind. He decided upon the physical dimensions and we
talked about the number of pieces needed and how they could be joined together.

We ran out of time--will proceed tomorrow.
Subject JJ. Put the finishing touches on his enclosure. He turned it on and several

of his peers gathered around to try it outseems to work well. He then submitted
it for display along with his laminated fork.
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Ile brought in his go-car t today. lie wants to build an extra seat for a passenger
on the back. Upon looking at the cart I discovered a patch-up job on a brake link-
age--1 suggested he fix that before working on the seat. Thus he was exposed to a
problem that could 1w solved by brazing. So I introduced hint to brazing. We had
great difficulty dodging the TV cameras, Then. besides this, the flux was in use and
we could find no goggles to use,

We did manage several trial runs at brazing and then he repaired the brake
linkage. He seems to be moving very rapidly through each of his problems. Catches
on very quickly, is able to visualize and look ahead better than the rest of our group.

Subject I. Absent today.
Subject H. Returned to engine and proceeded to get it running very well today.

At one point today he became engrossed with the activities of another group, Rather
than harrass and maybe stifle a new interest I said nothing to him. He seemed
sincerely involvedcaused no problems. Soon he returned to his engine.

One very good feature of the diverse area coverage by the five groups is that a
student is able to observe other groups in action in both success and failure. I just
g've an example about Subject H. Many other students also paid a lot of attention
to Subject if's speaker enclosure. They may he observing and learning much more
than we think.

459D. Thursday, July 28. 1066. We discussed teaching aides today. In general they
are serving us wellbut there is a noticeable difference in their levels of maturity.
The more mature aides work out much better.

I felt I must explain to the class that the teaching team member in 384 in all
cases is an inexperienced college student. They are freshmen and sophomores and
find themselves way out on a limb in most of their contact with these students.

The teachers in 384 should all be taking 459D.
384. Thursday, July 28, 1066. Subject IT. I did not pay much attention to him

today, He spent some time working on a casting -he painted it today.
Subject GG. Worked very well today. Interest is still very high on his cosmetic

box. Made the cuts for his joints and shelf today. He made a measurement error
on his shelf and had to recut it. I think this mistake was a good one for him. I think
he is beginning to realize the importance of good, accurate measurement now.

fie was very cooperative and listened while I was talking and explaining things
to him. I am beginning to work my way front him now to see what he can do on
his own. He had a good day.

Subject 11. Mentioned he wanted to begin work on a rear seat for his go-cart.
He rounded up a piece of paper and a piece of pipe. IVe discussed several ways the
seat might be made.

I asked him 'What would happen if the person in the rear seat caught his foot
between the cart and the ground. He had not thought of that. We discussed ways
that a bottom could also be included to protect the feet. He indicated that he had
once fallen off the cart and skinned up his arm. He then realized he was responsible
for any injury to a passenger. He later decided against the seat in favor of painting
the cart.

I also suggested to hint the advantages of having a quick-jack to raise and lower
the rear of the cart so the engine could be revived without moving the cart because
of a centrifugal clutch system. This appealed to him also and wanted to know if he
could both make and paint the jack.

We talked through the function of the jack. how it was to be used, and then pro-
ceeded to find materials, and he started construction. A good day for him,
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Subject I. Absent today.
Subject H. He seemed interested in the spheres inside of spheres that Dr. Tinkham

displayed today. Spent some time at first looking at them.
He then expressed the desire to try his hand at sume arc welding. Tf Os is the first

I can remember he has suggested an activity.
After enough explanation to get him started he began welding. The next thing I

realized was that it was clean-up time and I had not made contact with him since
he started. I must spend more time with him tomorrow.

It seemed to be a good day as a whole.
For some reason Subject CG seems to have had a change of heart. Always before

he indicated he didn't care to work with me. But, now he is.
Subject H still mumbles to himself when frustrated, Especially when asked to do

something that he does not want to do.
Subject FF also spent some time with Subject K on an engine today. Not sure

what was accomplished.
459D. Friday, July 29, 1966. Students put up a frontthey pretend to know much

more than they really do.
384. Friday, July 29, 1906. Subject FF. Spent some time drifting between welding

and fiddling around with another boy's engine. I think just to weld by laying beads
does not hold his attention. However, I'm sure he would not have success attempting
to weld some project. I must find a simple item on which he can weld with some
success.

He has made no noticeable improvement in his ability to think ahead and think
through a situation. Shows little intrinsic motivation. However, he did ask me about
a school for power mechanics. He expresses interest there but I doubt if he could be
successful.

Subject GG. I found out today that this is his last day here. He is going on vacation
with his parents. Worked well today. Glued together his cosmetic cabinet, applied a
stain, and sprayed a coat of deft all during the same session. He was rushing through
to get finished because it was his last day.

His attitude was good. I wished him a good vacation and he thanked me. Seemed
to appreciate my interest.

Subje..t JJ. Finished welding on his quick go-cart jack. I think he could become a
welder. He seems to have the knack or feel for arc welding. Hz performed all of the
welding operations on the jack.

Removed both rear wheels from cart. Is getting it ready to paint. NVe looked at
our paint supply, all we could find was black. He decided that was ok.

Subjects I and H. Absent today.
I hate to say this but the days seem to go better without Subjects H and I around.

I find myself avoiding Subject H rather than trying to get him involved. He secms
to have such a negative attitude most of the timemaybe I do too without realizing
it. He will not follow our suggestions for activity, instead he wanders off and be-
comes idvolved in another area. Many times we are not there to help and he fails
at these tasks also. This failure in turn only adds further to his problem it seems.

384. Aforday, August 1, 1966. Subject FF. Seems to show interest only in the
engines. One engine was assembled and several parts were omitted. He replaced
these omitted parts. However, he was asked to do it.

Subject GG. Absent today.
Subject JJ, Spent the day removing the front wheels of his cart, removing grease

and grime from frame, and spraying on coat of paint.
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Subject I. Absent today.
Subject H. He went along with Mr. --- (teammate, teacher in training)

to pick up an engine part. I felt this would be a good situation. I do not know how
the trip went. After they returned, he moved off on a tangent again. I found him
carving with an exacto f.et. We seem to have lost alt rapport with him. I don't know
what else to do. He resists all suggestions and expresses no desire on his own.

Spent a couple of hours on a display today. Will spend a couple more tomorrow.
459D. Tuesday, August 2, 1966. Class did not meet.
381. Tuesday, August 2, 1966. Subject FF. Spent the whole day assembling an

engine. Several additional parts remained in the tray for the engine. He could not
get the engine to run. He was persistent.

Subject GG. Absent today.
Subject JJ. Applied a second coat to cart and cleaned and painted wheel rims

silver. Displayed a sense of dry humor when asked if he would sell cart. He is quite
a bargainer.

Subject 1. Absent today.
Subject H. He was asked to do a brazing job for me today. Took him quite a

while to decide whether or not he wanted to do it. He decided he would. Could not
get the part from the engine. It had to he brazed in place. After some playing around
he finally managed to complete the task.

After a lengthy break he went ahead and got the engine running on his own.
I am beginning to dread this class. I'm saturated with the situation.
We filled out a form tonight. We were to rank our five students 5 through 1.

However we now only have 4 ranks. The third position or choice of position was
taken away from us and automatically given to the dropped student, We could not
use this third position. Now how in the hell can the group be ranked if one of the
ranks has already been assigned by someone who is uninvolved directly with the
group. This damn thing is completely useless and invalid.

Frankly, I have had about all the wordy questionnaires and evaluation sheets
that I can honestly fill out.

459D. Wednesday, August 3, 1966. Viewed some video tapes. Discussed a definition
of what a dropout-prone youth tends to be like. There were eight or nine points to
the definition. Was very good. Was not able to get them all written down. These
points seemed to describe o, r students very well.

384. Wednesday, August 3, 1966. Subject FF. Spent over an hour today with him
in filling out the case study form. He was very cooperative. He was slow to answer
many questions but I got responses if I waited.

Afterward he returned to the engine and spent the rest of the day trying to get it
running. It only sputters so far.

Subject GG. Absent today.
Subject JJ. Assembled his cart. Cleaned the seat and applied a coat of wax to cart

frame. Spent a lot of time just talking and working with him. I find myself spending
too much time with him. He is too easy to work with I guess.

Subject I. Absent today.
Subject H. Did nothing today. I shouldn't but I keep avoiding him. I did manage

to spend some time just standing close by and talking with him when possible.
He says very little. At the time he was chiseling a piece of pine. After a while he
began chewing up the wood and eventually destroyed what he had begun. I feel
he needs much more help than we are able to give him. I have never been able to
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establish rapport with him, Seldotn does he respond to any activity. He is still unable
to commit himself to an activity it is only a temporary interest,

After class today we had a very good discussion. Subject CC sold a cigarette lighter
which belonged to another boy. The question was how were we going to react to
the situation. If he were openly reprimanded, it would only make things more difficult
for the owner of the lighter, We felt we should not ignore the situation because he
openly bragged about what he had done.

The problem was to show Subject CC that this kind of activity was not acceptable
but stilt not place hardships on innocent peers. The answer was very simple once we
decided it was not necessary to punish him in order to show him his actions were not
acceptable. Punishment in this case would only be revenge and would only aggravate
the situation. It would feed further Subject CC's hostility toward authority. He
simply made a mistake which is not really so bad at all. It was decided to have
one person work with him to either give back the conned money and restore the
situation as it was originally or simply deduct it from his bonus pay, In either case
it would then be forgotten about.

We felt the boys involved had learned their lesson from this experience,
It was a good discussion.
459D. Thursday, August 4,1966. Saw video tapes and talked further about Cham-

paign 0. E. program. Mr. MacGregor feels that much more has really happened
to the 0. E.'s than has been indicated on the standard tests that were administered.
Academically they showed no significant improvement; however, they did maintain
the same level of achievement carrying only 50 percent of a normal class load.

I think that the discussion that followed the regular class was also very enlightening.
It was a classic case of a white person's opinion that the Negro should pull his neck
from the noose he is pulling on as compared to a tolerant explanation of the Negro's
side of the problem. It is amazing how stubborn and set in his ways the white man
is. He holds the same opinion that most whites have held since Lincoln: "if they
want to get ahead and improve themselves they should do it on their own." The
catch here is that the whites have shut all of the "get ahead" doors.

The discussion became heated with the white person not willing to accept a new
train of thought about this problem. By the way, this white man is a high school
counselor in Chicago.

I just realized that I made no attempt to get copies of lessons and evaluation to
my teaching partner in the 384 class.

384. Thursday, August 4, 1966. Subject FF. Finally managed to get his engine run-
ning today. Bad spark plug. He still needs to adjust carb.

At the first part of the period, he helped Subject JJ wipe the polish off his go-cart.
They both seemed pretty proud of it.

Subject FF seemed to have a good day. I do not think I have ever seen him laugh.
He does smile slightly once in a while but has never expressed open laughter.

Subject GG. Absent today.
Subject JJ. Polished cart. I wanted to spend more time with Subject H so 1 left

Subject JJ on his own. After a while I realized that he was on the milling machine.
He was cutting on an aluminum casting that had lain around for some time. Seemed
to really be enjoying himself. I asked him if he had changed the r.p.m.'s of the
cutter to see how it would affect the cut. He was reluctznt at firstI think he felt
it was too much troublebut after I showed him this and also how to change cutters,
he went ahead on his own.

Subject I. Absent today.
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Subject li. Spent some time welding today. Did a !nut and a tee weld. Not too
bad for his first try. Lost intones. quickly. Spent the rest of the day whittling on a
piece of wood. Does not seem to respond to praise at least openly.

At one point refused to continue welding. I told hint I wanted him to try the tee
weld. Ile refused and I went ahead and walked over to the welding booth. Ile
reluctantly followed later. Continued until through, then quit.

He will be docked some time today.
Apparently our idea of how to handle Subject C(: worked. Ile said he would pay

hack the 511 cents. This remain; to be seen.
Our two visitors seemed much more impressed than the way I feel right now. I

do not feel that I have atetAuplished much, or made much progress.
Only under closely controlled conditions would I agree to teach a group of these

boys on my own.
.159D. Friday., ih,gust 5, 19titi. I wish we had been properly oriented to the total

program at the very first. I thought we were on a r'onhill road finally- -but today
we find out we have to corm at night to take a final so the days can be used for
interviews. I dislike finding out new requirements and obligations at the end of a
session. I dislike spending so much dine without previous knowledge.

We were also led to believe we would have some time off from classes next week.
This is true except we were let out in order to handle interviews and be interviewed.
Why were we not told of this to begin with? Maybe I am being too critical about
trivial matters but that's the way it is.

.381. Friday, August 5, 1966, Subject No particular change in him today. Still
on a slow easy-going pacesho, no excitement. Cooperative.

Subject GO. Back today. Had nothing to say about his trip. Spent little time with
him, Seemed a little excited about the last day.

Subject JJ. Seemed a little more excited today than usual. His go-cart was ready
to take home, Seemed pretty. proud of it. Helped him tarry it outside to be picked
up to go home.

Subject I. Absent today.
Subject H. The first thing I realized about him was that he was throwing away

everything in his locker, projects included.
He seems excited also but was not destructive or disruptive. All during the whole

six weeks he seemed to want help and attention, but just could not bring himself
to accept it.

I think the class enjoyed seeing themselves on TV. I tried to observe my students'
reactions to seeing themselves as best I could. Subject H appeared on tape quite a
bitin some eases he smiled and others he appeared very serious in observing himself.
I feel that students were also reacting to peer reaction at seeing them. In general
there was a lot of laughing and joking but in an orderly vay.

It would have been better if every student could have been on TV for a short time.
459D. Tuesday, August 9, 1991. We were video taped today while we were respond-

ing to what we saw on video tape.
Another hindering factor in organization appeared today. Several students were

Wormed today about the additional requirements of interviews and the change in
final time. We were told Friday only because we were around after class- -the others
had other classes to attend. This is not good for student morale.

38-1. Tuesday, August 0. /W. Shot a lot of breeze today. We were asked to answer
two questions about our reactions to the program. They are due tomorrow.

I am unhappy about having a final in this class. I do not think it is called for. There
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is nothing to test for. It can only be another opinion collective device. I am about
opinioned out.

Subject H was in today for his exit interview. I should have talked with him
but I didn't. I don't know why.

159D. Wednesday, August 10, 1966. Discussed some ideas from a book by Frank
Riessman on The Culturally Deprived Child, the title of his book.

He indicates a program of creativity is needed for this type of youth. Also they
must have help in their reading difficulties. He also mentioned a special teacher
education program.

The dropout-prone youth should not be threatened with expulsion from school.
This only backs him into a corner.

Teachers of dropout-prone youth tend to have low morale. This is due partially
to staff attitude toward them and not being able to see progress being made. These
teachers must feel they are making a contribution.

We must look for something other than academic achievement in these students.
381. Wednesday, August 10, 1966. Saw some slides that were taken previously. We

also talked about a situation which happened to Subject U today in which he refused
a taxi ride to attend his exit interview appointment. As we found out he had a per-
fectly valid reason for not meeting his appointment.

The 459D group too had a very good discussion today in our exit interview. I
was able to express some opinions today that I wanted to get off my chest. Very
worthwhile experience.

459D. Thursday, August 11, 1966. Talked today about ways in which 0. E. programs
could be started and where funds could be obtained in order to help support such
a project.

We have our final tonight. We also turn in our diaries tonight.
I do not have time to have d reaction to a situation because I am too busy recording

the last one.

SUMMARY BY CLASS INSTRUCTOR

Mr. Neil E. MacGregor, Supervisor of the Occupational Exploration
Program of the Champaign Community Schools and masterful instructor
for the graduate curriculum class (Votec 459D) was asked to write a short
summary of his reactions to the summer experimental program.

Since about a year has passed and I've had time to reflect back on the total of
what was attempted, I feel that generally we did well, but I do have some reservations.

I feel that whatever the benefits to the participating University students and the
Occupational Exploration pupils may have been, the mere fact that some recognition
at the University level was given to the problems of this segment of the public school
population is certainly commendable and noteworthy. There were benefits, I'm
sure, to both University and Occupational Exploration students, but these are
hard to assess, since in either case we have no way of really measuring the change
brought about by the experiences encountered during the project.

The reservations I have are general and are factors which possibly could not be
changed, but are important to any further research in this field.

Since these youth have developed hostile, anti-authoritarian, anti-school attitudes
over a number of years, the possibility of supplying them with really significant
experiences in a six week span is slim. It would appear that we svould have to have
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provided something approaching a traumatic experience to be able to really effect
some change. In other words, many of the types of things we did were perhaps good,
but the effects of such experiences can be evaluated only after the treatment has
been supplied over a longer period of time. Such changes in attitude are seldom
observed as a smooth transition from undesirable toward a more desirable attitude
but rather are a series of gains and setbacks as the your\ makes an adjustment.
Therefore, while we may have been supplying good treatment to the group as a
whole, on any given day or during any given week, it may have appeared as though
the youth were not making gains. They may have merely been in transition toward
developing more desirable attitudes.

If this observation is true, then the feasibility of carrying out the objectives of the
research is seriously in question. In terms of the first objective, "to explore the dimen-
sions of the dropout-prone youth problem. ., I feel that we had just begun to
accomplish something before the term ended. The other major objectives, I feel,
could not really be accomplished, since the youth under treatment served as a fulcrum
upon which these objectives were balanced. Without enough time for real change
to become evident, the data is not as valid as it could be.

I heard much about lack of organization, etc. This of course, took its toll in relation
to the amount of time we had to work with the project, but in terms of other projects
with which I've been associated the problem of organization was not bad. If we had
been able to run the project longer, things would have smoothed out and become
very efficient in a short while.

I was most impressed with the use of the video tape and other audio- visual tech-
niques used. This is the corning thing in the public schools, I think.

The high quality of 459D students was also inspiring. That such people could be
attracted into this research makes me very pleased. I 'you'd like to know if these
students have been able to incorporate some of their experiences of last summer
into their present professional activities.

In summary, I think the project was well worth the time, effort, and funds ex-
pended. I feel that much was gained by everyone involved.

The positive factors could be summarized as follows:

1. Recognition of the problem at the university level.
2. The research design was good but with the limiting factors as noted.
3. The utilization of audio-visual techniques was excellent, especially the use of
video tape.
4. The high quality of university students was very impressive.

The limiting factor which seriously affected the total outcome of the project was
the length of the project period.
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Data Presentation and Analysis
of the Teachers-in-Training Class

OBJECTIVES FOR VOTEC 384

Dr. Robert A. Tinkhani developed the following ten objectives for his
teachers-in-training laboratory class. Goals for this course consisted of the
development of:

1. a working knowledge of current sociological, psychological, and eco-
nomic thinking on dropout-prone youth.

2. an ability to make use of public school records and to work with in-
dividuals who are involved in the school retention program including
school personnel, probation officers, and staff members of social welfare
agencies.

3. a skill in planning instruction on a level suitable to the learning ca-
pacities of dropout-prone youth

4. the ability to present subject matter to dropout-prone youth on their
level of development and understanding and w ith a variety of methods
and techniques.
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5. the ability to evaluate student progress not only in terms of subject
matter accomplishment but also regarding improvement in attitude, out-
look, and behavior.

6. an acute awareness of student reaction to the total program and to
the immediate phases of it so that the trainee knows when he is nn the wrong
track in his teaching.

7. a flexibility in his instructional program that allows him to capitalize
on student interest and subsequent involvement even at the cost of spur-
of-the-moment minor changes or possibly a major revision in his plans.

8. an ability to develop rapport with dropout-prone youth with their
typical background of a low socioeconomic home life, a poor academic
record, a below-average social and emotional adjustment, and an overall
aversion to formal education,

9. an ability to recognize indications of emotional disturbances and to
know how to proceed in coping with or alleviating these kinds of problems
either directly or by referral to specialists in the school.

W. an understanding of the case study method and skill in using it effec-
tively as a research tool.

AREAS OF ACTIVITY

Following is a summary of 0. E. student activities in Voice 384. These
are not presented in any time sequence as different teams were working at
various activities conruirently.

Wood First day take-home projecttrick propellor
Sketching Unit Paperwork
Measurement Unit Paperwork
Sheetmetal Toolbox
Electricity, Wood

and Sheetmetal Combined bookend and lamp
Plastics Molded pen holder
Plastics Laminated salt and pepper shakers
Wood Walnut serving tray
Mass Production Corn skewers
Plastics Vacuum-'ern ned checkerboard
Plastics Checkers--molded thereto- setting rubber
Sheetmetal Fish hook and sinker box
Construction

Cement Patio tiles
Cement Hand dumbbells and 45-pound barbells



Carpentry Mock-up of a small building 4' x 4' with studs
cut half length

Field Trip Creative Buildersprefabricated apartments,
churches, and offices

Wood Free-form gouged bowl
Wood and Metal Bookends
Sheetmetal Toolbox
Field Trip Large sheetmetal fabrcation plant
Mass Production Blow-formed salad bowls
Metal Spot welding machine
Metal Arc welding
Wood Hand-carved wood sculpture
Metal Brazing and gas weldingminibike
Spray Painting Co -cart
Foundry U. of I. emblems
Foundry Thespian masks
Metal Free-formed bowls on Pulmax machine
Machine Shop Lathe, surface grinder, drill press, shaper, milling

machine, power hacksaw, Bridgeport, Do-ALL
saw

Power Mechanics Disassemble and assemble small engine;
repair of small engine

Field Trip Airport to observe maintenance department
Electricity Small electric motor
Wood Wood turning
Mass Production Game puzzle
Wood Laminated salad fork and spoon

KINESCOPES

If the reader wishes to actually see and hear the 0. E. students working
in many activities just listed, it is strongly recommended that he send for
the 16-millimeter movie entitled Part 111Stwrient Miriam

Refer to the inside back cover for the complete title and directions for
obtaining the film.

SAMPLE CUMULATIVE FILE

To enable the reader to gain a better insight into the data which was
available on rah 0. E. student for use by the summer experimental project
personnel, the following complete sample is reproduced. The only project
personnel excluded from the files were the lab. aides. Somo data came
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The form entitled "Develop a Typical Daily Schedule" was developed
by another research assistant on the research team. This form was filled
out by one of the teachers in training in an interview with an 0. E. student
on his team. The interviews were held during regularly scheduled shop
periods but were conducted in private interview booths just outside the
laboratory. The average length of these interviews was two hours.

PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORT
10.15.65
NAME: (Subject D)
B. D.: 4.1-1951
C. A.: 14.6

SCHOOL: Franklin Junior High School
GRADE: Eight

TECHNIQUES UTILIZED: Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities
Vide Ronge Achievement Test
Durrell Analysis of Reoding Difficulty
Auditory Discrimination Test
Bender Gestalt VisualMotor Test
Draw-aPerson Test
Rosenoweig Picture Frustration Test
Incomplete Sentence Test
Interview

REASON FOR REFERRAL:
Subject D was referred for psychologicol testing because of his inability to do work
assigned at his grade level. Post evaluations indicate that he is a slow learner and has
had certain emotional problems connected with physical disability, the death of o father,
and on overly protective mother.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Subject 0 comes from a home of average socioeconomic status. According to him the
father died of cancer in 1961 after a long illness. These are two elder sisters who ore
married ond live in Champaign. Even before the father's death, the mother apparently
was quite protective with him. After the father's death this overprotection became even
more pronounced ond has resulted in her blaming the school for his poor progress. Subject
D has hod the services of a school counselor and social worker for the post lour or Five
years. At times progress was evident from the improved attitude of the parent and greater
maturity on the part of Subject D.

This boy has hod considerable coNern and suffering as a result of rheumatoid arthritis
which affected the joints of one foot and Irners. After being seen at clinics, participating
in physical therapy, and using crutches, the condition now appears to be arrested. No
other parts of his body were affected by the orthritis. He reports that he now experiences
pain only occasionally ond that he can walk and stand without pain. He rides his bicycle
much and worked lost summer peddling on ice -cream can over town. He lives eight
blocks from school and rides a but daily to and from school. On July 21, 1965, his family
doctor, Dr. , recommended that he attend regular clones and hove
phyticol education curtailed He stated that he saw no reason for speciol clones unless
his medicol status changed drastically.

School history revealed that Subject D attended Swifter School for Seven years, two
of which were spent in the Ant °rode. He wos moaned to the sixth and seventh grades.
In sixth grade he mode D's in reoding, spelling, and longwoge ond C's in arithmetic ond
social studies. In grade seven his Final grades were D's in English, onothenotics, science,
and music, with on F in social studies and o C in on. A parent conference on May 27,
1965, discussed topics including these:

1. His work was not sati*Foctory and seemed to be worse during the second semester.
9. He wos not finishing his work. Ha gave many muses and promised to do Letter, but

04; temporarily sustained his motivation to improve.
3. He ducks Ortro work or staying after school, using as on exCv1 that he must ride on

the special education but in order to get home.
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4. He follows troublemakers and gets into mischief.
One result of this conference was the decision that Subject D would stay after school

for special help two nights each week for the remainder of the school year. It was reported
of this time that Mrs. (mother) wos trying to ovoid guilt by blaming the school
for his learning problems. It was pointed out to her that she had been contacted several
times during the school year and that she had not responded by seeing his teacher.

In the post Subject D's teachers have reported that he has demanded cor.sideroble
attention in the classroom. As o result of this special attention some progress was reported,
but little evidence of progress remained when he again become o member of the regular
class group.

PREVIOUS TEST RESULTS:
The StonfordBinet Intelligence Scale was administered in March of 1958. He then
had o chronological oge of 7.0, o mental oge of 6-0, and on 10 of 87. The Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children was administered in _July of 1962 and yielded o Verbal
10 of 85, a Performance 10 of 89, and a Full Scale IC) of 89. On April 30,1963 psycho.
logicol examination by o Champaign school psychologist reported o Stonforc1.8inet 10
of 85. The Performance Scale of the MSC was administered at this time and yielded on
10 of 101. Conclusions at this time were that he continue in o class for mentally Nandi-
copped children and that o male teacher would be preferable if one was available.

DISCUSSION OF PRESENT FINDINGS:
Subject D was compliant and had fair motivation for testing. He hod come to expect
psychological testing regularly and seemed to settle down quickly to the task at hand.
He was not overly interested in achieving on the tests, however, he seemed to enjoy
the attention given him, os well os the chance to get out of regular school work. After
testing was finished he was not anxious to leave.

The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities disclosed certain weaknesses that could
account for some of Subject D's post learning problems. He displayed poor ability to
associate in the auditoryvocal and visuol motot areas. He Ands it difficult to drew relation.
ships between ideas that ore presented through visual and auditory channels. This deficient
skill in ossociocon is no doubt partially to blame for his inability to profit to o maximum
degree from regular classroom teaching. He is also pirticulotly weak in auditory vocal
sequential recall u' numbers. Sequential memory is involved in remembering things pre-
sented in o speciAc or en, such os exact directions for o task. This weakness, when com-
bined with poor auditory association, creates on additional learning handicap, since
memory learning through auditory channels is therefore limited. The Weprnan Auditory
Discrimination Test disclosed no major problem in the discrimination of sounds.

On the Wide Range Achievement Test Subject D is reading at about the fourth-grade
level. Tni result is also borne out by the Durrell Analysis of Rending Difficulty. His rending
expectancy is of about sixth grade, hence he is reading about two years below what is
expected. His instructional lev.tt i of upper fourth. or lower fifth -grade level, and the
frustration level is reached at upper fifth -grade moteriol. Comprehension drops sharply
os he goes into fifth -grade reoding matter. Mistakes ore varied. There ore several omis-
sions, repetitions, and substitutions. He seems able to attack larger words with some
phonetic skill, however his sight vocabulary is weak. His arithmetic skill is slightly below
fifth-grade level. He cannot multiply where the multiplier has more than one digit and
does not know oIl of hit multiplication tables. He cannot work with fractions obove very
simple addition problems.

There is evidence of dependency feelings with the possibility of some associated
hostility. After the death of his lather, the mother apparently encouraged him to hove
on undue degree of dependence upon her. She become overly protective and excuses
were mode for him when he foiled. His normal reaction patterns ore now for him to lean
on others when he is Faced with conflicting situations. He is usually rother passive and
not prone to accept responsibility. He hopes for on education, o good job, plenty of
money, and all that goes with it, however, he seems to expect these things to be given
to him with little effort on Nis port. He appears to be approaching the stage where he
realizes that the dependency buildup over the years is not sufficient for the increasing
demands of his world. It is not surprising then that he should begin to resent and become
hostile to the source of his present state of dependency. It is probable that ambiguous
feelings ore present toward his mother. These might be expected to increase os he faces
further conflicts and has o greater desire for more independence in the Future. He is on
anxious indixiduol who becomes easily upset. For instance, he stated that he could not
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boor for som t to sit and tap his pencil on the desk. This nervous disposition might
portiolly accoi,ii for habits such as constantly fingering rubber bonds, pencils, and poper
clips, as reported on the referral form.
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIC NS:
This fourteen-and-a-half-year-old Caucasian boy was referred because of inab:lity to do
work at his assigned eighth grade. He was referred for psychological evaluation at
least three times in the post. From early scl,.)or he has had difficulty in learning bosic
academic skills. The onset of rheumatoid or tis, the death of his father, and the sub-
sequent dependency fostered ty the mother h_ ,e combined to further hinder his progress
in learning. Weaknesses in the associative process involved in learning ore also present.
Since Subject D's learning problems have had much attention in the past, and since he has
certain associative and memory impairment, the prognosis for much improvement is not
good. This is especially true in view of the past and present overprotection and emotional
dependency which hove resulted in poor motivation.

The following recommendations ore given:

1. Future instructions should take into consideration his below average associative and
poor auditory sequentiol memory skills. The teacher must necessorily give close attention
to Subject D to see that he gets the lessons assigned. Close follow-up is needed to see
that he understands directions and rakes thg right start. Since motivation is rather poor,
supervision will be imperative in helping him overcome the tendency to give up easily.
2. Placement in the Occupotionol Exploration Fragram is recommended. Subject D is now
fourteen years of oge and has hod much attention given to his problems in the post.
Since he has not progressed above fourth- or fifth -grade levels in basic academic woos
thus far, it is not likely that he will do much better henceforth. Chief emphasis should
probably be placed on helping discover any abilities which con later be utilized in training
for n vocotion. Training for mathematics, reading, and languoge skills should be provided
along with 0. E. training in a context which will make them more meaninglul and
plicable.
3. The services of o social worker will be helpful in seeing that the mother has o
realistic outlook regording Subject D's future. The supervision of this worker might also
be needed in convincing the mother of the odyisobility of the change from regulor course
work to the Occupational Exploration program,

(Signoture)
Chorles R. White
Intern School Psychologist

(Signature)
Approved by: Willis Wright

School Psychologist

Stoffirg dote: 10.20-65
Poniciponts: Psychologists, leachers, building principal, sociol worker, counselor, director
of special program
Classification: O.E./L.1-1.

CHAMPAIGN COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOLS
Psychological Addendum, 6.14-66
NAME: (Subject I)) SCHOOL: Franklin Junior High
B.D. 4.1-51 GRADE: Eight
C.A.: 15 yeors, 2 months
Subject D's odjustment to school is reviewed for civrposei of determining the extent of
need for sjaeciol programming and assistance. His level of intellectual functioning indkotei

overage learning potential. This inference is drown from psychological doto collected
on 10-15-65. He also seers from rheumatoid arthritis and is under the core of o physician.
His physically handicapping condition hos been detrimental to his school adjustment. His
physical condition along with his learning problem or contributing an appreciable
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extent to sociol maladjustment. A special vocationally oriented progrom is considered
necessary for him along with avoilobln services From the Division of Vocotional Re-
hobilitotion.

Classikotion: 0. E.

CASE CONFERENCE
NAME OF CHILD: (Subject D)
SCHOOL: Fronk lin
TEACHER:
DATE OF STAFFING: 10-26-65
PERSONS ATTENDING CONFERENCE:
Stanley Campbell
Willis Wright
Duane Speer
Robert Sloneburner
Charles White
Patricia Tibbetts
REASON FOR REFERRAL:
Inability to do work at grade level.
TEACHER'S SUMMARY OF CHILD'S ADJUSTMENT:
Science: Was only in class a short while -turns in only a Few assignments,
History: Reading stops himcan't writefailingdoss picks on him.
Mathematics: Now is no trouble in class, but was Formerly. Corrpigte lock of uncle

standing in some areas of moth.
Reading: Con reod but does so poorly.
SUMMARY OF SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKER'S CONTACT WITH THE CHILD AND
FAMILY:
Hos been seen by two social workers in post.
Reasons: Hod been retained in grode 1--needs help in adjustment.

Again in fifth grade. At present he refuses social worker's contact.

SUMMARY OF SCHOOL NURSE'S REPORT:

SUMMARY OF REPORT BY SPEECH CORRECTIONIS1:

SUMMARY OF REPORT GIVEN BY PSYCHOLCXASI:
10.15-65 10 85
Father died of cancer-1961---Mother very protective both before and now after
husband's death. Hos hod services of social worker and counselor for post several years.
He is suffering From rheurnotoid arthritis. Family doctor recommends regular classes. He
ducks extra workMother hes cooperated somewhat in providing transportotion.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Weakness: Poor auditory sequentiol recall.
ITPA: Poor ability to see relationships between auditory and vocal. Would affect him

in following directions. Reading level Fourth grade.
Normot reaction pattern: Leans on other peopledependent. Nervous, anxious.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND DECISIONS, AND PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR CARRY.
ING OUT DECISIONS:
1. Is eligible for 1. H. Services (Mrs. Bustard, Miss Gayer).
9. Is eligible for 0. E. Program (Mr. MacGregor).
3. Home visitation (Mr. MacGregor)

John Dobson
Jean Gave,
Patricia Wilson
La Vern Kirkham
Mel Ktizing
Connie Black

(Signature)
Julius W. Gaines, Jr.
School Psychologist

Lucille Joyner
Audrey Groy
Pauline Randolph
Neil MacGregor

(Signature)
Mr. MacGregor

19.17-65
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INTERVIEW RECORD

Subject D

Student's NameDate and
Counselor Interview
2-15-66 Subject D participated in o group of three meetings to discuss problems obout

jobs ond how to get them. He took on octive port. He is very concerned about
finding work of the present time. He left the meeting with o strong desire tofind employment right away.

5-23.66 Subject D was told about th3 chance of working for the schools this summer.He wos reody to go immediotely. He objected to nothing, nor did he osk
any questions. the possibility of the job, job, was uppermost in his mind.

6-20-66 I stopped to check on the recent plocement of Subject D. His supervisor says
he foils to toke his work seriously. He spends o good deal of time tolking
ond exploring the building. He denied these things and claimed to be doinowhat he was told. He was unable to accept ony foults with his work and
blomed his boss. He gives indicotion of being in need of closer supervision.
He is very immature in his work habits and ottitudes. He tires easily and isdistracted easily.

1-10-66 I tolked with Subject D about the 0. E. progrom, the provocation counselors'
role ond the D.V.2. progrom wosolso interpreted. He indicated o desire for
our services. He is uncertoin os to what he wants to do.

DIRECTIONS TOATHE INTERVIEWER.

July 14, 1966
The following interview is to be conducted in the OE's home after on oppointmenthas been obtained. would like to share with you what your son is doing in the shopprogram and I would like to discuss this with you. May I see you...."
Be punctual, be worm and outgoing to the parent. Try to se the parent of ease beforeyou start writing. Discuss what her/his son is doing in shop, closed circuit TV, projects,etc. Let the parent know that you are genuinely interested in the student and that yourdesire and the desire of the pr root is to help the student to achieve success in school,

and after terminating school to had successful employment.
The purpose of this interview is to help us see the student in o total picture. This inter.

view should not last more than 40 minutes. If longer, the parent(s) and you moy becomedistracted and exhibit boredom.
On the board In room 42, check a the student you have interviewed and plots inter-view sheet in student's cumulative folder. A parent should be interviewed with thisform only once.
Good luck.

PROJECT

Nome of 0. E. pupil (SUBJECT D) Team No. TEAM NO. 1
Potent (Guardian) Interviewed (Mother of Subject D)
1. What special interests and abilities does 0. 1 pupil have? model ton
2. What does he think of school (Champaign)? doesn't soy
3. What does he think of his school shop classes (Champaign)? generally so, likes it
4. Has he brought any projects home from class (Chompoign)? yes

(University of Illinois)? yes
Examples cold chisel only one given, couldn't remember any others

S. School subjects liked shop class
6. School subjects disliked math spelling
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7. Attitucid toward teachers some good; some bad

8. Is he satisfied with his progress in school? no

9. How does he get along with other members of the family?
Parents pretty good Sisters fair Brothers none

10. How does he get along with other young people in his neighborhood and com-
munity? yes, fine

11. How does he respond when successful in some endeavor? mother seemed to
think that no particular response can be noted
12, How does he respond when foiling in some endeavor or activity? same as above

13, k he ever praised for his efforts? yes

How? vetbolly
14. Far what Specific activity is he usually praised '? things brought home hom school

15. What Form of discipline is used? Coke something owoy From him

How often? when needed

16. What is his response when such discipline is toed? sulks short time

17. Have you ericouroged him to continue school? Yes

Why? needs diploma for gainful employment

18. What are the most successful ways used in guiding him? didn't know exactly,
lust get it to gel a lo
19. What specific chores does he hove to do around the home? mows the yard,

cleans goroge

20. Which of these jobs of home does he do best? no difference

21. Which does he Find the most difficult? none

22. Has ha had any health problems which might cause difficulties? orthritis, knee

and ankle
Any accidents? no

23. In what leisure time activity does he participate? baseboll in the neighborhood

24. Hobbies coin collection, Ash

25. Chibi none at present

26. Reading and study very little mostly TV

27. Activitiet in which tho whore family paiticipote drive-in movie on occasion
expressed no lime because of her job

98. What, in the parent's opinion, it the chief cause of the pupil's problem? doesn't

have any idea
19. Whot suggestions does the potent hove for helping the pupil? didn't have any

objective% Of suggestions whatsoever

30. What will the ,aorents do to cooperate? she will do anything to help in his
adjustments

Comments:
(Bock of pogo xxsy be used rot odditionol Ames.)

Dote 7.28-66

Interviewer B,II Marks
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DEVELOP A TYPICAL DAILY SCHEDULE
Let the student know that you are going to try and piece together a schedule of the
activities which he typically undertakes during his day. You will ask such things as
when, where, with whom, and for how long he works, attends school, eats, sleeps,
ploys, etc. Tell the student trot you will find most of this information In the process of asking
less direct questions and that the end of the interview will be used to pick up the Bops.
The interviewer should be keeping a schedule as he proceeds in oddition to the recording
of responses to the specified questions.

Interests and Abilities
1. What are some things which you feel you con do better than a good many of your

Immediate friends? nothing I can think of
2. What kinds of things do you wind up doing for fun (leisure) when you have a chance

to do what you really wont to do? bike ride, sleep, rest
3. Are you a fan or participant in any particular sport? fon

a. Why not?
b. Which ones? bike racing

(1) Determine degree of interest and involvement. I'm the fastest in the
neighborhood
(2) Determine type of involvement, i.e., faro, spectator, player, combino6on.
player

4. What special days) or occosion(s) do you look forward to which are not port of
your average week? payday, birthday, Christmas (you get stuff)

5. What is the pleasant time of your ordinary day? evening, watch TV
6. What kinds of movies do you like? war movies, science Action

How often do you go? once a week
With whom do you go? eithet alone or with a couple of boy friends

7. Do you watch much TV? yes If so, how much? S hours
What are your favorite programs? "I Spy," "Run for Your Life," "Salmon"

8. What do you consider your major recreational pastime? (in terms of time)
watching TV

Social
9 Are your pastimes generolly social or do you Prefer to be alone? alone

10. Who do you regard as your closest friends, people you would turn to for help or
fun? my mom
11. What groups do you belong to? (F vplain the nature of the group) bicycle club
12. How do you get along in your (different) groups? I like my friends in the club
13. Do you feel that you are gentrorly a lender or o follower? sometimes a little
of both
14. Do you have n girl that you are interested in? no

Economic
15. How much money do you generally spend d4ring the week? (or doily) fifty cents
Io a dollar
16. Do you ordinarily have some money on you for buying small items of interest to you
(cigarettes, candy bars, etc)? How much? twenty-Ave cents
17. Do you hove any savings? S15.00
18. Whet kinds of things do you usually buy with the money you can spend on yourself?
shows, clothes
19. Do you feel that you hove enough money to buy the school moteriols (such as books,
Fees, etc.) that you ore asked to get !tore time to time? yes, Morn hek s me with it

0- What hooPens if y P. don't? work or lake it out of bank
b. How do you feel about this sitvotioni don't feel like asking Mom for money

IdentiAtations
20. Do you jx)rticulorly want to be like any of the people you know well? Who? Red
Skelton
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21. Have you any desire to be like anyone you've seen on TV? Who? Red Skelton
22. Is there any historical person you particularly admire? Who? Abraham Lincoln
Educationol Per, noel and Practices
23. Have you ever liked a particular teacher? nope

a. If so, which one did you like most?
b. What was there about this teacher thot made you like him or her?

24. Do you feet tEat most of your teachers like you? I guess so
a. Do you feel that most of them dislike you? no
b. Why? I want them to like me

25. If you were a teacher and had to teach a group of boys much like yourself, what
kinds of chonges would you make in the way you conducted classes? don't want to
be a teacher
26. If you were a prirlcipal, what kinds of changes would you make regarding school
policy? change tardy rules
27. What aspects of school do you like most (or dislike least)? math
28. What activities did you like most in the subjects you had lost semester?
What octivities did you like least in the subjects you had lost semester?

Subjects Activities liked Activities disliked
math teachers' helper

Vocation and School
29. What kinds of jobs have you had? none other than working here; I could have
worked at Burger Chef but I chose here
30. Who aspects of these jobs did you find interesting and enjoyable? working with
the projects and I like the kids
31. What kind of job would you like when you graduate? I would like to teach
industrial arts
32. Would you prefer o school program which prepared you specifically for this job?
yes
33. Do you think you would prefer in-school occupational preparation (like day trade)
or a work-study program? (explain) in-school occupational preparation
34. Would you rather have an industrial arts program than either of the above? Why?
yes, like shop class
35. What job would you like to have five years From the time you graduate? fireman

Learning Style
Orient the student regarding the purpose of this series of questions, the importance of
learning styles and their individuality. Then perhaps say: -Try to think of times, either in
school or out of school, when you had the feeling that you really learned something you
tried to learnyou opplied yourself and got something out of it.-
36. In times such as these, was the experience one of

a. seeing (if so, which kind)
(1) reading and descriptions or explanations studied Constitution test
(2) looking at drawings or diograms no

b. listening and speaking such os a talk, conversation, or discussion
c. doing things such as working with objects, making things, taking things apart.

(select one, then rank order)
37. tio you feel that you learn equally well by more than one of the above methods?
Which ones? study and read
38. Do you feel that you generally learn fast or slow? slow
Which one of the above types seems to result in the quickest learning? fast
39, Do you !earn better if you know you aro going to be tested? yes
40. Do you learn better if you are given some kind of deadline? yes
41. Do you think you would learn better in the absence of report cards and grades?
No
42. Do you learn better in classroom games (competition) than regular lessons? yes
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43, Do you need to know n11 of the focts before you can really start a school ossignment
or are you able to work when the assignment Is somewhot uncleor? yes; no
44. Do you like to hove breaks or would you rother work straight through until you
finish the work you started? like to have breaks
45. Do you learn written (printed) material better by thumbing through it (scanning)
before reoding it or do you prefer to read it without some kind of overview? thumbing
through it
46. Do you find that It takes you a long time to "warm up" to doing work on an assign-
ment or are you able to start right in and make immediate progress on it? start right
in and make immediate progress
47. Do you prefer to sit where you please or to be told to sit in o particular place (e.g.,
alphabetically)? where you please
48. Would you rather be taught in a small group or as part of a large class? small group
49. Do you like to sit in rows or in a large semicircle? semicircle
50. Do you prefer to study in a very quiet place or do you like a certain amount or kind
of backgrourd noise? background noise
51. Do you like to work in a warm or a cool place? cool place
52. Are you able to study in class when time is given for study? no
53. Do you study better at home than in class' Why? yes, get more time
54. How do you generally feel toward homework? half-way between ratings of
bad and good
55. Do you ordinarily try to do homework assignments? Why? yes, try is get them done
otherwise I might flunk

The interviewer should probe study routines, if applicoble. Try t3 HI out periods of the
day which seem unaccounted for. If the student hos nny inclination to study at home but
seems to fail, determine conditions in the home such os: size of family, traffic, congestion,
privacy, home duties, geneaol atmosphere, etc.

DAILY SCHEDULE
Time Activity Where With Minim Duration

8:00 breakfast kitchen mom summer
8:30 work Dr. Howard School janitor

12:00 lunch,
workshop

University of Illinois
University of Illinois

O.E. E.
O. E.

4:00
5:00 sleep home
5:30 eat home mother
6:30
8:00 TV

bike riding and fishing Crystal Lake
home

himself
self

10:00 bed home

EXIT INTERVIEWSO. E. STUDENTS

During the final week of the research project, the 0. E. students who
had participated in the project were interviewed t17 the college students
to assess their attitudes toward the project and toward specific experiences
they had during the project.

A preestablished interview form was used by the teachers when conducting
the interviews. (See page 122.) Each teacher had received previous instruc-
tion on how to conduct the interview.

Scheduling for the interviews was established by the project director at
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O. E. STUDENT EXIT INTERVIEW FORM

O. E. Sk dent

Interviewer

Last First

Last First

Dote

Directions: Be sure tape recorder is working. Say into the tape recorder "Exit interview

for 0. E. student by interviewer. Dote

Put an x in one box offer the student has finished talking about eoch interview question.

Loal Unskilled Skilled

Keep Learn Subjects
in about for Other

school jobs teacher
training

1. What would you have done this summer if you
hadn't been invited into our program?

2. Whot do you think was th basic purpose of our
summer program?

3. Why do you think you were chosen instead of
Positive Negative another 0. E.?

Positive Negative

Positive NegativeH

Hand tool I Power machine

4. What would you have done differently if you
could turn back the clock and relive our summer
program?

5. What ore your feelings about the TV cameras?

6. What to or machine did you most enjoy using
this summer?

Hand tool I Power machine 1 7. What tool or machine did you least enjoy using
this summer?

Positive

Positive

Positive

Tositive

IPositive

Positive
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8. Describe each of the other 0. E.'s in your team.

O. E.
Negative

O. E.

last First

Negative ---I

O. E.

Lost First

Negative

O. E.

Last First

Negative

O. E.

Lost First

Negative

Lost First

9. Describe the Lab. Aide in your team.Negative

(

1

I
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0. E. STUDENT EXIT INTERVIEW FORM (continued)

10. Describe your two team teachers.

Positive I Negative

Positive E Negative

Positive

Positive

Negative

Negative

Positive Negative

Positive Negative

IMoney 1 Learning I Other

Positive Negative

People Materials

LPeople Materials

None I Few Many

First I Middle I Last

I

Industrial Other None
Or

shop

Answer

Teacher

Teacher

Last First

Last First

11. Describe Dr. Tlnkham and Dr. Campbell.

Dr. Tinkham

Dr. Campbell

12. Would you recommend this program to your
friend.? Why?

13. Would you participate in a program like this
next summer if you were invited'? Give the main
reason for your answer.

14. Would you if there was no pay Involved?

15. What do you feel is the greatest weakness of
our summer program?

16. What do you feel is the greatest strength of our
summer program?

17. a) What did you learn in our program this sum-
mer which might help you get a job in the future?

b) When did this happen? (weeks)

18. As a result of our summer project, hove you
changed any of your Ideas regarding the type of
work you wont to do for the rest of your life? Explain.

1 19. The lost item is to describe in one word our total
summer program.

Immediate:1 Delayed
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the convenience of the teachers in training, the students in the graduate
curriculum class, and the 0. E. students. Free transportation by taxicab
was provided for each 0. E. student to and from the laboratory.

The Industrial Education Laboratory was used as the place for the inter-
views. Stations were established in various areas of the laboratory in such
a manner that several interviews could be conducted simultaneously. Each
station was provided with a tape recorder, interview forms, and chairs.

An earlier review of the students' records had reflected low reading
ability and poor comprehension; therefore the questions were submitted
orally, and in some cases the statements were rephrased to insure better
student comprehension.

The research team undertook the task of finding pertinent information
relating to the research project through a study of the exit interviews. The
approach included a random sample check to determine whether the
original interviewers interpreted the 0. E. students' responses similar to
that of the research team. Five members of the research team, as a group,
listened to five recorded 0. E. exit interviews and checked the boxes provided
before each item. A group consensus was arrived at by charting these on a
blackboard. This blackboard chart was then compared with the boxes
checked by the original interviewer while he was conducting the taped
exit interview. A reliability of over 98 percent was obtained. The next
step was to compile a chart of all the given responses categorized by the
original interviewers and to tabulate percentages of responses. The total
number of 0. E. student responses placed in each category and the percentage
appears in the analysis of each item of the 0. E. exit interviews which will
be presented shortly.

Having collected the student responses from the interview forms, the
research team then monitored the tapes in search of key words reflecting
the extremes of the responses given and determining whether the 0. E.
student was providing meaningful data through his responses.

The research team then critically assessed the questions on the form to
determine if they provided the information needed and if the questions
were within the comprehension of the 0. E. student,

1. What would you have done this summer if you hadn't been invited into our pro-
gram? Loaf-8 (34 percent); unskilled-13 (57 percent); skilled-2 (9 per-
cent).

The large percentage of students classified under the general category of
loaf responded in the following ways: "play basketball," "build models,"
"sit around and loaf," "have fun," "rest," and "don't know."

Types of summer employment at which the student felt he would have
been employed included areas such as the following: marketsstocking
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shelves and carryouts; food servicebusboy, carhop, and sales; and ware-
house work,

2. What do you think was the basic purpose of our summer program? Keep in
school-1 (4 percent); learn about jobs-17 (74 percent); subjects for
teacher training-2 (9 percent); other-3 (13 percent).

From the analysis of the tapes the great majority of students felt the
main purpose of the program was to learn about jobs, with a few students
expressing such objectives as "keep out of trouble and give us something to
do," and "get us a job and keep us out of the house." Thus the vast majority
of students saw the summer program as very vocationally oriented.

3. Why do you think you were chosen instead of another 0. E.? Positive-13
(57 percent); negative-7 (30 percent); no response-3 (13 percent).

In the opinion of the research team, this was an invalid question. From
the tapes many insignificant answers were found. It was the opinion of the
research team that "0. E." should be deleted from the question. The
statement was discarded because it did not include the great majority of
students outside the Occupational Exploration Program.

4. Inca would you have done differently if you could turn back the clock and relive
our summer program? Positive-14 (60 percent); negative-6 (27 percent);
no response -3 (13 percent).

The majority of the students expressed a favorable opinion toward the
program as it was conducted. One student commented that if he could
turn back the clock he would "work harder and not get mad" and another
student would have "made more things."

5. What are your feelings about the TV cameras? Positive-11 (48 percent);
negative-8 (35 percent); no response-4 (17 percent).

The majority of answers were on the positive side, although the statistics
reflect a relatively high negative response to the TV cameras. It should be
noted that many of the negative responses made reference to the filming
of the 0. E. students during their lunch period. One student who was
favorable to the cameras felt the filming of the activities would "let others
see what we do."

6. What tool or machine d'd you most enjoy wing this summer? Hand tool-2
(9 percent); power machine-20 (87 percent); no response-1 (4 percent).

The O. E. students' responses made reference to a particular machine.
The interviewer was asked to make reference to a broad classification. Note
that almost all specific tools or machines which they mentioned as "most
enjoyed during this summer" were powerized.

7. What tool or machine did you least enjoy using this summer? Hand tool-10
(42 percent); power machine-7 (31 percent); no response-6 (27 percent).
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The 0. E.'s who responded are about evenly divided between hand
and power tools as those they least enjoyed using this summer. It is important
to note that over one-quarter of the 0. E.'s could not name a hand tool or
power machine which they least enjoyed using this summer. It would
appear that these students liked all the tools and machines available for
them to use. This high percentage of nonrespondents (27 percent) is quite
different from the nonrespondents (4 percent) to item 6 covering the most
enjoyable tool or machine.

8. Describe each of 1he other O. E.'s on your team. Positive-65 (71 percent);
negative-25 (26 percent); no response-2 (3 percent).

Generally, the 0. E. student gave favorable descriptions of the other
members of his team with "He's ok" being the most common initial response.
Other descriptive terms such as "mean," "too silly," "all right," "don't
like," and "talks too much" were sometimes used.

9. Describe the lab. aide on your team. Positive-16 (70 percent); negative-4
(17 percent); no response-3 (13 percent).

It is significant that the 0. E, students generally indicated a favorable
response toward it lab. aide and accepted him as a member of the
teaching team.

10. Describe your Iwo team teachers, Tea. -her A. Teacher B. A: positive-18
(79 percent); negative-5 (21 percent); B: positive-19 (83 percent);
negative-4 (17 per cent).

The results indicate that the vast majority of 0. E. students described
their team teachers in positive terms. Typical responses were "all right"
and "good teacher."

11. Describe Dr. Tinkbam and Dr. Campbell. Dr. Tinkham: positive-15
(70 percent); negative-5 (21 percent); no response-2 (9 percent). Dr.
Campbell: positive-14 (60 percent); negative-8 (36 percent); no re-
sponse-1 (4 percent).

A substantial majority of the 0. E. students gave a positive description of
Dr. Tinkham. The students also described the project director in basically
positive terms. A few students mentioned that they thought his job was to
set boundaries for them and keep the 0. E.'s in line. Some of the negative
comments were "strict," and "mean."

12. Would you recommend ibis program to your friends? Why? Positive-20
(87 percent); negative-3 (13 percent).

A substantial majority of the students would recommend the program to
their friends primarily because of the money that could be made. Only two
mentioned the opportunity to learn something in response to this item.

13. Would you participate in a program like this next summer if you were invited.'
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Give the main reason for your answer. Positive-17 (73 percent); negative-6
(27 percent). Money-7 (30 percent); learning-7 (30 percent); other-6
(27 percent); all-1 (4 percent); no response-2 (9 percent).

It should be noted that learning played as important a part as money in
influencing positive responses toward the research project. Note how these
results differ from those obtained on item 12.

14. Wouldyou if there was no pay involved? Positive-8 (35 :rcent); negative-
15 (65 percent).

A point of distinction was not made in this item between the morning
work program and the afternoon program. Many students did make a
distinction in their answers. The student could have interpreted that this
question would mean he would not be paid for his morning worn. Several
students expressed a definite dislike for the morning work. To some students
pay or money is an economic situation which they are forced to encounter.
Several 0. E. students said they would come in the afternoons for the shop-
work but not in the mornings without pay.

15. What do you feel is the greatest weakness of our summer program? People-7
(30 percent); materials-4 (17 percent); no response-12 (53 percent).

From the data it was evident that 53 percent did not respond. It seemed
to the research team that this could be attributed to the following: (1) Stu-
dents expressed a feeling or stated a "no weakness" associated with the
question; (2) the question seemed to be beyond the comprehension of the
0. E. student.

Weaknesses which some students responded on were discipline and the
other 0. E. students. Several students expressed a strong interest in the
afternoon program and a dislike for the morning work program.

With over one-half of the 0. E. students rot responding to this item
and over one-fourth not responding to item 7 asking for the tool or machine
they least enjoyed using, it may well be that these students thought very
highly of the total experimental project. This is the definite feeling which
the research team arrived at after listening to the tone of all the taped
interviews, as the 0. E. students had real difficulty in finding complaints
with the program even when they were prodded.

16. What do you feel is the greatest strength of our summer program? People-6
(26 percent); materials-11 (48 percent); no response-6 (26 percent).

This question seemed to be beyond the comprehension of many 0. E.
students as it required an evaluation of the total project on the part of the
student. The responses given included the following: "make stuff," "getting
paid," and "work instead of loafing."

17. (a) What did you learn in our program this summer which might help you get a
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job in the future? Little-14 (61 percent); much-7 (30 percent); no re-
sponse-2 (9 percent).
(b) inen did this happen (weeks)? First-5 (22 percent); middle-8 (35 per-
cent); last-5 (22 percent); first-last-3 (13 percent); middle-last--1 (4
percent); no response-1 (4 percent).

The responses given were descriptive of a favorite area of experience
explored by the student such as welding, masonry, carpentry, motor trouble-
shooting, and construction of various items. An interesting response by
one student was "responsibility and being on time."

18. As a result of our summer project, have you changed any of your ideas regarding
the type of work you want to do for the rest of your life? No-16 (70 percent); yes--7
(30 percent). Explain. Industrial or shop-12 (52 percent); other-1 (4
percent); none-9 (40 percent); no response-1 (4 percent).

Due to the short duration of the project, it might be unrealistic to expect
a change in the student's future occupational selection which is a long-range
goal. Some of the tapes reflected that his answer was based on a favorable
experience he had encountered on a particular machine or area of work.
Several interviewees also expressed their indecision toward a particular
occupational selection.

19. Describe in one word our total summer program. Immediate-13 (58 per-
cent); delayed-10 (42 percent).

Most of the descriptive words given were positive in nature. A vry
frequently used term was "fun." Other terms included "okay" and "great."
Two extremes recorded were "crazy" and "educational."

From these exit interviews of the O. E. students, it would seem apparent
that a larger percent of students would have held an unskilled job if they
had not participated in the project and 24 percent of the boys would have
been idle.

Seventy-four percent of the students felt that the basic purpose of the
program was job orientation.

The majority of the students who responded reflected a positive reaction
toward the TV cameras and weue more favorable toward the power tools
than they were toward the hand tools.

Generally the 0. E. students had a positive reaction toward their labora-
tory aides and the team teachers as well as the project director and staff.

While 73 percent of the 0. E. students would participate in a similar
program another summer, only 35 percent would agree to participate if the
pay incentive were removed. At the same time 87 percent of the students
would recommend the current program to their friends.

Almost all of the 0. E. students answered the questions on their exit
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interview very frankly and sincerely. This was based on the opinions of the
interviewers and the answers and voice tones recorded on tape.

The summation of the entire program stated in one word by the students
indicated a very favorable response toward the summer project a3 a whole.

One 0. E. exit interview has been transcribed in its entirety to help the
reader gain a better insight into a Opical student exit interview.

SAMPLE 0. E. EXIT INTERVIEW AS TRANSCRIBED FROM TAPE RECORDER

Exit interview for 0. E. student T 1'4 Jim Oettel, Interviewer
Dote: August 9, 1966

Interviewer: What would you have done this summer if you hadn't been Invited into
our program?

Student: Welt, I probably wouldn't have done nothing.
Interviewer: What do you think was the basic purpose of our summer program?
Student: To give the kids something to domaybe a little money or something

maybe the teachers a little something.
Interviewer: Why do you think you were chosen instead of onother 0. E.?
Student: I didn't hear the question.
Interviewer: Why do you think you were chosen instead of another 0. E.?
Student: Well....
Interviewer: Con't think of any particular reason?
Student: No.
Interviewer: Whot would you have dune different!, if you could turn back the clock and

relive our summer program?
Student: Probably all of them.
Interviewer: You'd like to start all over againhow would you change? What would

you do differently this time as far 03 yourself is concerned here? Start back
at the beginning of the program, continue throughwould your activity
change, or would you do something differently, or do you think you d do
about the some thing you did this time?

Student: I'd probably do something different.
Interviewer: Why?
Student: Oh, instead of doing the some thing....
Interviewer: I don't mean if we duplicate itI'm talking about just in the program itself.

I'm not talking about a new program, but on the basis of what you ve done,
is there anything you'd like to change if you were to relive it?

Student: No.
Interviewer: You think you'd do it pretty much the same?
Student: Yeah.
Interviewer: Were you satisfied with what you've done this summer?
Student: Yeah.
Interviewer: What ore your feelings obout the TV cameras?
Student: I guess they were ok.
Interviewer: Just ok? Didn't dislike them, or like them?
Student: No.
Interviewer: Whot tool or machine did you most enjoy using this summer
Student: The welder.
Interviewer: What to& or machine did you least enjoy using this summer?
Student: I don't know. I didn't use that irony tools. The arc welderI didn't like

it--I couldn't strike an arc.
Interviewer: Did you use ony hond tools that you possibly disliked?
Student: The file I didn't like it too much. That's cll.
Interviewer: Well, which would you say you disliked the most? Which did you least

enjoy? The arc welder or the file?
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Student: The orc welder.
Interviewer: I'd like you to describe our two team teachers. What was your attitude and

what did ycu think about Mr. Fuller?
Student: I thought he wos pretty nice.
Interviewer: Did you like him or dislike him or....
Student: Yeah, I liked him.
Interviewer: Do you think he could have done better to help you?
Student: No, I think he did ok.
Interviewer: How about Mr. Shutters?
Student: I feel the same about him.
Interviewer: I'd like you to describe Dr. Tinkhom. What's your attitude towards him?
Student: I thought he was okI didn't know him that well. Just whenever he stood

up, that's the only time I ever talked to him.
Interviewer: Did he bother you of times?
Student: He never bothered me.
Interviewer: What obout Dr. Campbell?
Student: He's ok.
Interviewer: What do you mean by ok?
Student: I didn't see him much either. They were kincla strict, yuu know. I don't see

why I have to weor on apronbut other than that, he's ok.
Interviewer: Would you recommend this program to your friends?
Student: Yes.
Interviewer: Why?
Student: I thought it wos pretty interesting.
Interviewer: What did you like about it? You told it was interestingdid you think the

whols thing was interesting, or one port more than the other? Were you
interested oll the time?

Student: Yeahit wos pretty interesting.
Interviewer: Would you participate in o program like this next summer :t you were

invited?
Student: Yes.
Interviewer: Give the main reason for your answer.
Student: Cause I liked it, I guess. It was never boringsomething always going on.
Interviewer: Did you like the octivitythis idea of learning?
Student: Yeah.
Interviewer: Did you like this idea of getting paid?
Student: Yeah.
Interviewer: Is there cny difference in the way you evolvate thisthe money, the

learning?
Student: The learning's pretty good.
Interviewer: Now, you aid you'd be interested in another program like this. Would you

if there was no pay involved?
Student: Maybe not as long.
Interviewer: So you think the length of it could be o little shorter if there wos no pcy?
Student: I meon like if I worked of the school in the morning and come here in the

ofternoon, I wouldn't like that too well. Maybe if I lust come here three

1»terviewer: Would you like lust coming here in the ofternoon, not even working at
the kl nol?

Student: Yeah. ti

Interviewer: What do you feel is the greatest weakness in our summer program? The
greatest weakness.

Student: I don't know.
Interviewer: Well, is there onything that we could hove dune better than what we did?
Student: No.
Interviewer: There must hove been some area we could :love improved on. Out way

of presenting material. You don't think there's any orea of weakness here.
Student: No.
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Interviewer: How about our people then? You were actually Involved with themdo
you feel they did the job they should hove? Do you think we hod most of
the materials and this sort of thing that we needed? You feel like all these
were adequate?

Student: Yeah.
Interviewer: Whot do you feel is the greatest strength of our summer program? You

know what I meon by this? The greatest strength? What is our best quality
obnut this program?

Student: I think It was all pretty good. I liked the teachers pretty good.
Interviewer. What did you learn In our program this summer which might help you get

a lot) In the future?
Student: I guess weldingdid a lot of shot.
Interviewer: Anything else?
Student: No.
Interviewer: When did this particular thing happen. Welding you did at tho beginning,

the end, the middle?
Student: About the middle.
Interviewer: As a result of our summer project, hove you changed any of your idea

regarding the type of work you wont to do for the rest of your life?
Student: No.
Interviewer: What are you interested in now?
Student: Mechonics.
Interviewer: And you still have the same idea after the program this summer? You're

still Interested in mechonics?
Student: Yeah.
Interviewer: Describe eoch of the other 0. E. students in your twin. We'll stort with

Subject PP.
Student: H6 s okhe's pretty nice eaiy to get along with.
Interviewer: How about Subject 0?
Student: Well, I guess he was a. I didn't see him much, but I liked him.
Interviewer: When you did see him, what wos your reaction?
Student: I guess ho'swell, I liksd him.
Interviewer: Subject S.
Student: He s a pretty nice kid.
Interviewer: Did you like working with him?
Student: Yeah, I've been going to school with him since fourth prods.
Interviewer: So you two get along pretty well, I guess.
Student: Yeah.
Interviewer: Subject P.
Student: We didn't get 01000 too goodhe tn.)uthed off o lot, but other than that,

he's ok.
Interviewer: lie mouthed off a little bit to you, did he? What about?
Student: Just something to soy, / guess.
Interviewer: What wos your reaction when he did this?
Student: Just ignored him.
Interviewer: Did he do any of this in the summer program?
Student: Did a little.
Interviewer: What did he mouth oN about, onything in poticulor?
Student: Just mouthing a, I guess.
Interviewer: How about (name of lob aide)?
Student: !thought he was kindo slowbut other than that, ha wos o pretty nice kid.
Interviewer: Whot do you mean by slow?
Student: Ohhe seemed like he wos boll deodthot's whot I thought about him.

Other thou that, he's a pretty nice kidhis attitude and everytNng.
Intetviewer: Did he help or assist you in any way?
Student: He helped.
Interviewer. All right, now our lost question we've got on here. The lost it is describe

one word our total summer program.
Student: Pretty good.
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LABORATORY AIDE EXIT INTERV:EW FORM

Laboratory Aide

Interviewer

Lost First

Lost First

Dole

Directions: Be sure tope recorder is working. Say into the tope recorder "Exit interview

for Lob. Aide by interviewer. Dote

Put an x in one box otter the student has finished talkino about each. Interview question.

L7Of Unskilled hadn't been Invited into our program?
1. What would you have done this summer if you

Keep Learn Sublects
in about for Other

school job; teacher
training

9. What do you think was the basic purpose of our
summer program?

3. Why do you think you were chosen instead of
another industriol educotion student of Champaign

Positive Negative High?

70sitive1 Negative 1 4. What would you hove done differently If you
could turn bock the clock and relive our summer
program?

EPositive Negoriye 1 S. What ore your feelings about the TV cameras?

[ Hand root -I Power machine this summer?
6. 'Nhot tool or machine did you most enjoy using

Hand tsol I Power machine 7. What tool or machine did you least enjoy usiog
this summer?

8. Describe each of the other 0. E.'s in your team.

0. E.
Posith e j Negotive

Positivt Negative

Po;ve Negative

O. E.

O. E,

Last First

lost First

Lost int

lost first

Lass ittt

9 Describe the other Lab. Aides.



LARORATORV AIDE EXIT INTERVIEW FORM ttvotioutd)

10. Describe your two team teachers.

TeacherEPositive Negative

Positive Negative

Positive Negative

Positive_11egotiv:H

Positive Negative

IPositive I Negative

Money [Learning I Other

People I Materials

Fiona Few I Many

Fir.; [Middle tall

Industrial
or

shop

Other None

Teacher

Last First

Last First

11. Describe Dr. Tinkhom and Dr. Campbell.

Dr, Tinkham

Dr. Campbell

12, Would you recommend the lab. aide job to your
friends? Why?

13. Would you participate in a program like tiis
next summer if you were invited? Give the main
reoson for your answer.

14. Would you if there was no pay involved"!

15. What do you feel is the greatest weol.ness of
Our str met program?

16. What do you feel. is the greatest strenrA of our
summer progrorn?

17. a) Whot did you learn in our progrem this sum
mer which might help you get a job in the future?

b) When did this happen? (weeks'

18. As a result of our summer projgct, have you
changed any of your ideas regordirg the type of
work you wont to do for 'he rest of yo*ir life? Explain.

Answer 19. The last item is to describe in ore word ow- total

Immediate Delayed

tcomer program.
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EXIT INTERVIEWS-LABORATORY AIDES

It will be recalled that the five laboratory aides were chosen by their
industrial education teachers at Champaign High School as the top fire students
who were available to work afternoons for seven weeks during the summer.
As even a distribution as possible was maintained between white and
Negro students.

One laboratory aide was assigned to each of the five teams. The laboratory
aide worked under the direction of the two teachers in training in his team.
His duties included such activities as the following: preparing demonstration
materials, cutting stock to rough size for specific projects, adjusting and
maintaining equipment, securing audio-visual materials and returning them
after use, assisting in distributing food during the lunch hour and taking
the meal orders for the next day within his team, and, at the discretion of
his teachers in training, giving supplementary instruction on an individual
basis within his team.

The exit interviews for the laboratory aides were conducted during
the final week the project which had been set aside for evaluation, utilized
similar facilities, and followed a similar interview format to the 0. E. exit
interviews. This Laboratory Aide Exit Interview form is shown on page 132.

The results of the interviews were carefully analysed by listening to the
taped interview and studying the interviewers' checks in the Laboratory Aide
Exit Interview form. These revealed that the laboratory aides expressed
positive comments toward the program as a whole and toward the specific.
activities in which they were engaged.

In attempting to evaluate the 0. E. student, the aides revealed an aware-
ness of some of the attitudes, belta% tor, and mannerisms generally identified
with dropout-prone youth and ev dent in a large degree among the 0. E.
students. They felt, nevertheless, that the interest and the cooperation of the
majority of the 0. E. students were quite satisfying.

The aides were in agreement that, in the main, the cooperation and
dedication exhibited by them (the aides) were highly satisfactory and that
many good personality qualities and strengths were brought to the fore.

All of the laboratory aides felt that their experiences in the summer pro-
gram were very beneficial from the standpoint of both money cad leaning,
and they would not hesitate to recomirend the program to their friends hay-
ing similar interests. I he majority of the aides felt, however, that they would
not be inclined to participate in a similar project if the money incentive
we re removed.

While no definite weaknesses were identified by the aides, mention was
made of the slight adjustment difficulties encountered during the initial
deveivment of the activities.
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Their answers to the final item describing in one word the overall summer
program in which they participated included the terms "good" (twice),
"helpful," "successful," and "good idea."

The results of the interviews reveal that the aides, as a whole, were
highly impressed with the responsibilities placed upon them and indicated
that their desires to pursue careers in industry and/or the teaching of
industrial subjects had been strengthened by their summer experiences in
the experimental project.

EXIT INTERVIEWS-COLLEGE STUDENTS

At the very end of the last week of the eight-week summer sessionthe
week set aside for evaluation of the summer projectthe project director
conducted ten team exit interviews of the college students who were members
of the experimental program. The two teachers in each of the five teams of
the teachers-in-training class (Vow 384), plus the three to four college
students in each of the five teams of the graduate curriculum class (Votes
459D) were the interviewees. In order to make this a true exit interview,
it was felt that the college student should have completed his final exams
and the exit interviews with the 0. E. students and laboratory aides before
undergoing his ottit interview.

Each of the exit interviews for the college students was put on a tape
recorder. The interviews were scheduled at the convenience of the teams in
blocks of two-hour time sequences. The project director initially estimated
that one and one-half hours would probably be sufficient to complete these
exit interviews, but he scheduled the two full hours in case any of the
interviews ran overtime.

Two exit interviews were scheduled for late Thursday afternoon and
evening and eight interviews were scheduled for Friday, the last day of
summer school. The college students were very willing to react to the items
in the exit interview; thus each team used the full two hours allotted. This
was very gratifying to the interviewer even though he interviewed continu-
ously from 7:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. on Friday. Ore team utilised the full
two hours allotted and still had a few items they had not reacted to. 1i was
suggested that they might take another tape recorder and complete the
remainder by themselves in the next room if they were willing. They did
and spent another half hour completing this interview.

To conserve the reader's time, the two forms used as guidelines for the
384 and 4591) class exit interviews have been combined. The forms were
necessarily similar, therefore the Guideline Form for Vow 384 Exit inter-
views has been reproduced with the differences from the Votes 45913 form
superimposed.
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COLLEGE STUDENTS' EXIT INTERVIEW FORM

Combined Guideline Form for Votec 384 and Votec 459D Students
(Both groups were given the some interview questions with the exception of those ports
appearing In bold face type.)
For Team August ,1966.
Will the team leader and then the second member of the team please give his full name
and home address where mail will reach him during the 1966.67 school year.

Leader

Address
Student
Address

Please be frank and truthful in your answers as no port of your course evaluation will be
based on these interviews.

1. How did you first hear about this summer research project?
2. Why did you sign up for this course?
3. Knowing whot you now do about the content of the course, would you still sign up

for it if this were the beginning of this summer?
4. What was the purpose of our total summer research project?
S. What objectives do you think were of greatest significance in our summer research

project?
6. What objectives did we not follow through this summer?
7. What are the competencies needed by teachers who work with dropoutprore

students in a vocational shop setting?
8. How successful do you feel the specific laboratory aide wos in your team?
9. How successful were the lob aides in general this summer?

10. What do you believe are the competencies needed by a laboratory aide?
11. How could the lob aide idea be strengthened if another project woo designed
similor to this summer's efforts?
12. Do you think it is actually necessary to hove 0. E. students in the shop in order to
prepare teachers who are competent to work with this type student? Explain.
13. What was your initial reaction when you learned of the required home visitations?
14. What was your reaction ofter the required home visitation?
15. How could this aspect of the program be strengthened?
16. How valuable did you find the file folder on each student in Room 42?
17. How valuable did you find the microfiche materials available in Room 42? (384 only.)
17A. What shop dropout prone curriculums material is available and how good is it?
(459D only.)
18. Describe the coordination between Votec 384 and 4590. How could it hove been
improved?
19. What were your feelings about the TV? How could it hove been more effective?
90. What wriculuns was most effective with your term?
21. What curriculum material was least effective with your team?
92. Mot is your opinion of the team structure used thi: Summer?
93. Of what value might a machine such as the Language Master be with dropoutprone
Youth in a shop situation?
94. What do you tee os the greatest problem in working with the 0. E. type student?
25. What do y5.0 see os the greatest value in working with the 0. E. student?
96- What type of teaching technique worked best for you this summer? (4590: Omit
phrase for you")
97. What type of teoching technique was the least effective for you this summer? (4590:
Omit phrase "for you")
98. What type of shop facilities do you think would be best for the dropout prone?
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29. What shop equipment do you think is too hazardous for dropoutprone students of
fifteen and sixteen years of we?
30. Whot type of discipline seems to work best?
31. What type of discipline seems to be least effective?
32. In one or two words describe your Image of or feeling toward the dropout-prone
student just before you beoan the summer project.
33. In one or two words describe your imago of or feeling toward the dropoutprone
student today.
34. Would y >u recommend this program to your friends?
35. Wo.rid you porticipote in o program titre this next summer if you were invited? Give
the main reason for your answer.
36. Would you if there were pay involved?
37. Whot do you feel is the greatest weakness of our summer program?
38. What do you feel is the greatest strength of our summer program?
39. As a result of our summer project, have you changed any of your ideas regarding
the type of work you wont to do lac the rest of your fife? Explain.
40. Describe each of the 0. E. st.idents in your team. (384 only)
40A. List the units of work your 0. E. team undertook this summer. (459D only)
41. the lost it,n is to describe in ONE WORD our total summer program.

Immediately at the conclusion of all the college student exit interviews,
the interviewer taped for each guideline item his personal reactions based
on the total interview results. Each team interview was transcribed on
cards. These hundreds of cards were laid out on a very large surface and
compared item by item in order to select illustrations and summarize an-
swers, samples of which follow.

2. ll'hy did )1. Fi sign utfos Mil course?
"We have a real problem inour school, working in the freshman branch of
high school. Our shop program is poorly oriented to the slower student
although this is what our shop enrollment is mostly composed of. A great
interest in the high schools of Chicago is for the academic program to push
them on into college, and the student who doesn't fit into the readeruie pro-
gram is usually a misfit. We have a freshman branch composed of all
freshman students, and those that weren't academically oriented are thrown
into a shop with an inexperienced shop teacher, and as a result problems
and conflicts and all sorts of difficulties arise. There is a fear that the shop
program will be disbanded because of this trouble. When I saw the brochure
and the information from Dr. Campbell and he mentioned the possibilities
of working down here in this shop and the curriculum part d the program,
I discussed it with our principal and he thought it would be a good idea to
come on down to see if we could get some ideas, so I'm bringing back all
the curriculum material we've developed here and hope we can continue
cur shop, because if we don't and the shop folds up, the nonacademkally
oriented student will be thrown into an academic program, be frustrated,
and thus still more dropouts."
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"Well, I've known for quite some time the need for people working with
this type of boys. I first got acquainted with these working with Scouting
and then I've got a nephew who was on the road to the penitentiary until he
got into an industrial education course in high school and that was very
instrumental in putting him back on the road to being a good citizen. That
nephew of mine, I believe he was going to quit school the day he was sixteen.
when it was legal to quitand run off and now that he has gotten into
vocational education he is intending to finish high school and go on to a
trade school. I know that these types of courses are very instrumental in
his being a better boy."

"1 was interested in the program because of the new position that I will
have as a supervisor of vocational education in Wisconsin. Primarily my
work will deal with curriculum development of all types, and I thought
that this might be one of the things I would be involved with, and I wanted
some more background in curriculum development. My title will be Super-
visor of Teacher Education and Curriculum Development."

"I mainly took the course because in reading the literature it looked like
a course that I could get something out of, that I could use when I go back
to school this fall. That's what I %as looking fora course that is really
practical."

3. knowing what .09st now do about the content of the course, mould me still sign
up for it if this were the beginning of this summer?

Without exception, every college student .teplied positively to this
question.

"Yes, I would take it again, because there's the experience of wily
working with these boysthere's no other way you can get it."

7. it are the competencies needed kr teachers rtho work trill! dropout-prone students

in a vocational shop setting?
This is one of the key items in the exit interviews. Patience, a sense of empathy,

and maturity were the three most common competencies mentioned. Several
excerpts from he college students' answers are reproduced because it is

felt that the types of answers coming from the students themselves and in
their own words are very significant toward evaluating the behavioral
changes fostered by the summer research project.

"I think the main one that you have to have is the stick-to-itiveness and
not giving up right away when you know you are failing with one student.
You need the drive to stick with them and help them out, even though they
don't want you. 1 imagine a lot of teachers would just forget about it and
send them home. But I thought that as long as we've got them down here
doing something, it better than having them out on the street or in a bad
home.
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"You have to be able to empathize with themtake into concern their
problems, their lack of abilities, and you personally have to have a well-
developed self concept. You can't be afraid of what others think of you in
your approach with the student, because you can't help but experiment and
develop different methods. Your peers, fellow teachers, may complain about
the type of students you're working with and that they don't see any real
accomplishments."

"I think he has to understand the type of individual he's working with
be able to interpret the material within the student's cumulative folder, his
academic grades, his limited background, the socioeconomic background of
his family, and realize these are the tools the student has to work with, these
are the competencies the student has, and work with them."

"I don't think that I could handle a full class of these individuals right
now, but I think I have a better outlook on the few I do have and I can
help them moreI'm going to have to if they're going into this vocational
program or going to stay in school. I also think that a teacher in this field
must have a very, very good background in counselingI think this is one
of the major things, because it's more attitudes than anything else."

"I think along with the patience you've got to he careful that you don't
overhelp them. You've got to keep him going and get him to work, but
you don't want to offer too much help. Many times you wait for him while
he's tryin,:, to get something done and you have a tendency to go in and
help him or give him a helping hand and do it for him. You wind up doing
it for him and you have to be able to get them going on their own, even if
they make a mistake, it can be a learning situation."

"You must be able to see these kids in their situations and you tend not
to do this. You use your own set of values."

"You've got to have a desire to understand them."
"The quickest answer I could give to that--what does Dick Ilenek have?

What does Foster Fuller have? These two are the ones that the kids most
often referred to. They're warm, interested, and gentle people. I think this
is important."

"I think both of these fellows have the talent of going the second mile
with the student. Such as with Dick, he was willing to take the boys fishing
on a weekend, getting close to them, learning more about not unk I heir
school experiences, but their home experiences and such. Showing that they
were thoroughly interested. I think this is something that is important. I think
one of the things that a person should have working with these boys is a
birrel full of patience."

"I think Cliff will remember, when we interviewed Subject O's mother.
She spoke about how interested he had been and how proud of what he had
accomplished, because the instructor had not only been patient with him,
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but had understood what he was trying to do. I think this is a classic test
of a good teacher, that he can be tremendously masculine, and still be a
very gentle person. I think Dick has these qualities to the 'nth' degree."

"I think one quality that Foster had that looms up in my mind is con-
sistency. He was always the same old Foster day in and day out and the
lids knew what to expect from him. He didn't make any bones about telling
them what they could expect from him and they just always knew where
they stood with him. I think that's one of the main reasons that he had
success. This I think is tremendously important to these youngsters. Their
home life and their whole makeup of daily activitiesthere's very little
consistency, really."

"Ile needs to have a lot of patience and be willing to stand a lot of heart-
breaks--he has to be the type of person that's willing to give a lot of himself."

"You've got to establish rapport, first of all, You've got to see the kid's
problem as he sees it. You've got to sort of sit in his seat for once. I think
once you find out how he views the situation, how he sees himself, I think
then you can identify and find that thing that's causing the type of behavior
that you don't like, or that isn't acceptable. I think you must be able to
identify, I think that's important. You've got to let the kid know that you're
on his team."

"I don't think you're going to get through to him until he feels that
comfortable feeling that you are on his side ...the teacher must have a
feeling of wanting to htip. I couldn't describe this in one word and call it a
competency. It's a concern."

"I think the most important thing is that the teachers have a sincere
interest in the stqdent as an individual. This type of student can see through
a person more dolly and faster than the average student, and I feel that if
you're not sincerely irterested in them, if you're in the program because
you're out to make a mime for yourself, or it pays more, you've got two
strikes on you before you begin."

Items 8, 9, and 10 dealt with the laboratory aides. It is interesting that
three out of the five teams felt theirs was the best lab. aide. The competency
stressed was maturity. Many inteniewecs mentioned the teacher recruitment
potentia; of using high school students.

12. Now think it is &Wily termer) to hose 0. E. ordeal in the sleot, in *flit
to prepare koala: who ore cornteleal t' work nit), this Ott student? Eirlain.

Agreement was unanimous. You must have them to do the job. In fact,
those who were in the 4591) class felt compelled to come down and observe
these students in the lab because they felt they could nut fully understand
this type of student from only a classroom- lecture situation.

13. What reds yole initial readiorr 'Arnow kora of Mt rtgarird lx.rat ticitctioas?
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Without exception, words such as "afraid," "horrified," and other
completely negative statements were expressed by all those who had not
conducted home interviews. Only two had positive statements. These were
from a man who has conducted home interviews in his regular program,
and a guidance counselor. MI the others were extremely negative. They
felt they were prying, and were actually terrified at the idea.

14. What war your reaction after the required home visitation?
Without exception, they thought it was extremely beneficial and wished

they could have done a lot more of it. Typical answers were "wonderful
experience" and "learned a lot." Several even wish to incorporate this into
their programs when they go back to school this fall, and plan to utilize the
parental interview form we developed. The project director was amazed
t!lat an eight week project would uncover a variable with such dichotomous
results. Initially reactions were completely negative, and after the home
visits they were completely positive. In fact, these reactions were expressed
even by the college professors involved. One teacher in training who con
ducted his home interviews teamed with his instructor said, "All the way
out there Dr. Tinkhain kept calling me a skeptic and after we had finished
our two interviews, he sorta admitted he had been skeptical about going."

16. Now valuable did you ford the file folder on each student in Room 42'
It was very gratifying to observe how much use was made of these file

folders. When the college students answered Itzrn 40 during their exit
interviews (describe each of the 0. E. students in your team) they had reams
of information at their fingertips. The project director sincerely believes
that these teachers in training knew far more about the 0. E. students in
their team after six weeks contact than the typical (not 0. E.) teacher does
after one year's contact. A sample file has been reproduced in its entirety
earlier in this same section of the final report.

17 (a). What AO dropout.prorte curriculum materiel is ardilable and how good is it?
Most of them didn't know of any material. They had looked for it and

had found very few specific curriculum materials that had been produced
for the dropout prone in Votec.

In reference to items 20 and 21 concerning the most effective and least
effective cirriculum materials, time when developed was tl,e significant
variabl!. The most effective curriculum material was the last material that
was developed. Almost without .-xception, the least effective was the first
material producedthe lecture material.
22. 117tot is yew? opinion of the teem strsh-tust tad this Noonan?

All the college students were very much in favor of the team teaching
idea. They felt this gave one teacher a chance to get something prepared
while the other teacher was working with the group. They liked the come
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bination of two teachers, one lab. aide, and the five students. They felt this
was an ideal arrangement. The team approach gave them a chance to
work with one individual, later with another individual witlin their team,
and still have some continuity even when a few students were moved away
from their team temporarily into another team to do a specific task. These
students automatically and without invitation came to their original team
teachers to get instructions.

23. Of what value might a machine such us the Language Master be with dropout-
prone youth in a shop situation?

Those who had worked with it and those who had actually watched it in
operation were extremely favorable towards it. Those who had not seen it
working because they were busy elsewhere and had not done anything with
it were quite skeptical.

Items 24 and 25 dealt with what the college students felt was the greatest
problem and the greatest value in working with the 0. E. student. The
greatest problem was getting their attention and keeping it until they
had completed a task. The two most typical responses concerning the
greatest value expressed the ideas that (1) succeeding with the 0. E. student
is especially meaningful because it was so long awaited, and (2) making this
person a worthy contributor to society is highly desirable.

The answers to Items 26 and 27 (concerning the teaching technique
which worked best for them and which technique was least effective) re-
flected a general feeling that the best teaching techniques utilized a program
which involved the student in a productive activity. The least effective
technique was believed to be the strict lecture method in a group setting.
29. What shop equipment do you think is too hazardous for dropout prone students
of fifteen and sixteen years of age?

Interestingly enough, the majority believed no equipment was too
hazardous for this age group, if the students had been given instructions on
how to use the machine and a supervisory person was close by.

Ed Lynch made a very excellent observation. He felt the most dangerous
tools were the exacto-knives and gouges which he had observed some students
waving around. The 0. E. students had little respect for the hand tools, thus
they were more dangerous than the large machines, of which the students
were normally somewhat cautious.

30. What tape of discipline seems to work best?
Getting the boy away from his peers seemed to be the key.

31. What type of discipline seems to be least effective?
This was ridicule before the group. However, the students observed that

even this worked very well in rare cases, such as when Dr. Tinkham told
Suhject D that his opinion of him had dropped tremendously after the
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student had mishandled some delicate equipment brought down to show
the group. Dr. Tinkham did not have anything broken or lose any of the
delicate carved ivory and other costly items which he brought down during
the warm-up sessions. These were left unattended during the remainder of
the afternoon so that the individual O. E. students could see and handle
them. This is certainly significant.

32. In one or two words describe your image of or feeling toward the dropout -prone
student just before you began the summer project.

33. In one or two words describe your image of or feeling toward the dropout-prone
student today.

Basically an impersonal word or words were used to describe the 0. E.
before the summer project began. Almost without exception, a feeling of
personal relationship was exhibited in the description of the 0. E. student
given at the end of the course. Following are some illustrations of answers
by the same college student to items 32 and 33.

Before Project

didn't understand them
lack of knowledge
unemployable
different type of student
generally unconcerned
of difficult environmental
background
has special problems
teenage gangster
dumb idiots
completely different

35. Would you participate in a program
Give the main reason for your answer.

In response to Item 35, it was surprising to the director that almost all of
the college students answered "yes." A few said normally they would but
that they had already made commitments for next summer.

37. What do you feel is Me greatest weakness in our summer program?
The two items most frequently mentioned were coordination at the

beginning between the two classes and the lack of time. They wished they
could work with these students longer than six weeks.

38. What do yore feel is the greatest strength in our summer program?
The most frequent responses were (1) actually having the 0. E. students

After Project Completed

interesting
encouraging
potentially valuable
concerned
sympathetic

in need of help
needs help
averagea few problems
Wayward students
unique students

like this next summer if you were invited?
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here and having a chance to work with them, and (2) having university
people interested in this problem and actually doing something about it.

41. The last item is to describe in one word our total summer program.
All of the descriptive words were positive. The most common word

which appeared in four exit interviews was "enlightening." Other answers
were:
Rewarding Educational and wonderful
Interesting The first step
A learning experience Wonderfulall good
Good experience, really Helpful
Socially gratifying Worthy or worthwhile
Very good experience Educational
Challenging Tremendous program
Wonderfulbest learning experience I've had since I've been in college.

As was mentioned earlier, the college students' exit interviews took a
full two hours. All of the men stayed throughout without complaining and
were unusually attentive in considering and responding to the items. The
interviews flowed easily because the students often moved from their dis-
cussion of the current item to a topic which, unknown to them, was coming
up shortly on the interview form.

SUMMARY BY CLASS INSTRUCTOR
Dr. Robert A. Tinkham, Associate Professor of Vocational and Technical

Education, University of Illinois, and exemplary professor for the teacher-
in-training laboratory class, was asked to write a short summary of his
reflections on the summer experimental program.

Looking back on the 1966 summer program which tied in our usual offering,
Votec 384, The General Shop Program, with the boys in the Occupational Explora-
tion program, my overall reaction is it was probably the most satisfying teaching
that I have ever done. I say this because I feel that there was abundant evidence
to show that my ten students in Votec 384 were markedly changed in terms of their
understanding of, and their attitudes toward, problems involving dropout-prone
youth. Obviously, there are changes for the good and some less desirable changes;
however, in the case of these changes, I would say that they were of the first type.
From all indications I have, these students, both undergraduate and graduate, felt
that it was a tremendous experience that, at times, took much out of them but
gave them a great deal in return.

One bit of evidence of their high level of interest is seen in the fact that they were
scheduled for twelve hours per week in the course, yet they decided to spend a mini-
mum of fifteen hours per week with the boys and also added what was typically
one hour per day following the class, to plan and to evaluate their progress.

As to the reason or reasons for what I would call the great success of this program,
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I am not certain. Perhaps the curTent national concern ft.. problems of cultural
deprivation and the attention we are now giving to the question of how we can
reach these youngsters had their effect on the thinking of these teachers and pros-
pective teachers. It is possible that here, for the first time, the student had a small
enough teacher-pupil ratio to allow him to really get to know some of these boys;
and this brought greater insight and understanding. I definitely feel that the visits
by my students to the pupil's home for the most part added a new and very worth
while experience. (The previous statement is qualified because not always was it
possible to gain access to the home.) It is probably safe to say in summary that the
students were ready and took advantage of the summer's unique opportunity to
increase their potential as teachers.
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Summary and Conclusions

The two main purposes of this study were to prepare vocational-technical
teachers to work with dropout-prone youths in laboratories within the school
and to discover how successful a special votec program would be in assisting
those students with special needs. (See page viii for a complete list of the
project objectives.)

Twenty-four dropout-prone Occupational Exploration students from the
Champaign Public Schools were chosen by a stratified (by race) random
sample to participate in a summer experimental program. A team teaching
approach was utilized with five dropout-prone students, two teachers in
training, and a laboratory aide working as a typical team in the shop class.
These five teams were coordinated via closed circuit television with five
corresponding teams in a graduate class which developed curriculum ma-
terials tailor-made for their specific shop team.

The schedule for the actual conduct of the summer experimental program
was as follows. Orientation programs were held during the first week of the
experimental program. During the following six weeks the students worked
on a building maintenance program for the Champaign school system from
8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon. Transportation to the University and lunches
were provided between 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. From 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.
they participated in the laboratory program (Votec 384). The eighth week
was devoted to an evaluation of the program.
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A series of evaluatory instruments was developed by the project director
and/or his research team. A forty-four item Likert-type attitude scale was
developed which proved to have high validity and reliability. This Student
Attitude Toward School Shop (SASS) scale was administered to the drop-
out-prone students as a pre-and post-test. A motivational analysis instrument;
a student evaluation form (group rank) used to determine ranked success-
fulness of each 0. E. student within his team; a form for measuring oppor-
tunities for meeting vocational needs; a series of exit interview forms designed
for the 0. E.'s, the laboratory aides, and the college students in the shop
class and the graduate curriculum class; a parental interview form; and a
form to develop a typical daily schedule for each 0. E. student were other
evaluation instruments designed specifically for this research study.

Two other instruments were administered during the study: the
Kuder Preference Record Occupation Form D and the Bai les Interaction
Scale.

In addition to the classwork, each of the teachers in training was required
to make a visit to each student's home to administer the parental inter-
view form, and to keep a diary of the daily activities relating to classwork.

In meeting our first project objective dealing with exploring dr.:dimensions
of the dropout -prone youth problem in relation to occupational development
leading toward gainful employment, it was found that the problem is as
complex and complicated as the project director originally surmised. One
illustration indicating the complexity of a single dimension is in the area of
inconsistencies. Data concerning the 0. E. studems were compared for con-
sistencies and inconsistencies when gathered from four sources: the 0. E.
student himself, his parents, the school psychologist, and the teacher in
training. Only five of the 24 socially maladjusted students indicated any
family trouble. A third of the 0. E.'s answers were found to disagree with
their parents' answers. Thus it was concluded that a relatively high per-
centage of inconsistencies was found when it is recalled that we were dealing
with the same student but from different viewpoints.

Thz: second project objective asked the question whether this six-week
summer experimental program of unique votec laboratory experiences
would meet the needs of these youths in relation to occupational development
or preparation for occupational programs. It was concluded that a positive
answer was warranted. In only two cases did this not appear to be true.
One was the only dropout of the summer experimental program and the
other was a student who scored lowest on both the pre-and post-test SASS
scores. He desired to be a jazz singer.

Use of the form developed for measuring opportunities for meeting
vocational needs disclosed that the summer program provided opportunities
for meeting each of the identified vocational needs. An analysis of the
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0. E. exit interviews indicated that 74 percent felt that the basic purpose
of the program was job orientation. A one-word summation of the entire
program by the 0. E. stud( nts indicated a very favorable response toward
the summer project as a whole. A frequently used term was "fun."

The third objective of the research project was preparing personnel to
work with students with special needs. The major competencies needed by
teachers who work with dropout-prone students in a vocational shop setting
were identified as patience, a sense of empathy, and maturity. To recruit potential
teachers to work with this type of student, actual dropout-prone students
should be available. Without exception, the college students felt that it is
necessary to have actual 0. E. students in the shop in order to prepare
teachers. Also, without exception, every college student replied positively
to the question, "Knowing what you now do about the content of the
course, would you still sign up for it if this were the beginning of the summer?'

The competency most often stressed as necessary for a laboratory aide
was maturity. All the laboratory aides felt their experiences in the summer
program were very beneficial from the standpoint of both money and learning.

The fourth and final objective of the experimental project was to dis-
seminate the findings. Although dissemination is usually not regarded as a
major project objective, the director felt so strongly about the usual weakness
in effectively disseminating research findings in education that it was
specifically designed into this project as one of the four important goals.

In addition to this final report, a set of three kinescopes completes the
dissemination package. In order to further encourage the reader to see and
hear the composite summary of the project in action, the script used by
Dean Rupert N. Evans in introducing one of these three 16-millimeter
movies is presented.

Do these boys look like disinterested dropout-prone students? You have just seen
a fewvignettes of severely socially maladjusted pupils who participated in a research
project at our College of Education. at the University of Illinois during the summer
of 1966. Yes, I said during the summer and at our college. Thus you will see, during
the remainder of this kinescope, scenes of these dropout-prone students receiving
more of what they don't likeschool--and during their summer vacation, no less!
Another interesting aspect of the project was that these boys who might very likely
drop out of high school were working in a college environment. The boys made a
wide range of projects. However, these finished projects were not the major goal
but were simply a motivational device used to arouse the dropout-prone student's
desire to come to school and to learn.

They were participating in a research project entitled Experimental Program to
Prepare VocationalTechnical Teachers for Laboratory Classes Designed for Drop-
out-Prone Youth. To our knowledge this is the first program in the country to
prepare industrial education teachers to work specifically with dropout-prone
students,

Because of the unique social and emotional problems involved ',in teaching the
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dropout-prone student, the teachers in training actually worked with these students
as you will see in the film and did not just talk about the teaching process.

Dr. Robert A. Campbell, project director, felt that the dropout-prones' interest
in shop work might motivate them to develop and use many of the basic learning
skins they were rejecting in the conventional classroom.

You will see students looking up information in catalogs and encyclopedias and
reading instruction sheetsactivities not usually associated with the dropout-prone.
The special instruction sheets and other curriculum materials for the dropout-prone
students were prepared by a graduate class which observed the dropout-prone via
closed-circuit TV. Because the general shop and curriculum classes met at different
times, video tape was used. The kinescope you will be viewing:is one of three kine-
scopes made from sections of these TV tapes.

This particular film is devoted to summarizing the total project, and to encourag-
ing other schools and colleges to work in this field. The second kinescope deals
specifically with preparing the teachers in training to work with the dropout-prone.
The third and last kinescope is devoted to the actual shop activities of the dropout -
prone students.

The reader is referred to the inside back cover of this report for more
information regarding requests for these films.

Additional conclusions drawn from the research project follow.
Each of the evaluative instruments specifically developed for this research

project provided meaningful and useful data. The Student Attitude Toward
School Shop (SASS) scale was extremely reliable.

The college students' attitudes toward home visitations changed from
completely negative to completely positive. It was amazing to the project
director that an eight-week project would uncover a variable with results
which changed so radically. This variable was the required home visitations.
Words such as "afraid," "horrified," and other completely negative state-
ments were expressed by all of those who had not conducted home interviews.
After the home visitations had been conducted, everyone thought they had
been very beneficial and wished that they could have made more of them.

In reference to curriculum material developed for the summer project,
time when developed was the significant variable. The most effective
curriculum material was the last material which was developed. Almost
without exception, the least effective was the first material producedthe
lecture material.

The college students as well as the dropout-prone students were all In
favor of the team-teaching idea utilized in the project.

In regard to the value of a machine such as the Language Master in
working with dropout-prone youth in a shop situation, those who had
worked with it and those who had actually watched it in operation were
extremely favorable toward it. Those college students who had no contact
with the machine were quite skeptical of its potential value in this type of
situation.
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Generally speaking, there seemed to be few, if any differences by race
on the variables investigated in this study. Of the many variables compared
by race, the only one which showed any wide difference was the motivational
value of the free taxi ride. Almost twice the percentage of responses in this
category were chosen by the Negro students. However, the actual numbers
were small.

During the following regular school year the dropout rate of the 0. E.
students in the control group was well over double the dropout rate of
0. E. students who participated in the experimental summer research
program.

The difference between pre- and post-test SASS scores earned by the
experimental students closely approached statistical significance but did
not reach the 5 percent level.

IQ was the one variable which correlated more often with other variables
used in the study. IQ, correlated strongly enough with these three variables
to be statistically significant at the 1 percent levelindustrial arts grades,
school behavior, and SASS pretest scores.

Dropout-prone students will attend school during their s. -rimer vacation
with about the same attendance record as during the regular required school
year if they are paid and engage in a special votec program.

Seventy percent of the 0. E. students in our experimental program were
born in the Champaign-Urbana area and 80 percent came from large
families with a below-average socioeconomic level.

Teaching methods should be developed so that the dropout-prone student
takes an active part.

An increase in negative responses by a teacher lowers the observable
desirable qualities of a student in terms of group behavior. A decrease in
negative responses is reflected in the students' behavior and tends to promote
group solidarity and leadership.

Mondays, after the students had been in their home environment during
the weekend, were the worst days in regard to 0. E. discipline.

Good team days, as reflected by the daily diaries, decreased as the summer
progressed. The main cause of this seemed to be fatigue.

The daily diaries kept by all teachers in training, the college instructors,
and the laboratory aides were extremely valuable. This method provides
an excellent source of information. Also many constructive comments can be
drawn from the diaries in preparing a follow-up of this experimental program.

Important tests and research instruments must be read to the dropout-
prone on a one-to-one administrative basis to obtain reliable results.

The recruitment brochure was adequately designed to catch the interest
of its intended audience but in future projects should be indi%idually
addressed and mailed early in the school year.
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No physical injuries were sustained by the severely socially maladjusted
dropout-prone students at any time during their activities in the shop. Also,
nothing was stolen or purposely broken. Even the costly and delicate items
Dr. Tinkham used in his warm-up sessions, and which were intentionally
left unattended during the laboratory period, were not harmed in any way.

It was concluded that this was the first program in the nation to specifically
prepare industrial education teachers to work with the dropout-prone student.

The last item on the exit interviews asked the college student to describe
in one word our total summer program. All of the descriptive words were
positive. The most commonly used was "enlightening," This would also
be the one word the project director would choose to describe his reactior.
to the total research project.

IMPLICATIONS
In order to obtain more variables which might prove to be statistically

significant, a larger control group is needed. Along these same lines, if
more time than six weeks were available for the experimental program,
there would seem to be more opportunity for the dropout-prone students
to change. A program during the regular school year may be in order.

A longitudinal follow-up is needed to more fully and accurately eval-
uate the efforts of the summer program upon the 0. E. student.

The dropcut-prone youth does not seem to have a realistic self concept.
Can shop activities provide the opportunity for the development of a valid
self concept by this type of student?

The other half of the dropout-prone youth problem should be investi-
gated. Do girls react as the boys did during an experimental summer
project in vocational-technical education?

Will a cooperative project utilizing each of the many divisions in
vocational-technical education (home economics, agriculture, business, etc.)
best meet the diverse needs of dropout-prone youth?

Perhaps one of the best sources for recruiting personnel to work with
dropout-prone youth is a required course similar to the experimental Votec
384 for all students in vocational-technical teacher education programs.
When future teachers are forced to work with the dropout-prone student
in a face-to-face small-team situation, they learn the problems, challenges,
and rewards of working with this type of student.

A surprisingly large number of people inside and outside the summer
experimental research project mentioned the value of recognizing, at the
university level, the problems of the dropout-prone segment of the public
school population. This seems to imply that the University of Illinois and
others should continue to work in the area.
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Combined with the foregoing report to make a total dissemination package
is a three-part kinescope titled Experimental Program to Prepare Vocational
Technical Teachers for Laboratory Classes Designed for Dropout-Prone Youth:

Part IProject Summary
Part IIPreparing Teachers
Part IIIStudent Activities

Arrangements for obtaining these 16-millimeter films may be made with the
project. director:
Dr. Robert A. Campbell
Department of Vocational and Technical Education
College of Education
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801


